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A
FTER acknowledging his dection to the 

office as a tribute of friendship and good
will to himself and as a gracious com

pliment to the P .0. Engineering· Department, 
the PresidPnt proceedt>d to discuss the question 
of the education of the engineer. He was of tht> 
opinion that the teaching of detailed applications 
of technology in the schools will have to be 
abandoned. The fundamental technique of 
electrical science and engineering·, and its general 
application, alrPady furnish more than sufficient 
material for a full college course. \Ve may well 
be content if the graduates are men with sound 
fundamental knowledge and with faculties 
trained to continue thP proct>sses of absorption 
and assimilation, nwn who know what the tools 
of science and technology are and how they can 
be used, and if possible endowed with vision and 
enterprise. 

Sir Thomas then made reference to i\lr. F. 

Cill's address in I<J22, and aftt>r claiming a place 
in the sun for the " milliampere man " he re
viewed the position of automatic telephony and 
the progress madP, both in London and the 
provinces, since his own paper on the subject 
five years ago. It is anticipated that in seven 
years' timt> tht> number of automatic exchangps 
in the central London business area will han' 
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reached rno, leaving only five manual exchanges 
for subsequent conversion. Jn this country 
there are now 163 automatic exchanges operat
ing· in urban areas with about 500,000 stations; 
automatic equipment capable of serving about 
rno,ooo lines is being installed annually. At 
the present rate about 1 ,ooo new telephones are 
installed each working day throughout the year. 
Rural automatic exchanges, giving a 24-hours 
per day service, are being installed in simple 
buildings of the '' garage ' type and are left un
attended beyond a weekly visit from a lineman. 

Line economics was then treated and the im
portance of detailed surveys, which take into 
account all the known social and commercial 
factors of growing and changing localities, was 
emphasised. These surveys have to be revised 
from time to time, in order that adequate plant 
may be laid down for growth, without unduly 
spending capital on unproductive ducts and 
cablt>. In the development of the service in this 
country, new telephone stations and increased 
use of those already existing are necessary. 
Reluctance to hire a telephone and to use it after 
it has been hired mav be a British characteristic, 
but tlw Engineer-in-Chief is quire sure that it is 
not an unchangeable characteri�;tic. 

.\ fpaturf' of communications f'ngineering is 

T 
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the manner tn which electrical considerations 
affecting the transmission line have advanced 
into prominence. The author paid a tribute to 
the work of Oliver Heaviside, the pioneer in the 
art of adding inductance to a line possessing 
inherent capacity, Pupin and Campbell, and 
then proceeded to discuss modern practice with 
regard to loading, showing the relations be
tween propagation speeds and frequencies with 
different loading·s. ·Attenuation and distortion 
can be reduced by compensating networks, but 
cross-talk must be Pliminated before repeaters 
could be relied upon entirely if loading were 
omitted. Never did the seed of an invention fall 
upon more fruitful ground than did the tele
phone repeater, developed on the basis of De 
Forest's conversion of the Fleming valve into 
a triode amplifier, and never was a long-standing 
fundamental problem solved in a more complete 
and satisfying manner. Two-wire and four
wire repeaters, echo suppressors and repeater 
refinements were then toudwd upon. The 
speaker next proceeded to deal with the work 
of the C.C.I., and how the work of telephoning 
Europe internationally had proceeded amicably 
and steadily through the united efforts of the 
various administrations. The transmission units 
agreed upon by the C.C. I .-and incidentally 
also by America-were defined and explained, 
and mention was made of the Standard Reference 
System set up in Paris, which is owned and 
operated by the C.C.I. 

The enormous advances made in the Radio 
field were detailed; the Rugby station, which is 
capable of reaching any properly equipped ship 
in any part of the globe; the wonderful service 
of broadcasting throughout the world; and the 
trans-Atlantic circuits between I ondon and New 
York which link together all the millions of 
telephone users in America and in Europe. The 
original long-wave channel forms the main link, 
but there are also two short-wave channels, each 
using waves of the order of 16, 24 and 30 metres 
and radiating 5 k\V, against the 60 kW of the 
long-wave channel, and apparatus for a third 
short-wave channel is in cours� of construction. 
The combination of the two svstems ensures 
practically a 100 per cent. service. The Presi
dent explained the single side-band method of 
transm1ss10n used on the 5,000 metre channel, 
and pointed out how improvement had been 

effected by a careful location of stations; the 
short-wave channels have the advantage of 
directional transmission and reception, which 
imparts a certain measure of privacy. On t lw 

long-wave service, the elimination of the carrier, 
and the suppression of one side-band entirely 
and non-essential portions of the other present 
difficulties to would-be listeners, but methods of 
securing secrecy have been devised and close 
attention is being given to their development. 
:Many of the special features of the trans-Atlantic 
radio system are devices intimately connected 
with, and in some cases borrowed from, the 
developments of line telephony. 

\Vork is now going forward actively at the 
Bell Telephone Laboratories on the develop
ment of a continuously loaded telephone cable 
for connection between London and New York, 
and it is possible that the cable (which will yield 
only one telephone channel with probably a 
telegraph channel superposPd) will be available 
for service as early as H)32. The loading 
material will be one of the series of alloys 
designated as " perminvars." These are com
posed of nickel, iron and cobalt to which may 
be added small amounts of non-magnetic metals 
such as molybdenum. " Perminvars " are 
characterised by high resistivity and by a 
wonderfully constant permeability over a wide 
range of magnetising force. The conductor will 
be insulated with a new dielectric material known 
as " paragutta," which is similar in mechanical 
properties to gutta percha, but the combination 
and treatment of its constituents endow it with 
superior electrical properties, approximately 
equal to those of tightly packed dry paper. 
The attenuation on the cable will be immensely 
greater than that of any other telephone circuit 
yet planned, the ratio of input to output being 
about 1015, or 150 decibels, for the high fre
quencies of the voice range. It is anticipated, 
however, that the received speech will be success
fully amplified and passed forward in good 
shape to the next section of the line. The end 
repeaters will be single-direction amplifiers and 
voice-operated switching mechanisms will be em
ployed to control the direction of transmission. 

The great success achieved in the trans
Atlantic service has led to investigations into the 
possibilities of opening telephone services with 
the British Dominions. Experimental trials 
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have been maintained for some time between this 
country and Australia, and it is hoped that a 
commercial service will be opened very soon, to 
be followed later by sen,ices to South Africa, 
1 ndia, Ne\Y Zealand, etc. 

To illustrate the Pnormous advance made in 
\vorld widt> communications, and also the success
ful application of the thermionic valve repeater, 
the President quotPd details of a circuit extend
ing from Stockholm to A mPrica, crossing that 
continent 2�- times and tf'rminating in New 
Jersey, on·r which a fair gradt' of convt>rsation 

was maintained. (Details of the circuit were 
given in this Journal, April, H)28). The trans
mission equivalent of the chain would not be less 
than 240 Bels, i.e., the ratio of power sent to 
power received would be 1 to 10-

210• To deliver 
1 micro-watt at the far end without repeaters 
on such a circuit would require the application 
of the energy of the entire universe x 10177 ! 

A description of the operation of the photo
cell and its application to fac-simile transmis
sions and also to the " talkies " concluded the 
address. [Set> notP undt>r Notes and Comments.] 

BROADCAST OF PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS TO I.E.E. 

A. J. ALDRIDGE, A.C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E. 

A
S will be known to manv readers, the 

inaugural 
,
ad�ress �f Sir '

_
rhom

:
'ls Fortune 

Purves, Engineer-111-Ch;ef, (,.P.O., as 
President of the Institution of Electrical En
gineers, was broadcast to local centres of the 
Institution, and particulars of the arrangements 
made on that occasion may be of interest. 

It was originally intended that all the local 
centres, including Dublin, should be included 
in the arrangements, but this was not found 
possible on account of the shortage of suitable 
lines. Ultimately, the following towns were 
linked up, viz., London, Glasgow, Newcastle, 
Leeds, Liverpool, l\lanchester, Birmingham, 
Cardiff, Southampton and Portsmouth. In 
London, at the Institution, arrangements were 
also made whereby all the speeches could be 
heard from loud-speakers in the Library and the 
tea room. The scheme proposed was that the 
President's address should be broadcast from 
loud-speakers at each of the local centres, the vote 
of thanks being proposed by l\Ir. Harcourt 
\ Villiams at �1anchester, and seconded by Prof. 
l\IcLean at Glasgow. The vote of thanks and 
1 he seconding thereof were to be broadcast from 
loud-speakers at all stations, including London. 
In addition, arrangements were made whereby, 
on the retiring President addre;sing each station 
in turn, before the presidential address, they 

could each, in turn, announce to all the others 
that they were in session. 

The general outlines of the arrangements were 
settled at a meeting of �epresentatives of the 
Lines, Telephone and Research Sections, and it 
was then agreed that the conditions could be 
most satisfactorily met by the use of four-wire 
circuits to each place. To prevent howling, it 
was decided to hand switch the lines from 
" Talk " to " Listen " as required; except 
during the preliminary roll call, this would not 
involve any special precautions. Details are 
given later. The Research Section was to select 
patterns of suitable transmitters and loud. 
speakers, to provide models of the amplifiers 
required, and to be responsible for the provision 
of all the equipment required at the Institution 
Building in London. The Telephone Section 
arranged for the provision of all the local equip
ment, from the models supplied, and for making 
all the local arrangements in con1unct1on with 
the Districts concerned. The Lines Section 
selected and tested the various lines required and 
made all arrangt>ments for the necessary switch
ing. 

Microphones.-To pick up the President's 
speech it was decided to make use of a condenser 
microphone as being likely to give the best 
results. Actually a condenser microphone, 
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designed and built in the Research Section, was 
used with a four-stage amplifier. The amplifier 
circuit is shown in Fig. l. 
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For the local stations it was not thought neces
sary to provide condenser rnicrophones. A 
sufficient number of these were not available at 
the time and, moreover, a somewhat sensitive 
amplifier is required. Good results from the 
point of view of articulation had been obtained 
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with microphones as used in the new micro
telephones about to be brought into service, and 
it was found in some preliminary trials, that if 
the damping were increased, they would give 
excellent results, even when t1sed to a loud-
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need one stage amplifiPrs; the circuit for these 
is shown in Fig. 2. The H .T. used was 150 
volts from \V size dry cplls. The four o. I mfd. 
condensers in series on tlw amplifier output were 
provided to give some tone control. Two con
densers in series were actually used. Each 
station was provided with a spare microphone. 

Lines and Switching.-Preliminary tests in
dicated that to obtain a natural tone from the 
loud-speakers it would be necessary to make use 
of lines with a higher cut-off than is normally 
required for speech transmission. It was found 
that a nominal cut-off of not less than 4000 "-' 
was advisable and this limited the number of 
available lines. Fig. 3 shows diagrammatically 
the arrangement finally adopted. The main 
switching point was at Leeds, \vith secondary 
switching points at the London repeater station 
(for Southampton, Portsmouth, Leeds and thE 
Institution) and at :Manchester (for Liverpool). 
At each switching point it will be seen the micro
phone lines and the loud-speaker lines were con
nected to keys, so that any selected microphone 
line and all the loud-speaker lines, except that 
associated with the particular microphone line, 
could he coupled together as requirf'd. The 
lines actually used are givPn in the accompany-
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111g table. " Speaker " lines were allotted at 
each place and arranged to be cut over if re-

quired to the working circuits should any fault 
develop on these. 

DET.\ILS OF LINES l'SED IN l.E.E. BRO:\DCAST. 

Scctio11. i Co11ductor . 
. ------- I - -- ---

] ,ondon·-1 .ecds 
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The loaded lines, except those to Southampton, 
were all equalised by the insertion of tuned 
circuits at suitable repeater stations to give level 
transmission characteristics from approximately 
200 "'-' to 3000 "'-'. 

Loud-speahers.-Tests made some time pre
viously of a number of various types of loud
speaker had shown that the Amplion Lion type 
41 was a very satisfactory instrument with the 
advantage that no additional polarising current 
was required, and it was decided to use these. 
The makers very kindly offered to lend as many 
as might be required and in fact did supply 26. 
These were allotted as follows : -Four in the 
Lecture Hall at Savoy Place, two in the Library 
there, one in the tea room and t\\·o at each 
of the local centres. c\ true':'. stag·e amplifier 
was provided for each station with arrangements 
for cutting out one stage if required. A potentio
meter was provided on the inp111 in each case to 
serve as a volume control, but no tone control 
was fitted. 300 volts in \ V siz<� dry cells were 
used at each local station, and 400 from accumu
lators in London. Provision \\'as made for t\VO 
LS5A type valves (not shown in figure) in the 
last stage at each local station. 

Fig. 4 shows the amplifier circuits for the local 
centres. 

At the London end the conditions \vere rather 
more elaborate. Provision was made for two 
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overflow meeting·s to receive ;i.ll speeches from 
all stations if required. A line plan of the 

arrangements is shmvn in Fig. 5 and the circuit 
details in Fig. 6. Provision was made (not 
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shown in Fig. 6) for four valves in parallel in 
the output stage, but only two were actually 
used. Reference to Fig. 5 will show that the 
overflow meetings obtain the President's address 
via the overflow amplifier. They receive the 
local stations via part of the main amplifier, 
stopper valve, and part of the overflow amplifier. 
The stopper valve prevents the President's 
address appearing in the loud-speakers in the 
hall in which he is speaking. 

to distribute the sound beams (fairly pronounced 
at the higher frequencies) over 1 he lecture room. 
A rehearsal was held on Thursday afternoon to 
ensure that all was in order and to enable final 
adjustments to be made and familiarise all con
cerned with the procedure to be adopted. An 
attempt was also made at this time to adjust the 
volume levels from the different stations. The 
whole of the operations were controlled at the 
actual meeting by the President in London. 

Condenser ---.0.,.---------------------------j 1'1iorofahorte ou73��NG ' Amplifier 

, , ,��>--------�-� �mplifter 11-----------�l.-

INCOMING 

LINE litl� N[� 
600.n. 

All Batteries cornrnon. 

600.n. 

FIG. 6. 

Monitoring at each receinng station was 
carried out by listening across a small resistance 
in the loud-speaker circuit. 

General Arrangements.-The inspectors in 
charge at the local stations \vere given a demon
stration of the apparatus at Dollis Hill. The 
apparatus for each station was then dispatched 
so that preliminary trials could be made locally 
as to the best disposition of the loud-speakers 
and so that the officers could familiarise them
selves with the arrangements. In London the 
only convenient place for the loud-speakers was 
over the doorways on either side behind the 
President's chair. These were arranged so as 

50.<J...OO 
-,.; 

\Vliile he was speaking the London microphone 
circuit was commoned to all the other loud
speaker circuits, the remaining microphone cir
cuits being disconnected as shown in Fig. 3. 
The President then, for example, called over all 
circuits upon Newcastle to indicate if they were 
in session. Keys A and B were thrown by the 
Leeds control officer and C and D by the London 
control officer. Newcastle was then in a position 
to speak to all stations. Immediately he had 
finished the kevs were thrown for '' London 
talking " and tllC procedure repeated with each 
station in turn. The arrangement was found to 
work quite satisfactorily. 
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Remarks.-The general opinion obtained both 
from observers in London and the local centres 
was that the broadcast was a distinct success. 
Reception appears to have been good at all 
places except when Glasgow was transmitting. 
The speech from .'.\Ianchester was received ex
tremely well at all stations and Birmingham 
reported " Reception exceptionally good." 
Some difficulty was experienced at Ports
mouth due to the rather awkward room, but this 
was reduced by the provision of two additional 
loud-speakers and the draping oft he room. The 
articulation at Southampton \\·as not as good 
as was desired, but this was due to the unavoid
able use of unloaded U /G circuits. The recep
tion of the President's address in the overflow 
meetings in London was very natural and better 
than that obtained in some parts of the Lecture 

Hall itself. Probably the chief defect of the 
demonstration was the variation in volume level 
from the various centres. A volume control was 
fitted on each loud-speaker amplifier, but most 
of the centres were not transmitting for a 
sufficient length of time for it to be very effectively 
used. The preliminary adjustment, made dur
ing rehearsal, though helpful, could not be very 
definite, especially at the local centres. To have 
ensured a definite and uniform level would have 
necessitated a considerable increase in the local 
equipment and more time than was available in 
regulating the transmission levels over each part 
of the system. 

It may be of interest to state about 2,000 miles 
of circuit were used, 62 line repeaters and 22 local 
amplifiers. 

SOUTH MIDLAND CENTRE, I.E.E. 

The annual dinner was held at the Grand 
Hotel, Birmingham, on 29th November, H)29, 
and was presided over by l\Ir. G. R. J. Parkin
son, Chairman of the Centre. .\Ir. Neville 
Chamberlain, l\I.P .. Col. Sir T. F. Purves, 
President of the Institution, and Sir Andww 
Duncan, Chairman of the Central Electricity 
Board, were the principal speakers. The func
tion was very \vell attended, the Grosvenor 
Room of the Grand Hotel being filled to 
capacity. 

In addition to the presence of the Engineer-in
Chief as President of the Institution, the P.O. 
Engineering Staff of the .:-forth \Vales District 
was represented by the Superintending Engineer, 

two Assstant Superintending Engineers, and 
five Executive Engineers. 

The speeches have been fully reported in other 
Journals, but it is worthy of note that the 
l.P.O.E.E. members participate fully in the 
various l.E.E. functions at Birmingham. The 
re-union which took place after the dinner 
afforded a welcome opportunitv of fraternising 
with members of other branches of the electrical 
industry who are met in the ordinary course of 
official business. Occasions of this kind give 
the Department's representatives an excellent 
opportunity of enhancing the prestige of the Post 
Office Engineering Department and full advant
age of the occasion was taken. 

NORTH-WEST CENTRE, I.E.E. 

On tlie 22nd October, .\Jr. T. E. Herbert (Asst. 
Superintending Engineer, South Lancashire 
District) delivered his address as Chairman of 
the Centre at the inaugural meeting of the 
Session. After sketching the history of " In
land Telegraphs," there followed a suggestion 
as to the possible trend of development rn the 
direction of automatic switching, thereby en
abling many communications now sent by post 
to be typed direct to the recipient's office. 

The address was illustrated by working cir
cuits: (i) Teleprinter 3A; (ii) Full \Vheatstone; 
(iii) Creed Keyboard Perforator, Receiving Per
forator and Printer; (iv) The l\lendon\·a Baudot. 

On the 29th October, l\Ir. T. E. Herbert 
addressed the Students' Section on the subject 
of " Recent Advances in Submarine Tele
graphy." Special attention was devoted to the 
use of regenerative repeaters used in connection 
with multiplex circuits on trans-Atlantic cables 
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-a <levelupment rendere<l pussible by the use of 
thermionic valves for reception •m loaded cables. 

The Annual Dinner of the Centre took place 
on the rcyth November, the guests including the 
President, Col. Sir Thomas F. Purves, Lor<l 
Colwyn, Dr. S. Z. <le Ferranti, Dr. Daniel 
Adamson, President of the Institution of 
l\Iechanical Engineers. The tuast of the Institu
tion was proposed by Lord Col,vyn, who pointed 
out that the electrical industry was equally con
cerned with all others in the great problems with 
which the country was now face to face. The 
young men in electrical engineering were 
equipped with brain power and other qualitie� 
of mind suited to play their part in solving these 
problems. He issued an emphatic warning 
against financial speculation, since it served 
neither the country nor did it bring honour to thl: 
participants, whereas hone�.t work did both. 

In reply to the toast, Sir Thomas first ex
pressed his pleasure in meetin;�· such a magnifi
cent assembly (close on 300 sat <lown to dinneq 
in �lanchester honourably asso,'iated with the 
industry, art, science and thought of England. 
Each Centre of the Institution had its individual 
life and puwer to act independently of the parf'nt 
body, but all were united to bring their collective 
wis<lom to bear upon the problems which pre
sented themselves. He was doubly pleased to 
be present, because the Centre was presided over 
by an old friend and colleague and because it 
was the most virile and active of all the Centres. 

The toast of the guests was proposed by the 
Chairman. �Ir. T. E. Herbert said that this 
year, as always, the Centre had been honoured 
by the presence of many lea:·ned and distin
guished guests whom they were ddighted to 
honour. 

NORTH-EAST CENTRE, I.E.E. 

The annual dinner and re-union of the mem
bers of the North-East Centre \\'as 11eld at the 
Station Hotel, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on the 3rd 
ult. , and was attended by the Civic <lignitaries 
and many prominent men in mining, shipbuild
ing and engineering circles. The Post Office 
Engineering Department was strongly repre
sented and included Col. Sir T. F. Purves (the 
President of the Institution), i\Ir. J. R . . M. 

Elliott, Superintending Engineer, and l\Ir. F. 
G. C. Baldwin, .\ssistant Superintending En
gineer, who is a past chairman of the local 
centre. �Ir. J. R. Andrews (P.O. Engineer), 
Chairman of the Freemen of :'\ewcastle-upon
Tyne, and for some years Honorary Secretary 
of the local Institution Centre, proposed the 
toast of the Lord l\Iayor and Corporation in a 
felicitous speech, in which he paid tribute to the 
Corporation and its work, an<l in particular to 
their able assistance in the ready granting of 
wayleave facilities in Newcastle and help in other 
directions which was much appreciated by the 
Post Office. 

· 

The Deputy Lord l\Iayor and Sheriff suitably 
responded. 

Professor Henry Louis, President of the Iron 
and Steel Institute, proposed the toast of the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers and said he 
was keenly sensible of the help the Institution 

had given to the great industries of the cuuntry 
and to the community at large. He was also 
glad to have the opportunity of publicly acknow
le<lging the work of its President, which was so 
important to the country and yet the public 
scarcely knew of him. Col. Purves, before re
plying, was the chief spectator of a one-act 
cumedy, the entire company singing " .\11 alone 
on the telephone " with great gusto. Sir 
Thomas in the course of his reply said he always 
felt that much of the best brain and the hardest 
work of the Institution came from the provincial 
centres. He considered that one powerful 
institution embracing all classes of electrical 
engineers with rationalized organisation was 
bound to be a far more effective instrument for 
good than a number of indepen<lent electrical 
soCiettes. On this principle the Institution was 
striving hard to cater for all classes of electrical 
engineers throughout the country. The North
East centre brought to the Institution a great 
deal of technical knowledge and ability, and he 
was sure that the Tyneside character would show 
itself with equal effect in the administration of 
the Institution's affairs. 

The proceedings \Yere brightened by many 
humorous anecdotes and altogether the event 
was one of the most successful ever held in the 
North-East Centre. 
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AN ARTIFICIAL EAR. 

\\T. \\TEST, B.A., A.M.I.E.E. 

S 
UMMARY.-A description of the conslruc
tion and performance of apparatus designed 
to comply with the specification that the 

acoustical impedance shall lie within the range 
of normal variations obtained for real ears. Thf 
construction comprises a coupling device asso
ciated with a condenser transmitter whose fre
quency characteristic is not seriously affected 
thereby. Possibi/it.ies are indicated for the use 
of this apparatus for replacing real ears in trans
mission measurements. 

I. In a large number of investigations in 
connection with telephone transmission testing, 
a need has been felt for a mechanical or electrical 
device which can be used for recording the sound 
pressures developed by a telephone receiver when 
in use under its working conditions, i.e., when 
held to an ear. Such a device, or " artificial 
ear," should offer, to an applied telephone 
receiver, an acoustical impedance substantially 
equivalent to that of a normal real ear, and 
should incorporate sound measuring apparatus 
whose performance is pract icall v free from dis
tortion. 

As a result of a recent im·estigation, '' informa
tion is available of the magnitudes of acoustical 
impedances liable tu be encountered on normal 
ears over a considerable range of frequencies. 
Attempt has not been made to match exactly the 
acoustical impedance of the artificial car to the 
mean impedance found for real ears at all fre
quencies, since it is thought that it will be 
sufficient to provide an impedance lying within 
the normal range of variation at all frequencies. 
Experience with high quality sound detectors led 
to the selection of a condenser transmitter for 
incorporation in the artificial ear. 

The problem of design therefore consists in 
the construction of a coupling· device, between a 
telephone receiver and the condenser transmitter, 
which shall present a suitable acoustical im
pedance to the receiver, and at the same time 
shall not seriously impair the frequency charac-

* See previous article in this Journal, Vol. 21, 

Part 4, January, 1929, p. 293. 

teristic of the condenser transmitter. Experience 
has shown that a coupling device of the kind 
originally accepted for use for calibrating the 
lnternational Reference Standard Receiver is 
unsatisfactory, owing to the formation of an 
acoustical resonator in front of tlie diaphragm of 
the condenser transmitter. 

It has been observed that the acoustical resist
ance of a semi-infinite rigid walled tube of about 
± inch internal diameter providt>s a good match 
to that of a real ear. The construction of the 
artificial ear to be described makes use of such a 
tube for providing the necessary dissipation of 
sound energy, some lack of rig;idity in the wall 
of the tube being permitted Joe.ally for operating 
the condenser transrni tter. 

'cond.en :,et Tra.h::. m.i tl:e.t. 

FIG. 1. 

2. Constrnclional Vet.ails. - The essential 
details are shmvn in Fig. 1, "hich illustrates an 
elevation cross-section through the coupling 
device in position on a condenser transmitter. 
A block of ebonite was made to fit closely over 
the diaphragm of the transmitter. In the centre 
of the block, immediately over the diaphragm, 
a groove, 2 cm. long by 1 cm. wide and about 
0.32 cm. deep, was cut, and two! inch diameter 
holes were bored outwards from the ends of the 
groove to the sides of the block. At the junc
tions with the g·roove the passage \vas shaped so 
that the cross-sectional area remained practically 
constant. At the base of the block, covering the 
groove, a sheet of thin (0.0008 inch) aluminium 
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foil was stretched and cemented to the block. 
At one end the passage was continued into an 
8 ft. length of ! inch diameter (nominal) lead 
composition tube which was coiled, on a 9 inch 
diameter, round the condenser transmitter; to the 
far end of this tube was drawn a bundle of 10 
strands of darning wool in the manner and for 
the purpose stated in the reference cited above. 
The other end of the passage was covered with a 
dust screen of silk gauze and surrounded by a 
short brass cylinder forming a cup 2 cm. in 
diameter and o.8 cm. deep. The rim of this cup 
"as cut to a knife edge, and the transmitter was 
mounted at a slight angle on a base board so 
that the rim lay in a horizontal plane. A tele
phone receiver

-
is simply placed over the cup, 

generally an air seal is ensured by the applica
tion of a little plasticine or mineral jelly at the 
rim. The ebonite block is secured in position on 
the transmitter and suitable arrangements for the 
electrical connection of the transmitter to an 
amplifier are provided on the base board. 
Tl1e exact dimension of the ?:ap between the 
aluminium foil at the base of the block and the 
<liaphragm of the transmitter cannot be stated; 
it is, however, known to be less than 0.005 inch. 

3. Pcrformance.-The artificial ear has been 
teste<l for acoustical resistance and reactance and 
for frequency characteristic; it has also been 
substituted for real ears in a volume efficiency 
test of standard C.B. transmitters. 

(a) .lcoustical Resistance.-The method em
ployed for carrying out these measurements has 
already been described.* A stationary wave 
method is used, the acoustical impedance under 
test being applied at one end of a tube, 2.75 
inches in diameter, and comparison is made be
tween the sound pressures generated in the tube 
when terminated by this impedance, and by 
certain acoustical resistances of known values. 
This apparatus has been in use for the measure
ment of the sound absorbing properties of 
materials, and the extended use has necessitated 
some modifications. The rubber seal between 
the cork piston of the driving unit and the tube 
has been replaced by one of 0.01 inch thick sheet 
lead, and the condenser transmitter has been 
transferred to the driving end of the tube, where 
a slit of 0.5 by 0.05 cm. is provided in the wall 

�' Zoe. cit. 

of the tube. Table I. shows the acoustical resist
ance found for the artificial ear, together with the 
range of resistances found for normal ears, repro
duced from the previous article. 

TABLE I. 

' 
Frequency Resistence of 

I 
Extreme resisknccs 

(Cycles per sec.) Artificial Ear. _ of real ears. 

370 I06 IOo-300 
745 102 90---350 

I JOO Ill 105-190 
1500 80-I45 
1670 III 
2600 72 I3-125 

The theoretical resistance of a l inch tube is 
about 130; it will be observed that the coupling 
device of the artificial ear exerts a somewhat 
greater absorption than that of a simple tube. 
Although the resistance of the artificial ear lies 
within the range of normal variation for real ears 
at all frequencies it is below th'.� mean value at 
lower frequencies an<l above the mean at the 
higher frequencies. 

(/J) Acoustical Reaclancc.-For this measure
ment advantage was taken of the sound measur
ing apparatus, forming part of the artificial ear, 
to measure the resonant frequencies of Bell type 
receivers having diaphragms of different con
structions; comparison was made with the 
resonant frequencies observed with the sanw 
receivers held to the known variable reactance 
which has been described in the previous article. 
The results, reduced to terms of the equivalent 
volume of the reactance, are shown in Table II., 
together with the range of variation for normal 
ears. 

Fre4uency ' 
(Cycles per sec.) 

500 
1100 
1600 

TABLE II. 

Ec1uivalcnt 
Volume of 

artificial car. 
(C.C.) 

3· I 
2.7 
2.5 

Range of c·quiYt. rnlumc 
of real cars (C.C.) 

+ +o to - 4.0 
+ _).o tu + 1.0 
+ 5.0 to + 2.0 

The actual volume of the cavity is about 2.5 cc. 
It is not certain whether the somewhat larger 
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value observed a t  tlH� lu\\'est frequency i s  attribut
able lo experimental error or n()t, 

(c) Frcquc11cy Charactcrislic.-It \\as re
quired lo know the performance of the instru
ment in terms of the ratio of the e.m.f. generated 
by the transmitter tu the sound pressures on the 

" outer ear." The calibration \\as therefore 
effected by means of a Hayleigh disc mounted in 
a tube, one end of which was closed by the 
artificial ear and the other end by a source of 
sound. This method giws results applicable to 
working· conditions provided that the change of 
acoustical impedance, as between the resonating 
tube (non-reactive) and the receiver in position 
on the ear (elastic reaclance ), does not appre
ciably affect the performance of the transmitter. 

·. 

"l' • ''i '! !l' Li if 1i!c' .u. jjj iii 

., 
.,: !f.; ;;;· 

'i'i ltif.Flfi '' '· '!!, i lli 
trf11h.:d=t!m "lJ!:!j Hilt ):'.iiI£1 iIT 

' .� . ''!; fil' ,!;: c5J�· 11"11' til 111· · i .. � 
. ;..;::;; ;;q 'i ,,.,�. 1tP 11i !!I· �i�r: ,, ···· '·· '�:.; i.::: 

FIG. 2. 

Curve uf Fig. 2 slW\\S the frequency 
characteristic uf the artificial ear, and Curve 2 
shows that of the same transmi lter (No. r 11, 
type 370 \\') taken in terms of pressures un the 
diaphragm, before attachment to the artificial 
ear. In an attachment uf this kind, care is 
necessary tu ensure that the small air chamber 
formed over the diaphragm of the transmitter 
dues not act in conjunction with the foil at the 
base of the coupling device (or with the mass of 
the air in the passage if the foil is omitted) to 
form a resonator. For this reason the air gap 
should be very small, so that the acoustical 
resistance, imposed by lateral motion of the air 
between two surfaces close tog;ether, provides 
sufficient damping. If the thickness of the air 
gap is increased, a resonant pe:1k may therefore 
appear in the frequency characteristic of the 
artificial ear. The presence of such a peak is 
liable to introduce error, due to the fact that its 
position on the frequency scale may be appre
ciably altered by a change of acoustical load on 
the artificial ear. 

The curve for the artificial ear shows evidence 
of sufficient damping tu reduce any effect due to 
the change of acoustical impedance to negligible 
proportions. 

As it stands, the curve shows that variations of 
sensitivity with frequency do not exceed 3.5 to r, 
which is a reasonable figure for acoustical 
apparatus. Since, moreuver, the curve is a 
smooth one, a simple modification of the amplifier 
following the transmitter will suffice to com
pensate for the irregularity by reducing the 
sens1t1v1ty at the lower frequencies. r\ further 
reduction at the lower frequencies would be 
111xessary in order to simulate the frequency 
sensitivity of a normal real ear (vide Fletcher and 
\Vegel, Physical Review, H)22, Vol. It), p. 553). 
For transmission measuremen 1.s uf sounds of 
sp�ech it is probably unnecessary to consider 
frequencies above, say, 3,000 cycles per sec. 

(d) On Transmission Testing Circuil .-The 
artificial ear was substuuted for a real ear in an 
efficiency test of r 2 Research Section Standard 
C.H. transmitters on the usual transmission test
ing circuit. The cundenser transmitter of the 
artificial eat was connected through a three stage 
am plitier lo a volume measuring set provided 
with an instrument calibrated to read directly in 
terms of standard miles of cable. :\ set of this 
kind has been described in an earlier number of 
this Journal(;\. J. ,\Jdridge and,\, Hudson," :\ 
l\lethod for the �leasurement of the Transmis
sion Efficiency of Telephone Apparatus at a 
Subscribers' Office," Vol. r7, Part 2, July, r924). 
file transmitters were tested in pairs, each of 
three speakers giving alternately from 3 to 5 
consecutive counts of" one-two-three-four
five " on each transmitter. The artificial ear is 
far more sensitive tu changes of volume than a 
real ear, and the chief difficulty or the test was 
due to variations in intensity of speech of which 
the speakers were unaware. It was frequently 
observed that the intensity varied considerably 
during a series of counts on a single transmitter; 
in such cases no reading was recorded. 

The results are summarised i11 Table III. to
getlwr with the corresponding figures (quoted in 
the last column) obtained frum the stated trans
mission efficiencies of the trans�nitters at the time 
of the test. The agreement is seen to be very 
close for a test of this kind. 
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TABLE III. 

(:\-B) Tran:-,111is..;ion 

Trans-
Trnnsrnittcr 

l1�fti(·iencif·� ll1 S. \!. 
tnlttPr RrceiYer. 

A B 
On Artificial / Bv Stan-

_Ea� S<>�. drnl \I Pt hod 
---- ----

B I] R.S. <)') 4.0 5.0 
B 10 2.f 4.0 3.2 

RSI14 104 2.0 2.0 
B II 5 I.0 r.6 
B 20 80 R.S. 80 I.5 I.O 
B Ih 14 0 0.] 

80 1.5 o.8 
5 0 0.5 

" 
!04 I.O 0.5 

24 1.0 1.4 
<)<) r.5 2.3 

R 14 B 16 r.o -O.l 

B 20 R.S. 78 1.0 -O.:) 
B II 0 -I.O 

\I 
R.S.1I4 -J.O - 1.5 

B IO -2.0 -2.0 
R.S. IJ -2.5 -2.5 

4. Possible use$ of an Artificial Ear.-For 
measurements, in absolute units, of the perform
ance of receivers under their working conditions, 
:111 artificial ear is almost PSS•'ntial. Such a 

device has alrt>ady bePn used to measure the 
sound pressures developed, for a given electrical 
input to the receiver, for speech and single fre
quency currents. c\n artificial ear would also bt> 
required for carrying· out a more Pxtensive in
vestigation of the performance of receivers when 
held to the ear, to include for example the nature 
and extent of any non-linear and transient dis
tortions. Measurements of this kind on a 
receiver have hitherto suffered neglect, since 
these types of distortion are probably less serious 
in the receiver than in the existing patterns of 
carbon granule transmitter; this, 11owever, may 
not always be the case. 

c\n artificial ear has, howen'r, other and per
haps more important possibilities in r<>placing 
real ears for volume measurements of telephone 
tram.mission. The tests recordt·d in paragraph 
(d) of the previous section indicate possibilities 
in this direction, but the full te<'hnique of trans
mission testing by artificial ear has yet to be 
dewloped and proved. In this connection it is 

advisable to differentiate betwe1C'n comparisons of 
circuits or instruments without and with appre
ciable tonp difference. \Vhen there is no tone 
difference the real ear provides an accurate 
relative comparison betweell different conditions 
of circuit or instrument; it provides, however, no 
permanent record that is not dependent on 
the reproduceability of the performance of the 
standard circuits and instruments. .\s the tone 
difference increases, wider discrepancies between 
results '.vith different observer� necessitate a 
larger number of tests and observers in order to 
obtain a representative average. Under these 
circumstances, the elimination of personal bias 
by the use of an artificial ear becomes more 
important. It should be noted that the test 
results recorded above refer to the condition of 
no appreciable tone difference, and that no 
modifications of the existing frequency character
istic of the artificial ear were made. It is prob
able that, for tests with tone difference, it will be 
necessary to adjust the frequency characteristic 
(e.g., in the amplifier of the condenser trans
mitter) to conform approximate!y \vith that of a 
normal ear. If, as a result of experience, it is 
found that a measurement by artificial ear suffices 
to differentiate between the relative volumes of 
speech on different circuits, then, by eliminating 
distortion from one of the circuits, it will be 
possible to measure the vohrnw efficiencv of a 
distorting circuit in absolute units-obtained 
from a calibration of the distortionless circuit. 

The replacement of real Pars by an artificial 
ear in transmission testing, if practicable, should 
result in a considerable saving of testing time. 
Variations necessitating repeat tests will, how
ever, still exist unless more definite control is 
exercised on the intensity of the source of sound, 
which is at present the human voice. Such con
trol might take the form of a suitably placed 
volume indicator, or alternatiYely the human 
voice might be replaced by an essentially 
equivalent mechanically or electrically operated 
source of sound. The latter alternath·e is prob
ably the more desirable from the point of viPw of 
conveniPnce in carrying out the tests. 
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM STUDIES. 
vV. \VHEELER. 

T

HE intricacies of modern telephone cir
cuits and the considerable staffs regularly 
using diag-rams on maintenance, instal

tion, and devE'lopment work have often impressed 
the writer as forming· a subject on which economy 
in time and mental pffort might be combined with 
g-reater efficiency provided circuit diagrams could 
be made self-explanatory \Yith regard to move-

enabled lo ascertain working details of the 
different interdependent controls by careful ex
amination of the circuit connections. 

Failures to memorise many of the innunwrable 
details associated with circuits (together with 
maintenance duties in which circuit considera-. 
tions play a minor but necessary part) have oftpn 
created a hostile attitude towards present day 

(I) A, B, C. d, e, etc., 

(2) @@©@®etc. 
(3) @ 

(4) DM0' R0, @0, etc, 

(5) 1 
(5) � 

(7) 
IB + � D 

3D 
(8) 

F' 2F 

� 

\9) 2c 

F, 
T2© 

CONVENTIONS. 

"o t" t F (Block letters indicate rela11s pera e movemen so A,B,C, d. e, etc. h h 
:J 

s ewn on t e diagram; script 

"Re I ease' " 

"Release" and "Operate" control oF A 
during impulsing 

references are to rela�s on 
associated. di? grams. 
Prominence 1s given to movements 
which effecl cr1t1cal timings- but 
these are emphasized only once 
on ea eh set oF relay conErols. 

Auto repitition movements. e.g." Self drive" during standard 
"line �inding" and "homing" cycles, "Bus� Flash',' etc .. 

"Manual" c o n tro l s by calling part�. 
"

Manual,, controls by called party. 

Simple chain of dependent controls; A1 "operating" B, 
B3"releasing" C and C4 "operating" D. 

Normal simultaneous controls of B, C, and D From A\ A2 and A3, 
respectively. (In the case oF sequence switch movements, e.g. 
Auto Routiners.etc. preFix.es WPI, WP4,etc. would associate controlfed 
rela�s with individual wipers of the DM movement speciFied.). 

lm�ulsing movem�nt oF A cont�ollinq "
op�rate"and �release" movements 

oF C (slow releasinq) and vertical slepp1ng oF V. Ttm deviation 
from the simple cfiain link Feature employed in (7) and L8) 
distinguishes im p u ls in g con tro I movements. 

FIG. 1. 

ment controls and timings. Hitherto, efforts to 
improve efficiency appear to have been mainly 
directed towards depicting circuit connections as 
simply as possible, so that given some knowledg·e 
of the results to be achieved readers may be 

meihods which impose considerable memory 
tests upon officers of all ranks-presenting 
problems which might perhaps be considered as 
comparable in some degree with those of the 
cross-word type. Repeated attempts to analyse 
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the fundamental causes of these difficulties have 
led, a step at a time, to the development of a 
scl1Lme which promises an easy, effective and 
uniform method of approach to these cases. 
Readers may find an interest in a perusal of the 
ground covered in these endeavours towards 
simplification-all attempts which can stimulate 
effective interest in the cause of simplification 
must make for progress. 

Diagram studies usually resolYe themselves 
into threading one's way through chains of relay 
and magnet movements, in which process memory 
and skill combine in endeavours to get a correct 
appreciation of each function performed in the 
various chains of auto and manual-auto move
ments. Much time is often spent in locating 
detached contacts (which, together with relay 
coils, are uniformly distributed about the 
diagram) these searches interrupting the con
tinuity of efforts to get a complete mental picture 
of all features. A more efficient method would 
be to employ records which detail in concise 
terms and correct sequence all movements and 
controls. Employing such aids and consistently 
working from the " supply " side (i.e., battery 
or earth) of each relay, magnet coil, or lamp, 
towards given " direct control " contacts one is 
able to make accurate and rapid progress through 
a circuit. To the writer's mind the simplest way 
of depicting controls and sequences would be by 
the employment of graphs or key diagrams on 
the circuit connection diagrams. Such records 
of causes and effects would be analagous to 
moving pictures (" moving " at one's own speed 
and available when wanted) in which authorita
tive records of individual controls could be 
examined as desired with a mind freed from the 
need for determining the designers' sequences 
and from consideration of preceding control 
links. 

There is sometimes difficulty in gaining a clear 
conception of the critical " timed " controls 
which operate simultaneously with others; the 
employment of sequence diagrams seems likely 
to be of special value in this connection. As will 
be seen from the specimens g·iven, these diagrams 
enable a rt:>ader's attention to be easilv directed 
to those operating or releasing rnovements which 
have to fulfil the " timing " requirements 
essential to satisfactory functioning·. Such 
pointers would be of value when a proposed 

circuit is under review-clearly indicating also 
to the maintenance staffs and to students the 
weaker or marginal links. 

In order to lead up to the point where circuit 
closing actually takes place, written circuit 
descriptions are usually punctua!ed by references 
to the movements of circuit-preparing contacts. 
In the scheme suggested, " operating " and 
" releasing " controls only are quoted, there 
being no necessity for the majority of purposes 
to make direct rPferences to the closure of circuit
preparing contacts. In order, however, to 
enable the features in design to be fully under
stood at the time a new circuit is being examined, 
schedules tabulating all the contacts employed 
might be prepared, brief notes being made 
against each contact indicating its utility. Such 
records together with supplementary designing 
notes based on circuit Laboratory test reports, 
etc., would doubtless be of value in connection 
with the consideration of improvements and 
modifications suggested at a later date. 

A list of conventions relating· to these pro
posals together with specimen cases is given. 
Footnotes relating to the more important control 
features appear on the specimen diagrams. 
Some of the points covered by these notes relate 
to matters which are gradually becoming general 
information and there may be differences of 
opinion as to the extent to which detailed notes 
should appear on all relevant diagrams. In this 
connection, and bearing in mind the endeavours 
usually made to memorise the circuit principles 
generally employed and the significance of the 
different relay letters, the case of relay " J " in 
Fig. 5 may be of interest. The releasing time 
of '' J '' in Booster Metering Exchanges is 
generally associated with the period of applica
tion of " operate " currents to subscribers' 
meters. (See Figs. 2 and 4). The " J " Re
lay in Fig. 5 connects the Booster battery, but 
remains locked for the duration of the call. In 
this instance Relay " B " is disconnected by the 
operation of " J," the releasing lag of " B " 

determining the period of application of the 
metering current. It will probably be remem
bered that in most Systems " B ·' relays remain 
operated until the calling party clears. 

It will be seen from the specimen cases given 
that some variation has been made during the 
preparation of these diagrams from the lay-out 
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methods more g·enerally employed. The pnn
cipal feature aimed at has been the giving of 
prominence to all the main reference points (relay 
and magnet coils, etc.) involved in detailed ex
aminations of the controls. The connections to 
the " operate " windings of ordinary 2-coil re-

of switch affords access to a subscribers' multiple 
of 200 lines capacity. Double :-;ets of wipers are 
employed together \vith a 20-level bank of the 
standard 10-point type. The addition of a single 
relay (known as the \Viper Steering relay) 
furnishes the additional controls necessary. 

FINAL SELECTOR. 200 OUTLET. 

from {- ,,'--· ___ J;:��:1Bankl 
Selectors + F3 H) .-------�4wss •• .-
Group l "-----+--ir-----,.-+�>-r-t--------------..�-+�,• ... ml PI +-j Pl ; Ill� 

.----- -----) .
. · 

" 

Booster 

WS A D 

��s to Movement Controls and Control Seq� 

l=>i HA �·" �:· r..:...�·! "''"' Effective Call L .. �, j 'I 'c I ' rt,' ' 
�' "•p 1H Ws •i tc. 111 3 �-

Impulse "rrluu• periods mud fu\ly operate V ,rnd R magnets and mu�l not <tllow relay S to re\ t<1>t 
(lmpulseJ to11lrol\1n9 A �-r� with d.f'fertnt"l1n�' ch.n•cterostics ind w1lh the "m"ke"and -�r�Jk.' 
periods or t.he d1•ls employed) 

<O Rel•y c mu,t retain durin9 the "rele.ne" pH•Ods or � 
@ Relay E mu1t ret..i1n lonqer than the maJ11mum �operate" �rr1od of Hand k rel.1y1 

F Relay F must funcbon satosfactor.ly whrn \rip" .ind "non·tnp" lest c i rcuits .ilrr connected to t�e loop 
Q) Relay J must ret.a1n )�m9 enou9h to pro�1de a mar91n for thr sabsfactor� operation of fobs rneter 

*I Thr WS (W1prr Strerin9) Rtlay '' oper<ttrd on coils made o><er the "Group 2• S.,.\eclor L·�els ciY...: 

l2 The mcom1n9 P circuit remains �uardrd at 21, during the period oF switch release 

lays are shown in heavy lines when the windings 
have different functions. 

The following notes relate to the different 
circuits dealt with:-

Fig. 2. 200 Oullel Final Selcclnr.-This type 

FIG. 2. 

Certain improvements in circuit design are, 
however, being introduced with this new rank 
of Switch. 

Fig. 3. Dialling-in R e peat e r.
-

These re
peaters which are in use in a number of Pro-
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vincial Exchanges link the interests of ,.\fanual 
and c\ uto Exchange Staffs. This type of re
peater is !wing abandoned, but, ns a small collec
tion of relays proYiding controls which cannot lw 
picked up unaided \\'ithout a certain amount of 

study, this case has a certain amount of interest. 
One " slo\\' " rela\· only 1s required. 

the outgoing side during impulsing 
with the application of Earth connec
tions to both wires for other signalling 
and circuit - holding purposes; this 
Repeater does not include the Shunt 
Field type relay found in the majority 
of cases. 

DIALLING IN REPEATER. 

�---+--+----+---t-----------<je= Vl':.S. Lamp 

��s to Movement Controls and Control Sequences. 
*I 

�QI. 1�1 OK4 GG5 QI 

�I� 
� � 

on Bothway Circuits 
([ircu1t conne-dion lo 
P bank if line 

"".,::'I led out") 

EFFeclive Call.Pi 1 Pi �G • 
h,riLamp �Q 

A. L +·!a 

Relayed impulse periods rnust adequate!� control local and distant sel�ctor A r�lays 
(lhe impulses incoming to A vary with different line characteristics and w1 th 
the "make" and "break" per io d s or the dials emplo�ed.) 
Relay DS must retain long enou g h to prevent" Flicking" of DK. 
The operation of DK releases D which controls OS. 

*I. Four Calling Part� controls, viz.., ''P1ug1nsed.cd", uDiallin9 Key operated","Diallrn9" and "Ke� restored'.' 

*2. Bus� Flash Signals Lransmitted From Final Seleclor (via I) to the A lin•. 

FIG. 3. 

Fig. 4. Aulo-lo-.-lu/o Hcpcaler.-This circuit 
\Yill be unfamiliar to the large ma.iority of readers. 
.\ point of interest here is the inclusion in one 
diagTam of two features which, althoug·h not 
new in themselves, have not been combined in 
one circuit hitherto. These features are:-

(b) The current rewrsal is arranged on the 
supply side of the windings of the A 
relay, a condenser being bridged across 
this supply . These features aim at the 
suppression of clicks. 

Fif.{. 5. Satellite-to-Main Auto Repeater.
This repeater is associated with rt Discriminating (a) The employment of loop conditions on 

\'< >L. XXII. 
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Selector scheme and is employed beyond the 
point in each call where discrimination takes 
place, only when the call has to be routed via the 
ma111 Exchange. The means of providine; 

the junction engaged (with facilities for his own 
Auto release) should the external junction circuit 
be disconnected or short-circuited. Although 
this facility has been provided in a few areas, 

AUTO TO AUTO REPEATER 

x y 

J3 

"'� * 

BF DD 

� � """ 

Ke�s to Movement Controls and Control Sequences. 
Hfedive Call. fii:" 1>-> 
\ 'B ·J10-t:� . r® t�: r r·: Pi ® 3(96), ----�'•o r-2© '  �x �x �� 

'© � 

Call to ��', , 

�*2 � --- r-L'0 D 2 i . fu_9�9ed No. 
_______ 1!8 A 9 Y0 �F y;I 3 

I a 

J2 

A1 Junction ..___) C1 81 Circuit. j---± (To Selector) 
BF� 

.. , 
·� 84 
t--" 

BFZ 

MD 

� 

Qi. Relayed 1mp�\se periods must ad'equate\y co�tro\ local and �1stant sele .. cto;, A rela�s, 
whilst reta1nin9 B (The 1mpul ses ·incoming to A vary with d1PFerent line chardcterisbcs and with the' make" and" break" penods of the dials employed) 

C Re\�y C must operate on th� shorle�1t "release" period relaljed by A and retain 
sat1Sf'acloril� durin9 the operate pulses of A 

Q) 
®®@ 

Re!a� J must rel:.ain !onq enough to provide a margin For the- satisFactor� operation oF Subs rnete1 
Upon "release" the P circuit guard de pe nds upon the agg•e9ated lags of these 3 rela�s 

*I. Flashing "transrn,tted to the+ line by '12 afler BF operates and locks. 

* 2 B has retaining paths via '( 3 and AL. Release From A2 can therefore be effected on\� during the periods when'( is de ener9,.ed 

FIG. 4. 

" manual hold " facilities are somewhat involved 
and not very common. Another point of interest 
is the provision of an " open trunk alarm " 
facility which causes a calling subscriber to leave 

the fault liability of junction circuits is not no"· 
considered to justify the complication and other 
costs of standardising this facility. 

Objection has been raised to the scheme on the 
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grounds that circuit diagrams are already over
loaded and that any efforts at providing readers 
with improved facilitiPs would make the work o f  
understanding circuits too easy, resulting in a 
less complete grasp of detail and a less sound 
llnal understanding of circuits. \Vhile such an 
argument may have some value in the case of a 
few officers whose sole work is connected with 
circuit design, the author thinks it invalid when 
appliPd to the vast majority of officers to whom 

economy and efficiency in the conduct of fair!,· 
large groups appears to de1wnd unnccPssaril� 
upon individual intuition. The Piethods foll<rn·pd 
in competitive manufacture appear to aim in 
every practicable way at the P,limination from 
routine work of unnecessary clPpendance upon 
individual initiative, in order to set such initiative 
free for development. 

To turn to another aspect of the case, it has 
been sugg·ested that the methods now proposed 

SATELLITE TO MAIN l=lEPEATER 

fcorn1: 
D11rrnn1nab 
Sel�dor 

Pulse 

: 

f" 

� 

r" 
Booshr 

�y to Movement Controls and Control Sequences. 
Manual Board CalULevel 91). 

t;IQlet�('I.) i;'<D 2 � • 

� 'I*') t t-+1b co tD ��& \ I L���j) ® L�·°" ·--� ··· �� , ,�"'''"'"��-
>- L·. l ll "f.....J \IP 4c 1 11 Rel!m � © 4cgB c=:•a1tc '""1 '© -� Lcf I 1Gr" I r 

Auto Sub. (Central) C,alled , r® r-.@ �-�,, !l:ill;;J 
-r© r-� . . 

fh � � L--.4mettr ® J (§0 

Disconnected outlet 

L .. �'LA•P 
A 1&f 

FIG. 5. 

C Rela� C must·\\) Operate on the shortest release period oF A 

(2) Rela1ri during impulse trains 

(3) Guard P cwcu1t during release period oF switches ahead (m association with J) 
@ Rela\:J B musl rela1'l lonq enough lo provide a sal1sFactor� rnargm For the operat101'\0F Subs meter 

J Rela� J is - (1) �o�.(1
1g���·af�

o
��uard against trouble due 

(2) Slow to r�lease .md assists during guardmg-see CC�). 

iri{l) A2 closes the path or BF momentari!� until I operates BF IS therefore made s!ow to operate 

�W ��d �(ous�kSel!ct��a5��tscsh/so��rvo� �!��'�m��ttehde D1scrrrninat1ng 

�ill l+ie prov1s1on of �operator hold� faci\1t1es remo..,es thE' final release 
control from lhe Calling Sub 

circuit considerations represent only one phase of 
a variety of activities-technical and otherwise. 
lt seems unfortunate that th,� circuit expert 
rarely, if ever, giYes a lead through the medium 
of articles in the technical press to show the best 
method of approach employing existing diagrams, 
whereby a grasp of these may be within the reach 
of all without the employment of memory cram
ming methods. In the absence of such guidance, 

are inadequate for the more somplicated cases 
(e.g., Director working), ·where the setting up of 
each call involves inter-working between different 
multi-relay groups. The reply to this is that the 
case as put forward is believed to furnish a com
plete framework of principles quite capable of 
practical adaptation to the most complicated 
problems. It is not disputed that skill and care 
may be necessary-careful thought is often neces-
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sary m the efficient presenta:ion of complex 
cases. 

In framing the present proposals, endeavour 
has been made to attain clearness \Yith regard to 
main principles, and to avoid <m undue amount 
of application detail. It is believed that undue 
attention to application details can obscure the 
ya)ue of main principles when men are confronted 
with proposals which stand in contrast with 
methods which have been tollowed for years. 

Quite apart from the provision of sufficient 
space to permit of the inclusion of control details 
on the front of circuit diagrams 1t is conceivable 
that some convention scheme of detailing con-

. trols might offer a(h-antages in Maintenance 
Bulletins, Circuit Laboratory Reports and 
Journal :\rticles, etc., over the lengthy written 
circuit descriptions. Students and teachers 

might also gain some relaxation from a certain 
amount of study, hurried note making, and 
lecture work in class by the employment of 
simple convention " explanations." 

Any complete scheme of .\ utomatic Switching 
- and the same may be said of many principal 
sections 0f such schem1�s-fornishes a e-oo<l 
example of " team " work accomplished by very 
numen1us " members " or tPam components 
capable of causing complete failure. In many 
of tlw present day circuits dilfrrPnt contractors 
emplo_v different means of acc:omplishing tlw 
same end. Jn the present \Yriter's Yiew the case 
for the association with t'ach auto diagram, of a 
simple authoritatiYe rPcord ot the place and 
control function of each team component is well 
beyond dispute, provided an ;1c.�eptable scheml' 
can be developed. 

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE PLANT IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. 

TELEPHONES AND WIRE MILEAGES, THE PROPERTY OF AND l\lAINTAll\ElJ 13Y 
THE POST OFFICE IN EACH ENGINEERING DISTRICT, .\S AT 30TH S E PT., 1920. 

No. of 
Telephones 
owned and 
maintained 

by the 
Post Office. 

649,664 
s,, 166 
88,417 
70,645 

ro2,828 
86,862 
60,963 

I 11,379 
165,951 

07,885 
67,516 
.so, 180 
22,646 
69,906 
92,320 

I ,822,328 

Telegraph. 

529 
2,150 
4,498 
6,329 
8,644 
4,828 
4,805 
7,926 
1,476 
6,212 
3,893 
2,577 
4,541 
5>412 
7,238 

Overhead \Vire Mileages. 

Trunk. 

3,968 
21,058 
31,560 
38,709 
45,161 
30,577 
29,942 
26,962 
15.751 
30,262 
23.971 
16,138 

8,788 
27,047 
24,447 

374,341 

Exchange. 

52 ,596 
67.971 
61,261 
63,905 
62,048 
76,008 
55,951 
52.766 
44,J4('i 
48,064 
39,651 
26,668 
13,664 
39,564 
44,069 

Spare. 

122 
2,408 
3,041 
4.478 
4,259 
4.JIO 
3,482 
4,077 
3,098 
3 , 682 
2,728 
2,809 

531 
l,273 
1,077 

i Underground Wire Mileages. 
Engin<'ering 1 

District. ---------1 -

1 TeI,,graph. ' Trunk. 

-----

London 
S. East 
S. West 
Eastern 

N. Mid. 
i S. Mid. 
1 S. Wnles 

N. Wales 
i S. Lanes. 
, N. E;ist 
1 N. \Vest 

Northern 
Ireland N. 
Scot. East 

! Scot. West 

1
,
, 

24,964 
4,053 

21,577 
2�,644 
32,492 
12,266 

6,579 
13,89q 
14,631 
13, 189 

8,588 
6,�61 

137 
,1,874 

12,252 

Total 202,006 

93,400 
56,q11 
14,338 
42,305 
56,469 
27·423 
28,264 
42, 147 
81 ,518 
45,516 
36,2 IO 
20.200 

2,90() 
15,241 
26, 124 

Exchange. 

2,479,629 
235,840 
170,173 
146,308 
258,911 
207,756 
134,506 
2911,33 I 
503,262 
258, I 17 
174,320 
135,43 I 

51,148 
161,541 
228,249 

Spare. 

rn6,842 
28,575 
66,2 14 
66,625 

I 12,328 
84,734 
70,968 
6o,556 
49,159 
74,850 
30,186 
4i,315 

2,650 
43,245 
34,994 

I 
873,241 

----- ----- ----- ----- ----- 1 ! ----- ----- ----- !----
70,880 

,Figures as at[ 
! I 3oth June, ! 198,580 561,582 5,348,082 881,136 

1929. 
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LONDON AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE SYSTEM : SATELLITE WORKING. 

H. :\lORTDIEH 
(Engineer-in-Chief's Oflice). 

O
N July 2otl1, HJ2(), Satellite 'rnrking was 

introduced in the Lor.don Automatic 
Area by the opening of the .:\laida Vale 

and Edgware Automatic Exchanges, \vhich form 
part of a Satellite Scheme in the London area. 
Hendon and Colindale were opened on 23rd 
November, and 3rd October respectively. 

The parent or main exchange is .:\laida Vale, 
the satellite exchanges being Edgware, Hendon 
and Colindale; Colin dale being worked hypo
thetically on the Hendon equipment until H)32 
when Colindale becomes a main exchange. A 
few particulars concerning each exchange are as 
follows:-

l\Iultiple 
Capacity. 

Lines 1transfcrred at •Opening. 

Exchange. 

:\Iaida Vale 
Hendon 

Colindal" 

Edgware 

7,hoo 
J,200 

I ,200 

I.JOO 

Subscribers. 

2, I 13 
I ,<)9J 

497 

The following positions have been provided in 
.:\laida Vale Automatic Exchange building:-

Positions. 

,\ 
H 

:lloniton; 

\Iaida 
\'ale. 

' Hendon and 
Colind::ik. 

Edg\\'are. 

35 -�-I---� 

I 

�---,- I -�1---� 

* Includes SuperYisors and Sen·ice Positions. 

As in the usual satellite \rnrking for Xon
Director Areas the common equipment is situated 
at the main exchange, in this case in �Jaida 
Vale .\utomatic Exchange; the switching plant 
at the Satellite exchanges comprising Discrim
inating Selector Repeaters and Junction Finders, 
rst and 2nd Numerical and Final Selector 
Switches. It will be obsen·ed that no �\ 
digit, or Director switches arc provided at the 
Satellites, these being fitted at the i\Iain Ex
change and arc common plant for the whole area. 

It should be stated that tlw D.S.Rs. (see 
photograph) which are fitted at the Satellite ex
changes have been developed by British Post 
Office engineers, and are now standard both for 

Junctions. 

991 
180 

I· 1 � 

Contractor. 

Siemens Bros. 
.\utomatic Telephone Manu

facturing Co., Lt<l. 
Automatic Telephone Manu

facturing Co., Lt<l. 
General Electric Co., Ltd. 

Director and �on-Director areas. The circuit of 
the Repeater has been designed to discriminate 
either on the rst, 2nd or 3rd digit and to give the 
usual standard supen·ision; the rest of the appar
atus at the Satellite exchanges is of the standard 
type used in all exchanges in Director areas. 

The trunking· arrangements at the }fain and 
Satellite exchanges arc su11wwh,1t complicatC'd as 
compared with a Straig·ht Director exchange, 
therefore it is proposed to briefly explain the 
routing of the various classes of calls and the 
reasons for so doing. The straig·ht line trunk
ing diagram for Edg·ware and :'.\Iaicla Vale should 
be considered in conjunction with the notes. 

EDG,\".\RE ,\ cTmIAnc ExcHA'.\'GE. 

The routing shown for Edgvvare can be taken 
as typical of the other satellite exchange. 

It will be obserwd from a perusal of the 
diagram that separate groups of Rotary Line 
Switches and D.S.Rs. are provided for the i\Jain 
and Barred trunk groups of subscribers respec
tively, this being necessary so that all calls, 
other than unit fee calls, can be trapped on the 
.·\uto .:\Ianual board at .:\Iaida Vale, in the case 
of the Barred Trunk Group. 

To avoid transmission losses on calls 7.'ia Toll, 
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hig·h-g·rad1• < 'irn 1 i 1 s art· pro\·idt•d direct from lt:'vel 
.) of the D.S. Rs., 1lw disnimination taking place 

after L has been Jialled; it is ;ilso necessary to 

provide Jirect hig·h-gra<le circuits from 0 level 
of the D.S.Rs. of the Barre<l Trunk Group, so 
as to a\·oid transmission losses on calls completed 
1•ia the .\uto :\lanual Board to Tull, etc. It is 
of courst• n·cognised that t'oin Box Subscribers 
can obtain Toll Calls, tlw fee being collected by 
the .\ operator in the .:\l:1ida \';de ,\uto �lanual 
Exchange. 

Had tht· Barred Trunk 0 lt�n·I calls been 
muted from a 2nd Cmk len·l at :\laida \'ale. 
a<lditional transmission losses would have been 
introduced by the 0 lewl calling equipment at 
:\Iaida Vale. 

It will perhaps be corwenient al this stage to 
describe the rmrh·s of the various classes of calls 
from Edgware :\uto Exchange (Satellite). 

J!ain Group Subscribers. 

(r) Local Calls. .\ssunw that the Edgware 
su bscriher reCJLii res Edgware 1 234. On the 
calling subscriber lifting the receiver, the Rotary 
Line Switch seizes a free D.S.R. and also 
an Incoming 1st Code s,\·itch at '.\Iaida Vale 
1•1a a Junction Finder Line Switch. The 
calling· subscriber dials E. and D.S.R. stl·ps up 
to le\·el J and llwn relt·ases. n is then di:ille<l, 
the switch steps up to len·I 3 and again releases. 
and the s;1nw occurs \dwn (; is dialled, except 
that the .. ph len�I is now reached and again re
h·ased. \\'ht·n the r is dialled tlw D.S.R. now 
fu net ions as a 1 st :\Tu nwrical Sel<·ctor ;1 n<l a 
corresponding 2 nd >Ju mcrical Selector is seized. 
The rest of tlH· tig·u n·s are Jialle<l on tu the re
maining· switches in the usual way. 

It should l>f' state<l that <luring the time the 
subscrilwr is dialling; ED(;, the .\ digit and 
Director switches at i\Iaida \'alt• will han· been 
opl'rated, hut un the discrimin:1tion taking place, 
i.e., aftl'r (; has been dialled, the junction an<l 
switches at :\laida Vale arc released for further 
use. 

(2) Toll. TOL is dialled b' the subscriber, 
and the D.S.R. and the switches at i\Iai<la Vale 
respond similarly tu those fur a local call. The 
discrimination takes place un L (:;);the junction 
and S\\·itches at i\faida \'ale arc then released, 
and the caller connected direct to Toll. 

(3) He11elo11. HE:'\ is d ialled , and in this 
case discrimination takPs plac<' on N being 
diallt·d. TIH· D.S.R. in this case ;1cts as for a 
local call, i.e., the� nunll'rical digits being dialled 
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on to the 1st, 2n<l and Final Selectors Switches 
at Hendon. Direct junctions are provided be
tween Edgware and Hen<lon, which terminate on 
1st Numerical Selectors in Hendon Automatic 
Exchange. 

(-l) Colindale. .\lthuugh the Colindale 
Equipment is part of the Hendon plant, a call 
for Colindale from an Edgware or Hendon sub
scriber has to be route<l via the main exchange, 
as it will be seen that the codes TOL and COL 
are similar. Therefore, as Toll calls are routed 
direct via the D.S.R (level 5) it becomes neces
sary to route Colin<lale traffic 11ia l\Iaida Vale in 
a similar manner to a junction call. 

EDGW/!RE MAIN GROUP -l .__---�----9 

to the A positions in the .\uto-;\lanual Board in 
:\lai<la Vale Auto Exchange. There the route 
procedure is as stated for a junction call. 

(7) Test Desh. In this case the engineering 
officer dials Xl\L\ or X:\ID, the call is routed via 
Maida Vale as for a junction call. Local dis
crimination is not given for Test Desk calls, 
as several of the exchange names in the London 
area begin with \\T (9). It therefore becomes 
necessary to route the Test Desk traffic via 
the main exchange, two junctions being used, 
i.e., one to Maida Vale and one back to Edgware 
1st Numerical Selector Switches from level 36 
of 2nd Code Selector switches at "'Iaida Vale. 

SUBSCRIBERS RL.S JUNCTION FINDERS. 

l TO M!llOA VALE INCOMING 

/sT CODE SELECTOR 

SWITCHES 
EOGWARE BARRED -l t---+---+----<> 

TRUNK GRDUP. 
.__ _____________ � 

TO ASSISTANCE 
MAIDA VALE AUTO- ----

MANUAL BOARD 

TO TOLL EXCHANGE 

DISCRIMINATING 

SELECTOR 
REl'EATERS 

TO HENDON EXCHANGE 

NUMBERING SCHEME 

EDGWARE :- 0000 - 0999 
1000 - 1299 

I" NUMERICAL 

SELECTORS 

2ND NUMERICAL= 

SELECTORS 

FINAL SELECTORS = 
(PB.X .2/!0) -

FROM MAIDA VALE MANUAL BOARD 

FROM AUTO EXCHANGES & 
KEYSENDER g" POSITIONS 

AT MAIDA VALE 

TO TEST DESK POSITION I 

.2. 

FINAL SELEC roR.5 
(ORDINARY) 

EDGWARE AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE ROUTINGS. 

(5) Junction Calls. .\ssurne Brixtun 2345 is 
required, the D.S.R. junction an<l the Incoming 
1st Code Switch at .\Iaida Vale is seized in the 
usual way. \\Then B is dialled the D.S.R. steps 
up to level 2, junction discrimination takes place, 
and the D.S.R. remains on level 2 until the com
pletion of the call, but the \vipers are discon
m�cted so that no interference on this level takes 
place. The call is then routed 'i.!ia the plant at 
'.\faida \Tale as in other Director Exchanges. 

(6) Lc7.1cl 0. Th is 1 raffic is routed off 2nd 
Cude Selector switch levels at :;\[ai<la \Tale direct 

FIG. 2. 

Barred Trunh Group Subscribers. 
( 1) Local Calls. Owing to the fact that 0 

level calls are route<l direct from the 0 level of 
the D.S.R., for reasons slated previously, it 
is necessary to provi<le a separate g-roup of rst 
Numerical Selectors for local c:dls. In this case 
local discrimination takes place when G has been 
dialled. 

(2) 0 Lc7.•cl Calls. 0 is dialled by the calling 
subscribers, an<l imme<liately a free outlet is 
obtained the junction to the Incoming ist Code 
Switch at .\Iaida Vale is released. and the caller 
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connected direct to the A position at ::\Iaida Vale. 
Local discrimination takes place in this class of 
call. 

Barred trunk subscribers requiring calls other 
than local and junction calls, (unit fee) should 
dial 0, but in case the caller dials TOL or TEL 
or TRU, a separate group of circuits arc pro
vided at ::\Iaida Vale for " trapping purposes." 
See notes on ::\Iaida Vale. 

(3) Excess Fee Calls. (:\!<:in and Barred 
Trunk Group Subscribers). Several exchanges 
in the London Automatic Area are excess fee 
calls to the Satellite exchanges. Therefore it is 
necessary to adopt some means of recording all 

{MAIN 6ROl./1J 

Ii/AIDA 
VAL£ 

BARR rRu. 

Numerical Selector Switches are also provided 
at each Sa!t'llite exchange for calls originating in 
manual and automatic exchanges. In some 
cases, the traffic from automatic and manual ex
changes is routed via Tandem, and in others 
those from the automatic exchanges are routed 
direct to the rst Numericals at the satellites; and 
in the case of the manual exchanges these art 
routed 'Via the Key Sender B positions at ::\Iaida 
Vale or 'Via Tand�m Key Sender B positions. 

:\lAID.\ VALE A CTO:\L\TIC ExcHA:\GE. 
The routings from le,·el s 2, 3, ..J., 5, and G of 

1st Code Selecto r Switches at ::\laida Vale Auto-

! :;�:: �;�;o6;::!f 6ROuP +�---------------, 
... IU�'i'?-r'cm CDLINDAlC MAIN 6.IMUP 

F/!VlJERS (OUNDAU BARRED TWN!f6'ROUP-+---------� 
£06WAR£ MA/IV 6ROVP 

CD6YV.ARC {J,l,RNEO TRUN!f 6.ROl.IP-+----, 

" 1-D1ReCTOR -
.SWITC!ft:� -

rD6WARE I!! r INTEfJC.f"PTIOIV 

ED6WA'<l M6 ASSISTANCE 

(0l!NDAL£ " 

HENDON. " 

MAIDA VALE {j T 

£06WARE EXCESS FEE 

COl!NDALl" " 

LOCAL 
l"IVfACOL 

TANDEM 
,,,.� 

I ], ) , � � � 
£)((.fS:, FEE- rxa:ss FEE- £)(ff.SC, rt:E

s-r� 

Fw. 3.-�I.11u.1 \'.11.E .\unn1.1nc ExcH.INGE RouTI1'GS. 

excess fee calls originating from these exchanges. 
To do this, means are provided at .\laida Vale 
for routing all excess fee calls to the Auto
::\lanual board, where the calls are completed by 
the A operators. The actual routing is given in 
the Maida Vale notes. 

(.+) Incoming Calls. .\ group of 1st 
.'.'J umerical Selector switches are prm·ided at 
each Satellite exchange, to which the .\ operators 
on th e .\utomatic l\lanual Board at ::\laida Vale 
Jiaye access. Only four numerical figures haYe 

to be dialled in this case. Groups of 1st 

' 
" 

" 
' 

}ro z�• coOJ� 
sca:crnRS Ar 
M;l.l[)A VALL" 

� 

TO TEta TJW{=-------_J 

T11E SQL'.IRES ll\ll!C.ITE 1 ST .11'U 2Nu Co DE SEr.EcT<ms. 

matic exchange have not been shown, as these 
routings follow the usual course as for a straight 
Director exchange. It will be seen that level 1 
of all 1st code Selector Switches has been set 
apart to cater for the " trapping " or excess fee 
calls, also for calls to Assistance, Trunks, Toll 
and Telegrams for the .\Iain and each Satellite 
exchange to the .\uto ::\ I anual board. The 
following is a list of the various routings that 
had to be provided for 7.'ia l evel 1 : -

(r) Calls Excess Fee from Fdgware and not 
to Hendon or Colind:de. 
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(2) Calls Excess Ft>e from Edgware, Hen
don and Culindale. 

(J) Calls Excess Fee from Edgwarc and 
Colindak', but not from Hendon. 

(..j.) .\ssistance Calls for Edg·ware main 
group of subscribers. 

(S) ,\ssistance Calls for Hendon main g·roup 
of subscribers. 

(<i) .\ssistance Calls for Colindale ma111 
group of subscribers. 

(7) .\ssistance Calls for \laida Yale rnam 
and Barred Trunk group of sub
scribers. 

(8) Interception circuits for Edgware barred 
trunk group of subscribers. 

(<J) Interception circuits for Colind;ile barred 
trunk group of subscribers. 

(10) Interception cirrnits for Hendon barred 
trunk group of subscribers. 

(r 1) Calls to Teleg-rams, Trunks for each of 
the Satellite and :\Iai11 Exchanges. 

,\1tentiun is dra\Yn to the fact that the Incom
ing rst Cude Selector S\\'itclws provided al 
:\laida \'ale for the Satellite exchanges are some
what different from tirns(� of the ordinary type 
fitted in Director excliang«'S, as it is necessary 
for these switches tu send back lo the Satellite 
exchange revers�d battery con di tiuns for meter
ing purposes, a condition \\·hicli is not required 
in a straight Director excliang·e 1 sl Code S\•,;itcli. 
These Incoming 1st Code Selector Switches 
ha\·c been developed by the British Post Office 
engineers and are nuw acc<·pted as standard. 

It will perhaps hf� as well, at this stage, if the 
routing from each lew·l of the rst and 2nd Code 
Selt·ctur Switclws \\as explained in LenJ order. 
The leYels set apart for the " trapping" of 
excess fee calls are as follo\\S :-

Calls Excess Fee tu Edg·\\<lre and not to 
Hendon and Culindale, Lew] 15. 

("alls Excess Fee tu Edg\\'are, Hen dun and 
Colindale, Level 1(). 

Calls Excess Fee to Edg\Yare and Colindale 
only, Level 17. 

,\s there are no excess fet: calls from :\Iaida 
\'ale subscribers, nu special arrang·ernents have 
tu be made in this case: therefore kvels r 5, r6 
and 17 route unit fee call i•ia Tandem l'xchange. 

LC'vcls I, 2, 3, +• 5' and 6. 1st Code to ::md 
Code. Selector Switches. 

Lei!el 7. Spare.� 

Level R. This len�l is set apart for all unit fee 
calls routed 'via Tandem from the Satellite ex
changes, and the Auto Manual board. The 
junctions tu Tandem are of high-grade tvpe, and 
arc provided su as to avoid t�ansmissio� losses. 
Level 8 also covers the traffic routed 1•ia Tandem 
for }faida Vale subscribers; high-grade circuits 
are not required in this case. 

Level 9. · For all calls to Hendon subscribers 
from 1Iaida Vale, and to Colindale subscribers 
from ;:\Iaida Vah� and Satellite exchanges. 

Level o. Calls from all the area subscribers 
are routed 1•ia this le\·el tu the .\laida Vale sub
scribers. 

LC'vel 1 r. (,\ssistance). 
It will be seen that separate groups of circuits 

haYe been provided for Assistance calls for each 
Satellite :\fain group of subscribers, and also 
separate g·roups of cirrnits for the �lain Ex
change ?\lain group, and Barred Trunk group 
of subscribers: this being nec<"ssary so that the 
operators at the .\uto :\lanual buard can identifr 
the origination of the calJ. 

. 

�o circuits are provided for the Satellite 
Barred Trunk group of subscribers, as it will be 
seen that .\ssistann· calls in this case are routed 
direct from the 0 level uf the D.S.R. at the 
Satellite exchange. (See notes un Edgware). 

Lei•els 12, 13 and !.:/-· In the case of the 
Barred Trunk group of subscribers from the 
Satellite exchanges, these le\·els ;ire teed together 
and connected to the .\ uto "\lanual board, this 
arrangement being desirable sc> that should a 
Coin Box subscriber dial TOL, TRU, or TEL 
the call will be routed to the .\ uto �Ianual board. 
Of cuurse, as previuusly stated, a Coin Box sub
scriber should dial 0 fur all calls other than unit 
fee, and as Call offices are often used by regular 
subscribers who are in the habit 1Jf dialling TOL, 
de., from their own telephone, it was decided tu 
guard against this happening by the provision uf 
a special group of circuits slHJ\\·n as BT inter
ception. 

Should a call be received on these circuits at 

the c\uto :\Ianual board, the suLscriber will be 
unable to speak tu the operator unless the sub
scriber presses Button .\ un the Coin Box, in 
which case the operaU>r will then complete the 
call, but should the operator be unable tu hear 
the calling subscriber, the operator \\·ill inform 
the subscriber to dial 0 for the call and press 
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Button B (\Yhich n·turns the coins to the caller). 

Lc1•c/ 15. This lnt·l is set apart for the 

purp()se of routing t•xn·ss fee calls from Edgware 

:\lain group subscribers to the "\uto :\Ianual 

board, and it \\ill )w Sl'en that a separate group 

of circuits ktn' lwen proYided for this purpose. 

ft \\·ill also he noticed that lewl 15, to which 

Ilendon and Colindale :\l<1in and Barred Trunk 

subscribers han" access, is aYailable for unit fo,, 

calls and is not tlwrt'fore " trapped" on the 

.\ uto :\lanual hoard. For excess fee calls from 

the Edgware Barred Trunk subscribers, it ,,ill 

he SL'en that len"ls 1 .), 1(), 1; and ro are teed to 

levels 12, 13 and q <tnd routed to the :\Ianual 

hoard. The subscriber should, in these cases, 

dial ( ), as preYiously stated: therefore this class 

of call will not lw considered \Ylwn the routing of 

t·xcess fee calls from tlw Satellite :\Iain groups 

is being explained. For the :\ L 1ida Vale i\Iain 

and Barred Trunk subscrilwrs, leYel 15 is a unit 

fee call Je,·el, and tlwse calls an� routed via 

Tandem. 
The procedure follo \\Td \\ lwn an Edgware sub

scriber dials for an excess fee call. (The pro

cedure laid down \\·ill lw tlw same as that for tlw 

otlwr Satellik exchangt·s). .\ssunw a call is 

lwini.:: made to .\llwrt Dock 23-1-.'i· the direct 

tran�lation \\·ill lw I.)-J-2-23-1-5· I.)-J-2 being· the 

translation to route the call 7-'i,1 Tandem. On 

the 1 s being sent out by tlw Dirt'l'tor Switch, a 

First Code S \\itch of tlw Edgware group steps 

up to leYcl 1 of tht' rst Cude, then the 2nd Code 

S \\·itch steps up to lt"\el s of tlH� 2ml Code, and 

an outlet to the .\ uto \lanual board is obtained, 

the remaining impulses, i.e., -J-2-23-1-5· being 
received on the calling lamp on the .\uto :\lanual 
board. .\s the calling lamp \\�ill flicker under 
these conditions, till' operator delays anS\\·erin� 
the call until the remaining impulses have been 
received. 

The operator in anS\\ering the call ascertains 
from the subscriber his requirements (in this case 
ALB 23-J-S): the operator then originates the call 
via the :\Ianual Board 1st Code Selector Switches. 
The A digit and Director s \\·itch again accepts 
,\LB 2345, \\hen dialled by the operator, \\hich 
is again translated into I.)-J-2-23-J-S, but on 15 
beng sent out it will be seen that the call is 
routed to Tandem, and not to tlie .\uto \ lanual 
hoard 'i'ia level .) of the :\lantutl hoard 2nd Code 
Selector S \\ itches , -J-2 be ing <>ccepted by the 

switches at Tandem (Ievt}I -J-2 being the level in 
Tandem for all calls to .\ lbert Dock), the 2345 
appearing on the C.C.I. displa.\· at Albert Dock 
:\fanual Exchang·e in the usual manner. 

Le,·el 15 in the case of the Colindale ::\Iain and 
Barred Trunk group, and also the Hendon :\lain 
and Barred Trunk Switches, is provided for calls 
that are unit fee for these exchanges . The calls 
orig inated by subscribers in these groups are 
routed similarly to calls originated from the Auto 
:\Ianual board , as quoted in the foregoing para

graph. 

Ln1c7 16. This level prm·ides for the routing 
of call:-; to the Auto :\Ianual hoard that are excess 
foe to all Satellite t>xchanges, an<l it will be seen 
that the separate groups of excess fee circuits are 
required for each exchange, it being necessary lo 
p roYide these separate groups for idt>nt i ficat ion 
purposes from a traffic point of vie w . 

The treatment of calls is as stated in the case 
uf excess fee calls for Level 15 . Beckenham 
exchange is an excess fee 1:all from all the 

Satellite exchanges ; therefore a call tu Becken

ham 23-1-.'i will be translated to 1(Hi3-2345 and 
level 1(> will route tlw call to the c\ uto ,\Janual 
board in the case of the originating subscribers, 
and 7.1ia Tandem to Beckenham \Yhen the call is 
originated from the .\uto ;\fanual board. Level 

16 of the Barred Trunk group is teed to the 
Barred Trunk Interception circuits fur reasons 
previously statt>d. 

J,c'i'e/ I/. This ]eye\ prm·ides fur calls to ex
chang·es that are excess fre to Edg\\are and 
Colindale, but not to Hendon. The call is dealt 
with in a similar manner as for calls on levels I.) 
and 16. 

The calls from Hendon \\hich are unit fee calls 
are routed 7.1ia Tandem, as \\'ill be seen from the 
routing diagram. 

Grangewood is an exchange that is an excess 
fee call from Edgware and Colindale and a unit 
fee from Hendon ; therefore a call originated by 
a Hendon subscriber and from the Auto l\Ianual 
board will be routed 1•ia Tandem , where Level 58 
is set apart fur calls to Crangewood, the full 
translatiun of G rangewoud 23-J-S being I 758-
2345· 

Lc7.1cls 18 and r9 art' spare. 

Lc'i'cl 10. In this case a direct group of junc
tions is prm·ided from Maida Vale Auto ex-
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change to Barnet, and Barnet being an excess 
fee call to Edgware and Colindale subscribers 
but not to Hendon; it becoml'S necessary to set 
apart a separate lcn�l for routing calls to this 
exchange. The translation in the Director 
Switch for a call to Barnet 2345 will be rn-2345 
and the treatment of the call to this (>xchange 
\\'ill be as for other excess fee exchanges. 

It will be seen that all excess fee calls uther 
than those to Barnet are routed ·c•iu Tandem, this 
lJ•eing economical from an t>ngineering point of 
view. 

ft is not proposed to explain the routing i1ia 
len�ls 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the 1 st Code Selector 
Switches, as these follow the t:sual practice as 
for other Director exchanges in the London 
.\ utumatic area. 

lncomi11g Calls (Automatic).-ln the case of 
ctlls originating at other automatic exchan�es in 
the London area, the calb ar..� routed, either 
direct from the automatic exchange or via 
Tandem exchange. In the case of direct routing 
the incoming junctions terminate on separal<' 
groups of ISt Numerical Selector s,vitches, either 
in tlw "lain or Satellite exchanges, but if the 
calls are routed ·via Tandem a group of rst 
:'\umerical Selector Switches at the "lain or 
Satellite excl1ang<�s are utilised. 

Incoming Calls (Manual ).-Call s from these 
exchanges are routed via the Key Sender B 
positions at ,\Iaida Vale. The rst Numerical 
Selector Switches fur groups of junctions from 
each ,\lanual exchange provided with direct 
groups of junctions are situated in the respective 
exchanges. 

"\ typical example of the routing of an incom
ing ,\Ianual call is as follows:-

The distant .\ operator demands a call over the 
()rder wire, say, to the operator un the Edgware 
Key Sender B position in the ,\laida Vale ex
change. The operator on this position ke_\'S up 
the four numerical digits, and the selector 
switches at Edg\rnre respond to the impulses sent 
out by the sender. (.\common group of senders 
is provided at ,\laida Vale for all Key Sender B 
positions). 

If a call is received for ,\laida Vale, or Hendon 
and Colindale the same procedure is adopted, but 
the respective Key Sender B nositions are used 
and the Selector Switclws, at the respective <�X-· 

changes, are bruug·ht into upention. 

,\II incoming calls from manual exchanges 
,,·hicl1 do not warrant direct groups of circuits 
are routed via the Key Send<>r B positions at 
Tandem, and are then completed 7-•ia the incom
ing· Tandem group of 1st '.'Jumerical Selector 
Switches at the n�spective exchanges. 

The operators at Tand(�lll in the disposal of 
these calls, key up the exchange code and the 
numerical digits. (7 digits). 

As it will not be possible tu give full details 
of all the service circllits that an� connected to 
t lie "\ position, t\\ o uf the more i rn portan t ser
vices provided, with n�marks thereon, are as 
follows:-

Jlonitors and ScnJicc Calls.-Tlw usual prac
tice is followed as for other Director exchanges, 
the cock and numbers tu be dialted are:-

.\laida \'ale ill'ndon and I·:(lg\\·ari_·. 
Colindale. 

'Ion it or �);,; 0001 
I Col. 0001 

or H<>n. ()()(){ Etlg 0001 

St'rYicl' l\lai OIOJ ('ol. 0101 

or IIl'n. 0101 Edg 0101 

The calls arc ruuted from the Final Selector 
s,,itches at the respectin� exchanges to the :\ 
positions in :\laicla \'ale exchan!�·e. 

It is not intenckd that the abm·e monitor cir
rnits should be obtai ncd from su bscrihers' tele
phones in the London ,\uto :\rea, as registration 
of the meter would take place ,,·lien the operator 
answered. The subscriber is instructed to dial 
0 for all Assistance (:\lonitor) <>r Service calls. 

The circuits are provided to enable other Auto 
Jlanual board and :\Ianual exchange operators 
to obtain :\-Ionitor or Service calls at these ex

changes. (Maida \'ale, Edg\\are, Hendon and 
Colindale). 

Centralised Obscn.wlio11. - Observations of 
subscribers' service are being carried out on a 
centralised basis in the London \utomatic Area. 
The centralised observation positions arc situ
ated in a room in the :\Ietropolitan-National 
.\ utomatic Exchang·e building. 

To enable subscribers' circuits to be conncctt>d 
for observation, tapping equipnwnts arc provided 
at each automatic exchange. The equipment 
1nm·ided at each exchang·l' in this mea is a'i 

follows:-
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Maicla Yale-q Tapping equipments + 1 Junction. 
Hendon -10 
Colindale -6 

+r 

Edgwar < -12 +r 

lt should be noted that observation of the sub
scribers' service at each exchange is on an auto
selective basis; therefore the observation officer 

has no control over the choice of any particular 
subscriber's circuit in a group connected to the 
tapping equipments for observmion purposes. 

I am indebted to Messrs. Automatic Telephone 
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of Liverpool, for the 
photograph of the Discriminating Selector Re
peater. 

FULHAM EXCHANGE, LONDON. 

Contributed by 

ST.\�DARD TELEPHOKES & CABLES LTD., LONDON. 

B
Y the opening of Fulham Automatic Tele

phone Exchange which "a" successfully 
brought into service at 2 p.m. on Satur

day, 27th July, HJ2<J, another link was added to 
the rapidly growing network of automatic ex
changes in the London Telephone Area. 

The exchange has capacity for 9, 700 lines, the 
present equipment being for 7 ,500 lines; of this 
number 2,..ioo vvere actually cut-c•ver on the date 

mentioned. The quantity of each type of appar
atus installed can be readih- ascertained from the 
diagram (Fig. I) showing· 

'
the switching scheme 

for the exchange. 
The exchange is accomrnodated in a new four

storey building, near the junction of Lillie Road 
and North End Road, Fulham. The automatic 
equipment is distributed over the 1st and 2nd 
floors of this building, whilst the manual switch-

r ---

1-r---------- --��.:::· ..... 
- -- ----GD---��- ·-·� ..... � 

11-r-----��� -�--��· -�----�-----·�---·--m
. -- ---� --� - --· 

FIG. 1.-S\\'tTClllI'>c; Sc11EME. 
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FIG. 2.-:\cToM.\TJC S\\"1Tc111wo�1, FrnsT FLOOR. 

boards are located on the 3rd ftoor. The lay-out 
of the equipment on each of these ftoors is shown 
in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, and it will he seen that the 
accessibility of all apparatus has been carefully 
studied, to facilitate maintenance work. The 
equipment was manufactured and installed by 
Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd., and 
constitutes the first exchange in the London 
area supplied by this contractor in which the 

•i 

BATTE:RY l 
T1L.EO I 

ROOM 

gc•ograpl11cal supervisory scheme, designed by 
the Departi11ent's engineers, ha:,, been adopted. 
This schenw enables the maintenance officers to 
supervise the whole of the equipnwnt from any 
position in either of the automatic switchrooms. 
For the exploitation of the scheme the equipment 
on each ftoor has been divided into two sections, 
and six sub-sections. In a prominent position 
on each apparatus ftoor, is situated an alarm 

Fm. 3.-At'TO�IATIC Swnl·111<00M, SECOND FLOOR, 
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centre consisting of illuminated indicator boxes, 
\vhich, in the event of a fault occurring show on 
which floor and ir:. \vhich section the faultv 
apparatus is located. The rapid location of the 
fault is further facilitated by the provision of 
section and su b-sectinn supervisory lamps. 

First Floor.-On the lSt floor are found the 
subscribers' line and final self'ctor units, the link 
distributing frame, the ).I .D.F., and test desks, 
whilst at the ot lwr t>nd of the same floor, the 
charging machines and !he power board are 
located. 

and the " J\ " digit and register translator racks 
immediately to the rear, whilst their respective 
routiners are in line with them. 

The minor switches on the registf'f translators 
are fitted with the cup spring in place of the 
spiral spring originally adopted. 

c\ new design of '' A '' digit rack has been 
introduced, having all the apparatus on one side 
only, and in line with each level of switches is 
situated the grading and routiner access equip
ment associated with it. This feature also 

/"�� + 
XF'Ji.-l.,--,""""T""-...-.,-,..,...;,-.,--,c-T"-.--r-n/�'>( ) 

O"f+-+-+-+--il-t-+tifc+--4-J-... --t--f-V \ )

,....._.-..J.,.-L.....J'-ll.--'-J...,...JJ-'-..L-J� --L-nJ' 

FIG. 4.-MANUAL OPERATING Roo�!. 

The equipment is so arranged \Vith relation to 
the windows that full advantage is taken of the 
daylight. In Fig. 5, in which a view of the sub
scribers' line and final units is shown, it will be 
observed that busbars are used for power dis
tribution. These are of speci-ll interest since 
they are of aluminium, and Fulham is the first 
telephone exchange to be opened in this countn· 
where aluminium bushars have been emplovt>�l 
for power distribution. 

. 

Second Floor.-Tl i is floor carries the re
mainder of the nuturnatic equipment and ex
change apparatus, the lay-out of which h�1s been 
wry well arranged. The :\[essage Register 
Rack is placed facing the window so that under 
normal daylight conditions no artificial light is 
required. The distribution fuse panel and alarm 
equipment racks are situated in the centre of the 
room with the 1st code selector boards in front, 

appears on the P.B.X. final selector rack. The 
C.C.I., coder, sender, and jur.ction apparatus 
routiners, shown in Fig. 7, are adjacent to the 
apparatus with which thev are associated. 

A viev; is included of th� 1st code selector racks 
in Fig. 8: the two sides of each of the ist code 
sf'lector racks can now bt> dissociated for N. l1. 
tone and busy flash, a new· l 1-link being em
bodied in the type of distribution point now 
employed. 

The local alarm lamps on the sender racks 
consist of P .0. ?\o. 2 lamps, mounted on phenol 
fibre fuse panels, at about shouldt>r heig;ht, 

instead of the tubular pattt:>rn hitherto employed 
and mounted at the top of the racks. 

Three miscellaneous apparatus racks are 
accommodated on the 2nd floor, of which one is 
for the " 0 " level and linesmen's circuits, one 
for T. and T.O. distributors, and T. and T.O. 
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nnd P.B.X. final selectors, nnd the third is for 
changed number circuits. The object of the last
named circuit is to route a call for a subscriber 
whose number has been changed, directly and 
automatically to a chang·ed number jack on thr 
manual board, where an operntor informs the 
caller of the new numher and •'ompletes the call. 

One noticeable feature of the automatic rooms 
is the quieter operation of the <'quipment, steps 
having been taken to reduce noi. e wherever 
possible; as an example the new type of time 
pulse count relays may .he mentioned. Tn 
this case the interminable ... " clack " .... 
" clack " ... of the relay - operated pivoted 
rachet, has been eliminated by t!tilizing; a switch 
of the RLS type "·hich takes a step everv 1} 

1:1<:. 6.-TEST DE�" .INO .\I. I>. I:. 

F1G. 7 .-RouTINER5. 

seconds until the delaved nlarm period contact 
has been reached. 

Third Floor.-The manual operating room is 
a light, \\'ell Yentilated apartment at the top of 
the building-. .\ vie\\· of this room showing the 

FIG. 8.-SELECTOR 130.ll<DS. 
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manual " A " sections, and the cordless " B . , 

sections, is shown in Fig-. 9. 
Power Plant. - Duplicate hattt>ries of 25 

Chloride " Plante " type cells are proYided, 
having · a capacity of 3,900 ampere hours at the 
<) hour rate. This charging equipment consists 
of two 35 K"r motor gPnrrator sets manufac
turrd by '.\[essrs. Crompton Parkinson, designt>d 
to operate from the 200 ,·oh 2 plwse supply. The 
usual supply and battt>ry-dri\'e:1 ringers are pro
,·ided together with the Dt>panment's standard 
automatic change-on-r equipment which ensures 
that, in the event of the supply-drin•n ring·pr fail
ing, the stand-b.'· battery-driven set is started up 
and the ringing and tone circuits are auto
matically transferred. Du pi ic;1 te rotary con
vertPr-alternator sets are prm·idt>d to generate 
3 phase alt!:'rnating current at t<> and 20 cycles to 
driv<.' the small .\.C. motors associated with the 
coder, director and sendn im pulsing equipment. 
Each rotary com·prter is provid<::d with a \'ibrat
ing centrifugal gon•rnor arran gPd to \'ary the 
resistancP in the convertPr tie Id in such a manner 
as to maintain the s 1wed of tlw machine within 
limits of 1�% on 1•ither side of tlw normal for all 
conditions of load, suppl.'· \·oltage and machine 
temperature. Since the speed of the indiv idual 
motors operating the separate impulsing inter
ruptors depends on the frequency generated by_ 
the main driving machines, the rate of impulsing 
is maintained constant within remarkably close 
limits. Provision is also made so that in the 
e\·ent of the speed of the main dri,·ing machine 
exceeding predetermined limits, or in the event 
of a failure in any of the supplv leads, the faulty 
machine is at once stopped , the spare machine 
started up, and the load transferred automatically 
with a minimum of disturbanc1> to the Pxchange. 

Reference has ;dread\· been made to the use 
of the aluminium busbars ;1t this exchange . 

\\Tith regard to the power plant also, aluminium 
is used in place of copper for power distribu
tion, and the installation, if considered as an 
experiment , has prm·ed entirely succpssful, a 
considerable reduction in weight having been 
achieved without any electrical disadvantages. 
,\JI joints are clamped and though the amount 
of overlap is only about 21 inches, the resistance 
of one foot of conductor including joint is in
\·ariabh· less than one foot of the same conductor 

without joint. The sa\·ing in weight as com
pared with coppPr is approxi mately 50%, and 
this is of vital importance \\"hen it is rememlwrf'd 
that in the very largP 1•xchanges the weight of 
the distributing conductors is becoming a very 
serious problem. For t lw conductors bct\Yeen 
the generator and the power hoard, aluminium 
rod has been substitut1•d for tlw usual V.l.R. 
lead-cm·ered cable. This rod is carried in floor 
chases supported on porcelain insulators. This 
again is a nm·el fpatur<' \Yhich can he adopted 
with considerab le ach·nntagt· 111 tlw case of large 

Fu:. 9.-\h'-:P.\J. 0PEl<.\Tl'-:G RooM. 

g·enerators \Yhere, hitherto. it has been the 
practice to employ a number of heavy cables 
which are difficult to place in position and which 
cannot be bent m·er a short radius. It might be 
mentioned hen· that the Department ' s engineers 
\\"Pre a mong the first to make ll"e of aluminium 
for powPr clistrihution . Th rough the courtesy 
of the Engineer-in-Chief, our engineers wnc 
permitted to inspect the aluminium busbars in 
the substations at Mount Pleasant and St. 
�fartin's le Grand, and the adoption of 
aluminium at Fulham Exchange is largely 
the result of impressions obtained during these 
visits. The authors are inclt'bted to the Engineer
in-Chief of the Post Office for permission to 
publish this article, and to the courtes,· of the 
Board of Editors of this J ourn;d for its puhlica-

tion . 
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PORTABLE EMERGENCY BATTERY CHARGING SETS. 

H. C. JONES, B.Sc. (Hons.). 

P

RO BA RLY lhe most important considera
tion underlying the design of telephone 
exchange power plant is rt>liability and 

the necessity for obYiating as far as possible any 
d1ance of interruplion of the power supply. 
Despite the fact that all large exchanges are pro
Yided wilh duplicate batteries and charging 
machines and are often served by two separate 

although not s1wcially designed for the job, have 
given useful Sf'rvice. The devdopment of large 
automatic exchanges and repeater stations has, 
however, necessitated the provision of much 
larger and reliable machines. and the first of 
these has recently been put into commission in 
the London Dist ri1·t for use in case of emergency 
at any large installation in South-East Engfand. 

FIG. 1.-EMER<:ENCY BATTER\' CiL\RGJ!-:G SET. 

power supplies , the failure of the charging 
arrangements has occurred sufficiently frequently 
to justify the prm·ision of an additional means, 
in the form of portable charging sets, to safe
g·u:ird t lu� service. i\ number of small portable 
sels, several having outputs of up to 300 amps., 
have been available in various parts of the 
countrv for a number of years, and these, 

VOL. XXII. 

It will b1· followed shortly liy three other similar 
mac.hi nes for sen·i ng· installations in other parts 
of the country. 

The accompanying photographs are self -
explanatory, :1nd give an idM of the size and con
struction of the set, which was constructed l>y 
Messrs. \V. Beardmore & Co., of Glasgow. The 
prime mover is a high speed, light weight, 4-

v 
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cvlinder Diesel Engine, and is of the same type 
:i� those used on the new airship, the R IOI, but 
is, of course, considerahl�· smaller. It runs on 
rrude oil, whirh is inj<•ct<·d under pressure into 
tlH' cylinders, and is tin�d automatically by the 
heat produn·d during compression stroke. The 
fut>! consumption is approximatPly 0.45 l bs. per 
B. H.P., and t lw fupl tank holds about 50 
gallons, which is approximatc>ly the ciuantity 
necessary to fully chargP thl' larg·r·st batteries at 
prcs<>nt install<·d in Post Oflice pn·mises. Crude 

cylinders during the starting operat ion is thus 
prevented. A small petrol engine of tlH' motor 
cycle type with twin cylindr·rs i.; s1<1 rted hy hand 

and dri\'<'S through a Hook<": joint, a shaft 
rnrrying a g nHJ \"<•d friction whe<·I. By \' irtw· 

of the flexibility all(l\\"<•d by th<· Hnok<"s joint, 1lw 
friction wheel can lw cngagt>d with the n .nvlH'<'l 
on the enginf' crank shaft, which is thus causl'cl 
to rotate. Th<' <·ng·irw ha,·ing· h·<•n hro11g·ht up 

to sp<'ed, the r·xha11st \·aln·s an· n·leased :1nd tlH· 
inertia of thr· 111m·1ng· parts is t hen s11flici<·nt tn 

FIG. 2.-EMEl(GE'.'<l"\" B.\TTE!l\' CllAHG!'.'<G SET, 5110\VING S\\'ITCllROARD 

oil has an obvious advantage over petrol from 
the point of view of safety, and is also at least 50 
per cent. cheaper to use. The engine is rated at 
100 B.H.P. when running at its full speed of 
1,200 R.P.M., but the speed can be adjusted at 
will by regulating the loading of the governor. 
The engine is \\·ater-cooled, the water being 
pumped through the circulating system and 
cooled by a fan-cooled radiator. 

The method of starting is very simple, yet 
effective. Prior to starting , all the exhaust 
valves are opened by the hand operation of a 

special cam shaft, and compression in the 
overcome the compression and start the engine. 
The starting engine is then sh11t down. 

The generator, which was manufactured by 
the British Thomson Houston Co., is a pipe
ventilated shunt-wound machine, capable of 
supplying 1 ,ooo amps. at up to (ij volts or an 
equivalent amount of power up to 100 volts. Its 
output is regulated by a com bination of varia
tion of engine speed and field regulation. It is 
controlled by a switchhoard, \\" hich can h<' seen 
in the photographs, upon which the instruments 
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are flexi�ly mounted, so as to nullify the effects 
of vibration. 

Eight 60 ft. lengths of 646/ .029
11 (0.4 sq. in.) 

single, flexible, cab tyrf', asbestos-sheathed cable 
with 500 amp. plugs and sockets are provided 
for distributing the power from the switchboard 
to the exchange batteries. The cables, which in 
all weigh about 1 ton, are accommodated, when 
not in use, on a rf'ctangular drum on the encl of 
the vehicle. 

The chassis is specially sprung to keep the 
engine in a vertical position irrespectivf' of the 
lie of the ground and, in view of the weight of 
the vehicle, about 8� tons, special attention has 
been paid to braking. In addition to the 
ordinary braking, an arrangement is fitted to 
automatically apply the brakes should the vehicle 
move backwards and, in ordt'r to facilitatf' 
mancemTing·, a braking device is also fitted on 
the turntable. 

Several tests which have aln".ady been made 
under actual working conditions have demon
strated the suitability of the set for emergency 
use. In spite of its \Veight, it holds the road 
\veil, and can rapidly be hauled from place to 
plan» Having arrived on site, the cables, under 
average conditions, can be led into the building 
and coupled up and charging commenced within 
half-an-hour. The only defect in the set was the 
fact that at first it created a considerable noise 
\vhen operating on full load. .\ number of 
modifications, which included the provision of 
additional sta;·s for the sheet iron canopy, modi
fications to the silencer, lining the canopy with 
sound-absorbing material and the provision of a 
partition to prevent noise from passing outside 
from the engine 1•ia the radiator, have very con
siderably rf'cluced this trouble, howen·r, and the 
sd can 1;m,· lw cnnsic!Prt>cl to he s�tisfactory in all 
respects. 
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MANCHESTER AUTOMATIC AREA: NEW UNDERGROUND LINES. 

I 
A' conrwclion wi1h the convl'!·:'ion to aulornatic 

working uf tli1· .\lanclieskr TPlephorw :\rea, 
some very considf'fahle unJ1•rground works 

have been undt>rtakf·n during the past four years 
in the Cities of Manclwslt•r and Salford, and it is 
tl1011g·ht that a brief account of these works may 
he of general interest. 

FrG. !.-OUTLINE m· NEW DUCT-WORK. 

A very large Exchange building, cksi gned to 
accommodate thn·e 10,000 line automatic sub
scribers' units, the manual horird for the }fan
chester Automatic area, and the new Toll Ex
change, has lwen erected in Chapel Street, 
Salford, and the new duct line network radiatt·s 
from this point. 

Fig. I is an outline plan of the main sections 
of new duct-work. It will lw obst•rved that very 
large nests of ducts have been p rovided in certain 
thoroughfares, the heaviest sections being those 
connecting tlw new Exdiangt� building with the 
Head Post Office (Trunk Excliangt'. RepPatf'r 
Room, etc .) and lhc existing· Cit_,. and CPntra; 
Exchanges in York Stn•et. 

Fig. 2 illust-rates the construction of tlw nc·w 
Exchange manhole in Chapel Street. The in-

FIG. 2.-CONSTRUCTION OF EXCHANGE MANHOLJ!. 
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ternal d imensions uf this 111anl10le are-length 
20', width q', height 101 3". The walls are of 
i 1 • Accrington Brickwork, and the roof consists 
of an 8" reinforced concrete slab resting on steel 
joists, uf which the main member is a girder, 
21' long and of q" 

x ()" section , stiffened by two 
uprights of 8" x 6" section . The Aoor is of 
reinforced concrete in two layers of 5• and 12" 

H'spectively, interposed between which is a 1" 

layer of mastic asplwlte. This asphal tc layer is 
taken out to the back of the brickwork, up behind 
the walls, and in over the roof, so completely 
enclosing the manhole, except -,,·here it abuts on 
the Exch<tng·c buildin�: . in a wat(·rtight envelope. 
Three entrances are provided to facilitate access 
and cabling . 

One of the most difticult sections of the work 
was that crossing the River Jnwll by the Victoria 
Bridge. 110 ducts were scheduled for this 
section, but owing· to lack of " cover " on the 
bridge it "·as found possible to lay only 96, these 
hcing taken across in t\HJ separate tracks, 66 on 
the South side and JO on the :\orth. At either 
end uf this section octagonal ducts were laid, but 
on the bridge proper, double-spigot steel tubes 
were ust�d (Fig. 3), jointed by means of short 
\V.l. collars. .\t the shallowest point , tubes 
specially bent had to be used. The tubes were 
jointed to. the octagonal ducts at either end bv 
bedding in cement mortar after the abutt ing ends 
had been wrapped \Vith calico strips. 

In consequence of the many obstructions the 

cu111plclcd duct-lirw sel'tion, in "hich is included 
the bridge crossing:. unavoidably contain('d 
hig:hly corn plex curws in both vertical and 
horizontal plarws, and anxiety \\as felt as to its 
practicability for cabling·. EYery stage of the 

""" 5.-T1u:�c11 Fol� 126-1L1Y Dt:c-r-1.l�E 1� C11.\l'EI. 
STl{EET, S.\UOIW. 
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\\Ork, li(l\le\'l·r, 11a:-. clllst·ly \1;itd1t·d ;111d tested, 
;1nd cables of 111<' larg·t·st sizt· '1.1\"t' sinn· lwcn 
dra\\n in withllt11 ditlinilt\-, 

\'F\\' l"\'l>EHCH<>l'\'I> 1.1\'ES. 

Tlw lay-<>u l <>f till' lint·s in this part of till' ;1n·;1 

\\·as considt·rahh· alfrctt'd IJ,· u1irt·corded and 11n-
1·:x pected uhst ructions in t ht· form of disused 
vaults, passages, cdlars and old foundation 
works generally. In <>ne case a heading which 

\\·;1s being- drin•n 11nd<'r l ka nsgate for the 
;icc<>m111mlati<>n of thl' (1(i-\\a\· lint' from Victoria 
Bridge Street ran int11 a sl'ri<�s <>f \'aults of great 
sizt· and ven· S<>lid construction. There wt·n· 
Sl'\Tn of thesl ' Yaults, ,,·ith \1·alls four ft'<'t thick, 
lying in u11r track, and it \1as f<>11nd 1wc<·ssary Ill 
build an <·xtra 111anhoh- ()f c11nsid1·r;d1h- sizl' in 
onh·r to <>htain a s11fticit·nt dt'llt·cti<>n of the track. 

Fig. 4 shows ;1 1wst <>f 1 :'i sl!·t·l pipes acc<>111-
111odated <>n tlH· stt•el 111Hh-r-stnwturt· <>f Palatine 
Bridg1•, anotlll'r of tl11· hridg1·s nossing· the Riy1·r 
I rnt,11. 

Figs. 5 and 6 shm1 \1·11rk in prng-r1·ss llll llw 
121l-\1a\· 1wtag«1nal duct st·ctilln in Ch;1pel Strt•t•t, 
Salford. 

FIG. 7.-Exc\VATION uF .1 Tn:xcL. 
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O"·ing to shallm,· obstructions and heavy 
street t raffle, sect ions of duct-Ii ne aggregating to 
about 2,000 yards in length "·ere constructed in 
tunnel. Figs. 7-10 illustrate tlw gent>ral nature 
of the opt'rations irn·olved. Fig. 7 shows the 
joining up at the centre point C1f t\n> headings 
driven from opposite ends of a section. Fig .. 8 

shows a heading completed and the \\'ork of brick 

full height in orw operation by the use of the 
" formers " seen in the illustration. This 
method was adopted in order to make the walls 
more nearly watertight hy avoiding the numerous 
horizontal joints in the concrete entailed by the 
ord inary method . 

Fig. 11 shows the work on the 70-way duct 
section in Blackfriars Street in progress. It will 

!'tu. 8.-TL'NNELLJM;: l'.\<.:J-;l;-.;(j ..... s1·.1<.:1;-.;(; llETll0lm:-.: SIUE Tl�EES. 

packing till: spares between the side trees in 
progress . Fig. 9 shows the " formers " fur the 
concrete side walls of the chase intended to con
tain the octag·onal ducts. It will he observed 
tl1at the walls were constructed by a ·method 
differing somewhat from that described in 
T.l.XI V., inasmuch as, instead of being built 
up in shallow str ips in step with the laying of 
the several tiers uf ducts, they were built to their 

lie sc�:n that several mains had tu be supported 
in the trench. This necessity fn!4uently arose in 
the course of the operations. Fig. 12 shows 

another case of a foreign main supported in one 
of our headings. 

Several large manholes were built in part 
under tramlines. the excavations rar . ..;ing up to 
16' in length. In a typ ical case tl e affected 
tramline was carried during the work on a 12" 
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!Jalk of ti111lil'r, supported on similar uprig;hts. 
.\ f!l·r co111pkl ·on of 1he manhole a </' wall was 
built up off the 111anhok roof to ;tlTord permanent 
support lo the rail. 

.\ //-\\;1y Sl'Ction of octagonal ducts was laid 
undl'r tlw \I hole width of th<' lil'ad Post Ollice, 
from Spring· Cardl'llS lo Brown Street, in a 
tn.:nch cut through the floor of the basement. 

This de\· in· \\·as adopted in consequence· of the 
l'Xtre111e congestion existing underground in the 
narrll\\" connecting street. 

In Chapel Street and at other points on the 
\·arious routes, t renches ran gin�· to 15' in depth 
had to IJe excavated very close to high buildings, 
and l'Xlcnding down to levels below those of the 
foundations. As at many points the subsoil is 
loose graYel this work naturally produced some 

anxious moments. Tn·nch timlwr of tlte most 
substantial description had to lw used, and much 
of this timber was left pl'rnw1wntly in position. 
Further, aft\'r the laying of the ducts, the 
trenches \Vt>rl' tilled solid with 10 to 1 concrete up 
to the foundation Jt.n·ls, and ahoYc these levels 
struts of concrek 1211 in width were built across 
the trenches almost up lo the pa,·ing kn·ls every 

fell" feet. These measures were surcessful 111 

avoiding damage. 
Fig. 13 shows a sumc\1·lwt utrnsua\ form of 

constructiun, i.e., a cable subway ahuut 10 yards 
lung dcsi g·1ied In a \·oi d I he cons! rue! ion of a man
hole, with I he conscquen t necessity for a surface 
entrance, at an angle in the track located at the 
junction of two \'ery narrow and congested 
streets-Parsonage Lane and College Land. 
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F1G. 10.-l'Al<Tl.Y cossTRLTTEn DL·c r-I.INE IN TuNNEI.. 

FIG. lL-TtrnNCJI FUR 70-W.\Y DucT-LINE, BLACKFRIARS 
STHEE'f1 SALFORD. 

2<) I 

F11;. 12.-Tl;NNEI. .\T jl'Nl'TICIN CIF lll..\l'KFl<l.\l{S STREET 
ANU ( '11.\l'EI. STREET. 

:a·- . · · ·?- =!u·· -• . h � 

: : 

FIG. 13.-C.lllLE SU!l\\'AY. 
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l 'abl1'. hearers ;ire provi<le<l on the si<les of this 
subway bet\\·pen the ends of the <lucts and the 
manhole in The Parsonage. 

One of the most interesting sections of the 
\vork was that running along Deansgate ,  pe1-
haps the must important of the main roads 
throtq.�·h ).land1ester. The duct track varies 

from G6-\rnys at the Exchange •:nd to J:)-ways at 
thl' remote t'tlll, n early a mile to the South. 
\'ery forrnidabll' obstructions were encountered 
in the section between John Dalton Street and 
Bridgewater Strert, with the rf'sult that it was 
ultimately found necessary to tunnel through 
solid rock at an average depth of 25'. The depth 

to the floor level of the John Dalton Street man
hole-the deepest manhole constructed in con
nection with these works-is J7'. :\ t this ·man
hole a change of duct-line level of 14' had to be 
effected. The exceptional)�· deep manholes in 
this part of the route have usually a cabling 
entrance in the -carriageway, but in order tr1 

avoid obstruction to traffic when jointing only is 
in progress, and also to promote ventilation, 
there is in most cases a side shaft entrance from 
the footway. Ventilating pipes have also been 
fitted in several of these manholes and led to 
convenient points on adjoining buildings, etc. 

Another point of interest i n  the Deansgate 
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section is tlw crossing of till' Ruclidale Canal. 
Here, ow111g to innu111erahle underground 
obstructions, it \ms found necessary to t'liect 
the crossing by m eans of a tunnel under the 
canal. This tunnel was driven in solid rock at 
a 111aximu111 dt•pth of 32'. :\"o serious difficulty 
was encounterPd. .\ si111ilar tunnel und1·r tile 

structt>d to contain tlH� ducts, and tu afford dul' 
support to the canal botto111 and lo the piers of 
the Sackville St reel Bridge, \\·h ich crosses the 
canal at this point . Figs . 14--16 illustrate the 
construction of this su Jrn·a , .. 

The 111an ho It's hu i It on I h!' 111ai n sect ions of 
this \\ork numlwr about iO, and th!'ir cubical 

FIG. 15.-TUNNEL UNDER MclNCHESTER-RocHDALE CAl\.IL: CoNSTIWCT!UN OF B1ucK Suuw,w. 

s�llll!' canal in tlw 1 i rw of S;1ck\·i 1 It- St red \\ Hs 
also found 1wc1·ssary, but in this c1s1· the tunnel 
was for the greater part in clay, with a thin sPam 
of sand lying on top of sandstone at the lowest 
point. In view of tlw 11·ss satisfactory nature of 
the subsoil here, a circular brick culvert was con-

conh•nts approximat1· to 110.1>00 cubic i'cet. 
,\pprnxi111ately 300,000 yards of sing·l1� \\ay duct 
are included in tlw routes shown in Fig. I, 
i.e., in the more central portions of the scheme. 

J. CLE,\ \'ER. 
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MECHANICAL AIDS TO WORKS OF UNDERGROUND CABLING. 

Cll.\RLES F. S11ffET, .\ssoc.\I. lnst.C.E., \l.l.E.E. 

(L�1tc of Engim·cr-in-Chil'f0s Otlicc, G.P.O.). 

T

HE articlt• 1d1id1 appl·a n·J in the \'tilumc 
of this Jou rn al for October, 1929, under 
Ilic ahun.� title, has nu doubt been read 

\\'ith interest b1· a large number of cable 
l'nginl'ers, and the fulkming notes ha1·e been 
prepared as an adlkndum, stating practices 
carried out by an undertaking outside the Post 

Office Service, together \\'ith comments upon 
certain cu 1-rt•nt practices in cons1ructi11n. 

The equipnwnt and n wthods 11f rahling \\'ill, 
of r<n1rst�, tkpend upon the n·qui red out-put in 
miles per \\·eek and also \\·lwtlwr the duct route 
is in a city or in the open countr:·. 

,\ common rate of p rogress fur cable contracts 

is thirty to forty kngths (JC'I' \\·cek, i.e., 6-i 
lengths per day. 

The article descrihf's a hog·<·:· capable of carry
ing one cable drum at a tinw from till' nearest 
railway station to the manhok site. It wuulJ 
seem that this methoJ of delin'rv is onh· suitable 

. . 

for delivery to manholes "·ithin, say, three or 
four miles of the raihrny station, othen,·isc it 

\\·otild be difficult to averaµ;e .'i Jrums per day 
without the USl' of t11·<> or 11l<Jn• hogt'ys. 

For feeding a mutt· in a hu!"y rhoroug·hfare 
from a dump or slon·s 11 ·hich is on ly a frw miles 
from the route, tlw 1011· loading t:· pt· of motor 
Yehicle carrying but une drum has been found 
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quite suitable. It is fairly fast ;ind easily loaded 
and unloaded . 

It is part of the scheme mentioned to pay out 
the cable without unloading the drum from the 
bogey , and this is a good si:heme in busy 
thoroughfares . Unless, howf'n'r, the tractor is 
also used for drawing in the cable , there is a 
decided objection to tlw tractor standing by until 
the cable drum is emptied. Similarly, with only 
one bogey, the cable gang must stand by whilst 
the bogey is collecting another drum of cable. 

F1<;. 1.-J . . \:-.ll I'. 6-\\"llEEl.ER. 

In tlw opinion of tlH· writf'r, tlw prnn•sst·s of 
" Cahll· deli\·(·r:· " ;1nd " Dra\\"ing in " must lw 
t \\"O dist i net sl'n·in·s. 

Rf'g; 1rding tlw first sen·in>, delin·ry b:· rail 
has he<·n ;1handoned for soll1l' v;·:1rs. Thf' nhjec-

tions to the system are that the drums have to be 
loaded and unloaded three times instead of once. 
and at some Railway Stations the only handling 
facility is a " Dock " which necessitates the use 
of special trucks and man-handling of drums. 
Trucks with foll side flap�are necessary and even 
then a special disposition of the drums has to lw 
arranged , otherwise the� trucks may he loaded 
with a crane at the sending end and cannot he 
unloaded by rolling at the receiving end . 

The process fawn1red is to load the rahlc into 
special vehicles at the Cable \Vorks, and to 
deliver them to the precise spot where required 
for cabling. This process has been employed in 
cases where manhole sites are two hundred and 
fifty miles from the Cable \ Vorks. For greater 
distances than this , cable has beC'n sf'nt by sea , 

and a special vehicle used for clf•livery from clock 
to manhole sitt·. The chiPf drawback to the 
former system is tht> return of empty drums, and 
a heavy accumulation of these nn site nwy occur 
unless the traffic is prnpNly rf'gulated, and this 
will require spt•cial journeys to collect empty 
drums, which of course is unprofi table. 

Two types of \'t·hicles, capahl·� of carrying up 
to 1 o or 1 2 tons, han· hc•c•n em ployl·d for c;1hir' 
ch·l i ,·er)", namely , tlw J. & P. (i-\\·IH·t-ll·r :md, 
latterly , the Scammell 8-whf•(•ler. Tlwse are 
shown in the accompan:·ing photographs and are 
equipped with facilities for loading and unload-

FIG. 2.-ScAMMEl.L 8-WHEl!Ll!R. 
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ing of d rums . The four-whet•lpd hack axle is 
to be nott>d in the case of the latter ,·ehide. 

Regarding tlH� procf'ss of drawing in, as the 
author of the original :1rticlt· points out, it is a 
common mistakt · to dPal onh· \\ith the :1ctual 
hauling of tilt' cahlt· through llH ·  ducts by 
1 1wchanical means. If a progr:11nnw of live or 
six leng·ths pt·r d:1y is In lw un d<'rl aken , it is :ilso 

nt•cessar:· to considt·r the shift in�.! of the gear and 
g:1ng· h:· 111ccl1anic:tl nwans. ThP t'arly forms 
of motor \\·indlt's consisted of :1 motor drivt�n 
winch 1111>11ntf'd on a four-wllt't'! lntck, hut these 
winclws tht·111seln·s otT11py ;1 considerable 
a111011nt of tinw to shift tlwm from 01w point to 
a nllt llt'r. 

Taking· five lengths of cable :1s a normal da:· 's 
work, it will he :1ppreciated that tlw shifting of 
gear and gang represents a very important part 
of the work, set>ing that the time in which cable 
is in motion is nnh· about 11 hours for five 
lengths of cable. 

In the opinion of the writer the correct 
mechanical equipment includes two parts. (a) A 
power unit or Cabling :\Iachine, as it is called, 
in the form of a lorry which incorporates a winch 
which can be drivt>n by the same motor as that 
which propels the lorry, and (b) a large four
wheeled trailer with a flat truck body. This 
carries all the equipment required at the paying
in end of the duct, namely , Screw Jacks, Spindle, 
Grips , Jelly, etc. 

The two vehicles are necessary, and one is 
stationed at each end of the duct section. YVhen 
tlw cable has been drawn in, all the gear and 
g:111g are put into the unit at each end of the 

section and the cabling machine n·turns to pick 
up the trailer and tows it to its correct pos i tion 
for the next section to lw cablt>d. 

The cabling machint' employt>d is shown in 
accompanying photogra ph. It has drawn in 
owr tl\'t' hundred miles of cahlP for thl' C.P.O. 
and differs from the machine descrihecl in the 
original article in the following respects : -

(1) It is equipp<'d with two i,oltards mounted 
on tlu� pxtrt'mitil's nf a horizontal shaft 
at rt>a r of the \'ehicle instead of one 
bollard or capstan mounted on a ,.t>rtica l 
shaft in tlw middle of the floor of tlw 
vchiclP. This enahlPs :i bol lard to lw 
plan�d righ t over the manhole 01wning·. 

F1(;. 4.-CABLING MAC!llNE. 

(2) In its original form a drnm was mounted 
on the ,.<'h icle for the reception of the 
hauling rope, as shown in the original 
article. This was soon abandoned as 
being wrong for the following reasons: 
\Vhen the cable has been drawn into 
the duct, the rope is then wound on a 
drum mounted on the vehicle. The 
rope has next to be drawn into another 
duct section. 

This obviously cannot be done by 
the cabling machine until the rope has 
been taken off that vehicle. It could be 
drawn in by hand, but this requires the 
effort of four or five men. It has been 
found better to mount the rope drum on 
a pair of wheels quite separate from the 
cabling machine and to tow it from 
place to place. 

(3) The question of a motor driven pump 
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has also received attention. For this 
purpose a cylinder-piston pump of the 
type dPscribed in the original article 
was considered unsuitable owing to the 
risk of the valves becoming inopPrative 
by stones and dirt. ,\ Aoodg«He or 
diaphragm pump, wiih a 211 delivery 
pipe, was fitted to the ,·abling machme. 
This has a discharge (lf Soo g;tllons per 
hour, and is considered to he too small. 
.\ 3" Aoodg·atc pump with a discharge'. 
of 3,000 gallons per hour would be 
adequate, hut such a pump is found to 
be too large and heavy to be fitted as 
part of the equipment of the cabling 
machine. 

It is perhaps not out of place l1ere to comment 
on the use of buriPd jointing· bo�es. The instal
lation of thPse usPd to be g<ffPrned by the class 
of the road service above them. ( )bviously, if 
the paving· is of an expensiw· type it \rntild be 
profitable to instal a surfoce entrancP chnmber. 
[n arri\·ing at the economical type of chamber 
to us<: it must, however, be remembPred that in 
laying a modern trunk cable a number of these 
boxes have to be opened four times, not once, 
i.e., at least once for the following opt>rations: 
Cabling, Testing, Jointing and Pressure testing. 

It is thought that four separate openings of the 
same hole for one cable would almost justify the 
provision of a surface entrance box for even 
cheap forms of reinstatement espt>cially if the 
excavation is difficult. Four openings could 
always be regarded as necessary at the chamber 
at the mid-point of a Loading Coil Section. 

Buried boxes are provided with concrete slabs 
for the cover. Each of these slabs has an in
verted U shaped piece of iron rod to sen·e as a 
handle. These handles are somewhat incon
venient, pick heads catch be1watj1 them when 
digging. They impede the re111oval of the soil 
with a shovel and, moreover, prevent the slabs 
from being readily brushed before the slabs are 
removed. This results in dirt being tipped into 
the jointing chamber. �latters would be im
proved if this handle were fitted to one slab only. 
This slab could be removed first and as this 
exposes the edge of the next slab the necessity 
for handles on subsequent slabs practically dis
appears. 

Regarding marking posts. One of the first 

operations for a Cabling Contractur is to 
identify the marking posts by numbering them. 

\\Tith balanced cables it is essf•ntial that thPrP 
shall be no mistake about the identity of a joint
ing point. 

This identification must still lw 1wcPssarv 
during the maintenance of the cable, and it is 
thought that thP points rnig·ht hP l)('rmanenth· 
numbered by the Department. 

It is convenit·nt to allocate a numlwr to a 

section length and not to a jointing· point. This 
involves the pbcing of two numbers on a mark
ing post. Thus, three on one side of the post, 
and four on the other would indicate the junction 
point of lengths 3 and 4. Loading Sections arc 
indicated by a number. Thus L.C.S. 1 is the 
section from the starting· point to loading point 
No. 1. By also painting the number of thP 
Loading Section on the tops of the marking· post 
any length of cable can he at once identifiPd. 
These points may seem elementary, hut the 
making of a selPcted joint at the wrong placP or 

" upside down " and having tn break it down 
ag·ain, soon establishes the 1wcessity for \'<"r�· 
definit<� rules on the matter. 

Pursuing the qtwstion of t>fficiency of under
ground construction, the following notes ha\·c 
been prepared regarding the process of jointing. 

The jointing of a dry core telephone cable has 
frequently to be carried out in adyerse circum
stances. One of the adverse factors is damp
ness, and some attention has been given to the 
production of a dry joint. 

Laboratory experiments \Vere made to deter
mine the effect of drying and exposur e of paper 
sleeves such as are used for m<iking· a joint. 

The result is shown in Fig. 5. From points 
A-B the sleeves wPre heated in a tin with the 
lid removed at a temperature of 275°F. and 
weighed periodically and the loss of weight 
noted. From B onwards the source of heat was 
removed and moisture was re-absorbed. 

This Fig. is instructive and indicates two 
important points, firstly, that paper jointing 
sleeves as issued by the makers in cardboard 
boxes require a temperature of 275°F. for S hours 
before thev are clrv, and, secondlv, that the 
moisture �nder laboratory condittons at all 
events is re-absorbed at a much slower rate. 

It is clearly undesirable that the five hour dry
ing period should be spent after the sleeves have 
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bee11 use<l in a joint. For this reason it is now 
a standard practice that all paper sleeves are 
Jried in the cable ovens for a period of five hours. 
They are then placed in airtight tins which con
tain about 120 4olb. sleeves. 
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The use of tins containing more slt>eves would 
result in a longer period of exposure from the 
tinw that tlw tin is opened until tht> last slet>ve is 
used. The tins are g·enerally damaged in use 
and an· seldom n·coyered. The cost of the tin 
is of the same order as the Yalue of the sleeYPS 
which it contains. \T<·n·rtlwl(•ss, it is con
sidered that tlw practice of drying and issuing· 
slf'e\·es in airtig·ht tins is a sound one. 

Before le�l\"ing· tli<' quest ion of drying paper 

sle<·,·es it m a\· he of in terest to record that absorb
tion tests \\'<'re made \\·ith sleeyes made with two 
kinds of rubber latex p:iper. Tlic rt>stilt of tht>sc 

u·sts an· shown in Graph 2, Fig. 5. 
It will be seen that the ordinmv sle<'.ves absorb 

more moistur<'. in a given time than either of the 
latex papers, and it seems desirable that this 
matter should be pursued. 

Drying and absorbtion tests similar to those 
made on paper sleeves were also made with a 
Ball of \Vhipping, and a Roll of Insulation 
Paper, both of the type used for making a tele
phone cable joint. The general characteristics 
of the Drying and Absorhtion figures werP 
similar to that obtained with the papt>r sleeve. 
The actual weights may be of interest. 

Ball of 
Whipping. 

Roll of 
Insulation Paper. 

\Veight bf'fore drying 330.55 grams. 1283. 100 grams. 
Weight after drying 

(5 hrs.) 311.30 :7 hrs.) IIf)J.16 

\Veighr of moisture 
cxpellPd 10.25 89.CJ-1 

Complet(' re-absorbtion did not occur in m·f'r 100 

hours . 

The method adopted in pract i ce with regard 
to the whipping is to dry it and then place it in a 
special container. This consists of a lever lid 
tin with a Dry ,\ir �ozzle sweated m·er a full
sizecl holt• in tlw side of a tin. (SPe Fig. 6). 

WHIPPINC:i 

The f'nd of the whipping is passt>cl through 
this hole and through a small 1101(' in the cap of 
the nozzle. The whipping can then he with
drawn as required. \Vhen i'-i:-.ued, a ruhhN 
washer is containt>d in the cap of the nozzle and 
the passage of the whipping t hrough the ruhlwr 
washer makes an excellent a i rtight joint. In 
practice, howen·r, the rubber washe r has its 
drawbacks and is frequently discarded. The 
reason for this is that if the whipping should 
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break it cannot be passed through the washer 
again without the aid of a nl"edle, which is 
seldom to be found -in a jointer's kit. 

The container is, however, quite serviceable 
without the rubber washer. The same principle 
is employed in the container for the Insulation 
Paper. The paper is dried and placed in a 
large flat tin fitted with a rubber flap covering a 
slit in the side of the tin. See Fig. 7. The 
paper is readily withdrawn through the slit as 
required. 

l\V&£Hf\ FLAP PAPE.R 

Fin. 7.-PnRTION olo' SIDE OF l'M'EI< CoNT.llNEI<. 

Another point to which att(�ntion has been 
given, is that of " Drying Out " a joint before 
the lead sleeves is placed and plumbed in 
position. There appears to be several types of 
" Drying Out " trays or ovens in use. 

One type consists of a metal case placed over 
the joint from above and left open on the under
side. Lamps arc then placed below the oven for 
the purpose of drying the joint. Criticism is 
levelled at the principle of these ovens on the 
ground that the drying process is retarded as 
damp air from the bottom of the jointing pit 
arises therefrom and is continually passing 
through the joint. 

The type of appliance favoured by the writer 
is a tray placed around the joint from below, and 
a lid placed on from above. Lamps are then 
applied to the bottom or sides of the tray. 

This overcomes the detrimental effect �lf damp 
rising through the joint to be dried. 

A general view of the Drying Out tray is 
shown in Fig. 8. 

In order to prevent scorching of the joint a 
baffle plate is fitted inside the tray to prevent the 
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joint actually touching the tray proper. An 
inspection door is fitted to the lid. 

A series of adjustments were made to the space 
between the junction of the end of the tray and 
the lid. This space was made such that with 
two lamps operating on the side or bottom of the 
tray the temperature of the joint did not exceed 
220°F. This temperature was reached after one 
and a half hours beating and was not exceeded 
after the heating was continued for another half 
hour. 

The use of mechanical appliances for actually 
twisting the wires of a joint have not been 
successful up to the present, and the jointer has 
made better progress with his fingers than with 
any special appliance. 

Seeing that telephone cable jointing involves 
a great amount of repetition work, it would seem 
to be an excelient subject for the application of 
motion study. The chief reason for retarding 
progress in this direction seems to be the variety 
of positions and conditions in which joints have 
to be mad<'. One series of operations, however, 
which can be catered for, is that of putting down 
tlH� soldering iron after a sweat has heen made 
in a position. in which the iron is again heated 
and ready to be picked up again when required. 
The reception appliance must be strong, capable 
of accepting the iron, somewhat roughly, and 
must not he ncketv and liable to fall over. 

FIG. 8.-" DRYING OUT " TRAY. 

Provision for these operations is made in what 
is known as a Lamp Shade; for in addition to 
fulfilling the requirements mentioned it also pro-

w 
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FIG. 9.-LAMP SHADE. 

tects the lamp flame from draughts. The Lamp 
Shade consists mere! y of a sheet iron box with
out top or bottom. See Fig. 9. A slot is pro
vided at the sirle for the insertio11 of the nozzle 

of the lamp. The top ledge of the shade is suit
ably notched for the reception of the iron. This 
very simple appliance is found 1n be mos� service
able in practice. 
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THE HAGUE RADIOTELEGRAPHIC CONFERENCE, 1929. 

T

HE International Radiotelegraphic Con
vention of \Vashington in 1<)27 provided 
for the formation of a Technical Con

sultatin' Committee whose duty it would lw to 
consider tllf' various technical problems arising 
out of the decisions of the Convention. 

The functions nf the CommittPr� are thus purely 
of an advisory or recommendatory character. 
The decisions and recommendations of the Com
mittee, however, cannot fail to have a marked 
influence on the trend of development of radio 
in the future , while in the case of unanimous 
recommendations it is probable that administra
tions will put these into effect without waiting 
for the formal endorsement of the next Conven
t ion. 

The first meeting of this techn ical committee, 
known as the Comite Consultatif Technique 
des Communications Radioelectriques (usually 
abbreviated to the initials C.C. I.R.), took place 
at the Hague from September r8th to October 
:md last. 

About fifty countries, sel f-governing colonies 
and exploiting organisations were represented, 
and the total numlwr of delegates and experts 
present t>xceeded two hundred. 

The British delegation consisted of seven 
members, the chief of the delegation being Lt.
Col. :\. G. Lee, .\ssistant En£;ineer-in-Chief of 
the Post Office. 

Organisation.-Owing to the fact that this 
was the first meeting much of tlw work involved 
dealt with the organisation of the Committt>f' 

itself. It was decided not to establish a per
manent secretariat nor to appoint commissions 
of rapporteurs to carry on work after the termina
tion of the main committee, but that the study of 
any outstanding question should be handed over 
to a particular nation to deal with, while other 
nations interested would be at liberty to col
laborate in such studies if they desired. In 
these respects the C.C.l.R. will differ funda
mentally from the C.C.I. Telephonique which 
possesses both a permanent secretariat and com
missions. 

Definitions.-Other work of the Committee 
lay in the enunciation of definitions and of 
methods of rating radio transmitters. Up to the 
present the rating of a transmitter might mean 
anything from the power input to the radio 
frequency power output. Thus a transmitter 
rated by one manufacturer at, say, 5 K.\V., 
might be identical with that rated by another 
manufacturer at 20 K.W. Of course this did 
not matter very much in actual practice, since 
when one was specifying or purchasing a trans
mitter one took care to say how the power was 
to be measured. The disparity between the 
different methods of rating involved difficulties 
in the preparation of International lists of 
stations. It was recommended that, in future, 
transmitters should be rated by the power sup
plied to the antenna, measured, either in the 
antenna itself or bv absorbtion in a dummv 
antenna or by meast;ring the power at anoth�r 
point in the transmitter and taking into account 
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the efficiency of the intervening circuits. Tele
graph transmitters are to be measured with the 
key down, and telephone transmitters are to be 
measured on full power with maximum modula
tion on a single frequency, with the condition 
that the sum of the modulation harmonics is at 
least 20 decibels below the fundamental. 

Definitions were also laid down regarding 
the nomenclature of waves or frequencies as 
follows:-

Low frequencic>s (long waves) below JOO 
kc./s. (above 3,ooom.). 

Medium frequencies (medium waves) 100 to 
1,5ookc./s. (J,ooo-20orn.). 

Medium - high frequencies (intermediate 
waves) 1,500-6,oookc./s. (200-5om.). 

High frequencies (short wave) 6,000-30,000 
kc./s. (50-JOm.). 

Very high frequencies (very short waves) 
above 30,oookc./s. (below mm.). 

In regard to the measurement of frequency the 
view was expressed that the national standard of 
frequency used by administrations should have 
a precision of at least 1 part in 100,000. 

Frequency meters utilisPd in transmitting· 
stations, if provided with spPcial features such 
as crvstals, thermostats, etc., ·::an at the present 
time ·attain a precision of from 2 to 5 parts in 
100,000 metres; unprovided with these special 
features can attain a precision of 1 part in IO,ooo. 

Frequency Tolerance.-The frequency toler
ance or permissible divergence of the frequency 
of a transmitting station from its assigned fre
quency was the subject of consideration by the 
Committee which drew up two lists of tolerances, 
one immediately applicable and a more stringent 
list for the near future. On long waves, both 
lists are identical, being ± o. 1 % for fixed and 
land stations and ± 0.5 % for mobile stations. 
In the latter case the limit only exists during a 
single transmission, as a mobile station has a 
right to change its wave-length within its 
allocated band. 

Broadcasting stations on the 200 metres to 
545 metres band were limited to ± 300 cycles 
per sec. immediately and ± 50 cycles per sec. 
in the future. 

On the 200 metres to 50 metres band, fixed 
stations were limited to ± 0.05 % immediately 
and ± 0.02% in the future. Land stations were 

limited to ± o. 1 % and ± 0.02 '�(,, while mobile 
stations and low power (not exceeding 250 watts 
in antenna) fixed and land stations working in 

the shared bands were permi I tt>d a tol0rance of 
± 5 Kilocycles per sec. present and future dur
ing a transmission. 

On the short waves of 50 metres to 13 metres, 
the tolerances for fixed stations are ± 0.05% 
and ± 0.01 % , for land stations ± o. JO% and 
± 0.02%, and for mobile and low power fixed 
and land stations JO Kilocycl0s per sec. for the 
present and 5 Kilocycles per sec. for the future, 
the latter figures applying during a transmission 
only and in the case of land and fixed stations 
when working in the shared bands. 

The effect of these recommendations will be 
to compel all low power short wave stations un
equipped with precision frequency control to 
work in the shared fixed and mobile bands, and 
thus leave the fixed service bands clear for the 
better equipped high power stations. 

Channelling Scheme.-One of the subjects on 
the agenda was the question of dividing the fre
quency spectrum into a definite number of fre
quency channels. Owing to rhe rapidly chang
ing technique it was considered inadvisable to 
proceed with the question. b order to promote 
orderliness in the allocation of wave-lengths, 
however, it was recommended that administra
tion should allocate frequencies above 6,ooo 
Kilocycles per sec. in definite multiples of 5 
Kilocycles. 

In allocating frequencies, it was recommended 
that 6,ooo to 23,000 Kilocycles per sec. (SO 
metres to 13 metres) should be reserved for long 
distance communication, but that 6,ooo to 9,000 
Kilocycles per sec. (so to 33 metres) could be 
used for medium distance communication in day
light. Frequencies of 6,ooo to 3,500 Kilocycles 
per sec. (50 to 85 metres) should be reserved for 
medium distance working and 3,500 to 1,500 
Kilocycles per sec. (85 to 200 metres) reserved 
for short distance working. 

Prevention of lnt�rf er en cc. -On the question 
of the suppression of unessential emissions by 
transmitting stations it is interesting to record 
that the Committee accep1e<l a document sub
mitted by the British delegation as furnishing 
a sufficiently detailed exploration of the problem. 
It was decided that it was impossible to draw up 
rtgulations on the subject at the present time. 
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Limit of Power Broadcasting Stations.-The 
Committee recommended that European broad
casting stations using the band of frequencie�; 
550 to 1 ,500 Kilocycles per sec. (545 to 200 
metres), with the exception of Russian stations, 
should be limited provisionally to a power of the 
urdcr of a hundred kilowatts. The words used 
in the French text are " une centaine de kilo
\vatts " which docs not definitely limit the power 
to a hundred kilowatts but to something between 
a hundred and a hundred and twenty kilowatts. 

As this is the power to the antenna, the limit is 
a generous one and well beyond the power of 
any existing or contemplated station. 

General .-As all the decisions of the Com
mittee were unanimous, and often the com
promise between different opposing interests, the 
results of the first meeting of the C.C.I.R. may 
be regarded as highly satisfactory. 

The Committee decided to accept the invita
tion of the Danish Government to hold the next 
meeting at Copenhagen in 1931. 

RADIO TELEGRAPH RECEIVERS. 

A. J. GILL and G. H. FARNES. 

I 
T may be of interest to give a brief descrip

tion of two radio telegraph receivers recently 
constructed at the Dollis Hill Experimental 

Station, as furnishing an indication of the 
present trend of development in such apparatus. 
The complexity of radio receivers has increased 
to such an extent during the last few years that 
it has been found necessary to abandon the more 
familiar type of construction in which a com
plete receiver is mounted in a wooden case with 
an cbonite panel containing the controls. The 
use of high amplification made screening be
tween stages necessary, while cbonite, because of 
its tendency to warp and surface deterioration, 
was not entirely satisfactory as a mounting 
medium. 

As a result all modern receivers have been 
built on the lines of telephone repeater equip
ment, the apparatus being mounted on metal 
panels and the panels assembled vertically on 
steel racks of the same dimensions as standard 
repeater racks. 

The panels used are of cast aluminium alloy 
and are machined on the front surfaces and 
edges. They are provided at the back with a 

cast register which is also machined. A metal 
screening and dust cover fits over the register 
and is held on by spring clips. 

The switchboard type of construction has 
proved to be the only possible means of mount
ing a large receiving set. \Vhereas ten years 
ago the largest receiving set had a panel surface 

of three or four square feet a fully equipped 
short-wave radio telephone receiver at the present 
day has a panel area of about 70 square feet ! 

The assembly shown in Fig. J consists of four 
monitoring long-wave receivers for the Central 
Radio Office, London. As these receivers have 
to receive the outgoing signals from the radio 
transmitters at Rugby and Leafield (which are 
remote controlled from London) a high sensi
tivity was not essential. 

The ·four receivers are mounted on two 
standard racks and have a common meter panel 
for measuring any filament voltage or anode 
current. 

Each receiver consists of a tuned coupled 
aerial circuit, a tuned-anode, tuned-gTid oscillat
ing detector valve operating on anode bend 
detection and three low frequency stages. A 
note filter is incorporated between the second and 
third low-frequency stages giving a choice of 
three audio frequency notes of the order of 800 

cycles, moo cycles and 1 200 cycles. 
The output from each receiver is fed ·via an 

output transformer to a distribution board from 
whence it can be plugged to any position on the 
control bench for operating a k'ud-speaker. 

As there is always a temptation to anybody 
to twist the knobs �n a radio receiver, and as it 
was very desirable in this case that the receivers 
should be alwavs readv for use, it was decided to 
place all the tu�ing c�ntrols under lock and key. 
The aerial grid and anode controls are placed 
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under hinged Cu\·ers which can be locked hy the 
handles at the bot10111 of l'ach rack. The covers 
at the back of the recein·r can be lock ed in the 
same way. 

The otlwr n·n'i\'l·r, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, is of a 
m ore sensitiYe type and is intl'nde<l for genl'ral 
ohsen·ation work :1t thl' \\"ick Radio Station, 
where commercial traflic does not engage thl' full 
time of the staff. 

The rangl' of t lw ren·i n·r is from 300 nH ·t n·s 

to 20,000 metres, and t h is ranr�<· is con·red by 
means of t hree s\'ts of plug·-in coils, as follows:
Range :\ co\•ers 20,000 to 6,ooo nwtn·s, Rangl' 

B covers 6,ooo to 2,000 me t res and Range C 
con�rs from 2,000 metres to 300 metres. 

Looking at thl' hack of tlw rPcei ver, Fig. 3, the 
various pan<'ls an· as follows :--LPft rack, top, 
span• valves, coil box, lwt<·rodyne oscillator, 
notl' filter and recorder. Rig·ht rack, top, meter 
panel, aerial tuning· panel, high - frequency 
amplifier pane·!, det<·1·tm :1nd low - frequency 
amplifiPr panel. 

The set consists of two h igh .. ''requency stagt•:-., 
using screened grid Yaln·s, a S<·parat<· hetero
dyne oscillator working on tlw tuned anode
tuned grid circuit, anodt• lwnd detector, three 
low-frequency am pi i tier stages and ti nal detector 
for r<>cording sig·nals on a \Vhealstone receiver. 

,\ note filt<>r circuit is incorporated between 
t he second and third lmv-frequency amplifier an<l 
a monitoring circuit is prm·idl'd after the thir<l 
low-frequency stagt · lo enabl,� si gnals to be 
received on trlrphones. Tlw loading coil used 

Fu;. 2.-\Vici,; INT1'1!CEl'TIO:-< H.1'CEIV1'H. FHONT. 



un the nule circuit tiller can be seen on lhe 

bullum left panel, Fig. 3. 
The aerial tuning panel contains a tuneJ aeri;tl 

circui t  coupled to a second tuned circuit which is 
connected across the grid filament circuit of tlw 

tirst �creened griu valve. The anode circuits of 
both screened grid valves are '1111ed so that in 
orJer tu set the receiver to any wave it is neces
sarv tu adjust five different ci1·cuits, inclmling· 
the

. 
heterodvne. This is not so simple as the 

one knob �ontrol met with on many modern 

broadcast receivers, hut the scleclivily and 
sensitivily is much improved, wh i l r� tables giving· 

the settings for diffe n ·nt wave-lengths have bt�cn 
p repared and facilitate tuning. 

The two high-frequency stag·es are screened 

one from the otlwr by a cast aluminium partition. 
Each sc reened g-rid ,·ah·e is mounteJ in a copper 
pot and the anode connection projects in proxi
mity to the tuned circuit t0 which ii is connected. 
The grid circuit connections are brought into the 
pot through copper screening tu bes. 

The long ranges on each set of coils have been 
obtained by providing fixed condensers con
nected to dial switches which extend the range 
of the ,·ariable condensers lilted. 

F1<.;. 3.-\\'JCK il"TEHCEl'TIU� RECEIVE!�. BACK. 
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E. give elsewhere in this issue a sum
mary of the Inaugural :\ddress of Col. 
Sir T. F. Purves, Engineer-in-Chief, 

in his capacity as President of the Institution of 
Eiectrical Engineers, and also a description of 
the methods employed in broadcasting the 
address by Trunk lines to the various Local 
Centres of the Institution. Although many 
officers of the Department will receive copies of 
the address in due course when it appears 
Yerbatim in the Journal of the Institution, the 
Board of Editors of this Journal considers that 
a wider circulation would serve a good purpose 
and we have accordingly obtained a limited 
supply of advance copies from the Institution. 
The Council of the l.E.E. has given us permis
sion to distribute the copies among our readers, 
and those members of the staff who would like 
copil'S should apply to their local agent, or direct 
to the l\Ianaging Editor, E.-in-C.'s Office, Alder 
House. 

By the death of Dr. Hansford the Institution 
of Post Office Electrical Engineers has lost an 
energetic and very capable secretary, the Depart
ment one of its best and most promising officers 
and the Journ.:tl one of its most enthusiastic 
supporters and constructive critics. \Ve com
mend the attention of our readers to the memoir 
which appears in this issue from the pen of one 
of his earliest friends and colleagues in the 
Department. 

Our attention has been directed to two errors 
that appeared in the October issue. The first 
was in the article on " A New C.B. Nlicrotele
phone." On page 188, the last column in the 

table un<ler the heading Head Horizontal should 
read:-

Not tested. 
1(1'/{, w 
3';{, vV 

-1-% \V 

8'}(, \V 

The second mistake appeared in the article on 
" The l\lechanical Testing of Transmitter and 
Receiver Efficiencies." On page 193, line 18 

of the second column should read " ranges frum 
600 tu 1600 cycles per second at 250." 

BROADCASTING IN CANADA. 

ROYAL COl\11\llSSION REPORTS IN 
FAVOUR OF PUBLIC O\VNERSHIP. 

The Report of the Royal Commission on 
Radio Broadcasting in Canada, which has just 
been issued, recommends the establishment of 
a Government-mvned Company, to be known as 
the Canadian Radio Broadc;�sting Company, 
which would be to control and operate stations 
throughout Canada for the org,misation of wire
less programmes. 

The Board of Directors of the proposed Com
pany, it is suggested, should be composed of 
twelve members, three more particularly repre
senting the Dominion Government, and one 
representing each of the Provinces. The Royal 
Commission recommends that broadcasting 
should be carried on as a public service; that a 
Provincial Radio Broadcasting Director should 
be appointed to control the preparation and 
transmission of programmes in that area, and 
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that a Provincial Advisory Council on Radio 
Broadcasting should be set up in each Provi nee. 

If the Report should be adopted, seven high
power radio stations would be erected in Canada 
to provide the service initially suggested by the 
Radio Commission. These would be 50,000-
watt stations, and supplenwntary stations of 
lower power would, if necessary, be erected in 
lucal areas not effectively covered by the marn 
stations. The estimated cost of the main 
statiuns is $J,ooo,ooo, and of t he smaller units 
$z50,ooo, and the estimated cost of operating 
the entire organisation is $2,500,000 annually. 

The Commission recommends that, pending 
the inauguration and completion of the proposed 
system, provisi onal services should be provided 
through certain existing stations. Com pensa
tion tu the owners of existing stations should be 
met out of an appropriation made by Parliament, 
but expcndit ures necessary fur t lie operation and 
maintenance of the proposed broadcasting· scr
\·ices should be made out of revenue from license 

fees and advertising rentals, supplemented bv a 
Dominion Government subsidv. License fees 
for receiving sets would be increased from $1 lo 
$3 a year, bring·ing in approximately $900,000 
per annum, in addition to $;00,000 being the 
revenue expected from indirect advertising. i\ 
Federal Government Grant of $1,000,000 an
nually is recommended to make up the deficiency 
between revenue and cost of operation. 

Legislation will be necessary to implement tile 
recommendations of the Radio Commission, if 
decided on by the Federal and Provincial Govern
ments. It is understood that the Provinces are 
ready and willing to enter into n(�gotiations with 
the Federal Government \vith a view to collabora
tion. 

The Buard of Editors has d(•cid('d lo i ssue the 
Index of Contents fur the current Volume as an 
insert in the /\ pril issue. Jn future the Index 
for the volume will be bound 111 the J anuary 
issue, the last number of each V'>lume. 

HEADQUARTER'S NOTES. 
EXCIL\NCE DEVELUP,\lENTS. 

The following works ha\'e been completed:-

Exchange. 

,\rd\\ ick 
B'ham Northern (.\dYancc) 
Fla"rnan 
Haxby 
Hendon 
I lfurd 
l\ktropolitan 
l\Iumblcs 
N ational 
\Vcstern 
Burslcn1 
Epsom 
Exeter 
Folcshill 
Long1to11 
N ewcastle-011-Tyne 
Stockport 
Stoke 
Bourne End 
Eghorn 
Ember brook 
Sl<rnmore 
Cantebury 

Crosby Extn. 
Ccrebos Salt 
Hunt & Winterbotham 
Hyde Co-op. 
Preston Co-op. . .. 
Shell '.\Icx (Brixton) 
·waring & Gillow 

Type . 

Nc11· .\utu. 

.\uto Exln. 

" 
I 
i " 
N c\\· ;\[ anual 

" 
�lanual 

Exitensions 
" 

P .. \.B.X. 
,, 

Nu. of Lincs 

30.:;o 
1\Lt in Franw 

9900 
IOU 

JIUO 
28 . .::;o 
9500 

570 
9400 
6800 

250 
300 
760 
IOU 
100 
160 
36o 
110 

880 
780 

1700 
560 

700 
l)OO 

30 
20 
20 
30 
JO 

Re-
' arrangement 

Orders have lll'L'll placed fur tl1e following 
works:-

Terminus 

Whitehall 
Basford ... 
Headington 
Rochdale 
Southend 
Whitworth 
Hindhcad 
.\Ierrylee 
;\f orecam be 
Scotstoun 
Silverthorn<.: 
Didsbury 

Poi:esgrove 
l{ockferry 

Exclwnge. 

Woking ... 
Airworks , Ltd. 
Bond \Vorth & Son 
Clark & Son 
Decca Gramophone Co. 
Hor licks Malted l\Tilk ... 
Lanarkshire County Council ... 
Lighting Trades 
l\Iickley Coal Co. 
Shell Mex (Brixton) 
Waring & Gillow 

\Vellstccds, Ltd. 

Type. 

�f'\\' .\uto 

,, 
:\uiu Extn. 

" 
New .\lanual 

,, 
1\lanual 

Exlcn:,iuns. 

,, 
P.:\.B.X's. 

f N o��
-
f -���cs 

I '.Ila in 
Fr;1111c 

7qoo 
.i/U 
200 

.\lodfn. 
Obsn. Dc.,k. 

1 00 
650 

1(100 
1080 
2200 
I(J(lO 

'JOO 
1040 
1420 

400 
20 
30 
30 
30 
JO 
30 
30 
20 
30 

Re
<1rrangen1e11ts 

30 
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RICHARD VERNON HANSFORD. 

Tim sctd tiding-..., that Dr. R. \'. Hansford had 
dil'd as the result of a slip on the staircase of his 
hume, as lw was about to leave fur the office on 
the morning of Octohl'r 5th, came as a shock 
almost without pwcl'd('Jlt in the annals of the 
Engineer-in-Chi<·f's Office. The blow fell \\ith 
staggering effect upon his collt>agues in the 
Radio Section, and the men \\ho had striven and 
laboured with him to place Post Offi ce radio in 
a position of honour in the world of communica
tion engineering found it difficult to realise that 
Hansford had left tlwm for en·r. His death at 
the early age of -P years has taken from our 
midst an officer of outstanding ability and 
charming personality , and has left an ache in the 
hearts of his friends which not even time v;ill 
completely heal. Physically not robust, he 
brimnwd on·r with life and energy and he pro
ceeckd from one task to another, from one 
triumph to another, \\ith littlt' interest in past 
successes but with his eyes always tixed upon a 
new goal and an unshakl'able faith in his ability 
tu reach it by tlw shortest path. He \\orked for 

slH·er love of work and with an ('ntin� lack of 
st•lf-interest or st•lf-aggrandiscment. 

llansford ('ntered the l'ng·ineering profession 
by obtaining tirst position in an t·xamination for 
a pprcn ticesh i p in I I. :\I. Ducky a rd, Chat ham. 
He served the full period of six years, but to
\\·ards the end he \\Oil a Kent County Council 
:\lajur Scholarship and was granted leave of 
absence by th(' .\dmiralty to .enable him to study 
at the l)niversity of GlasgmY. There he ob
tairn·d prizes in the Department s of :'.\Jatural 
Philosophy, J\lathematics and Engint>ering, and 
he \\·as <t\\arded the George Young Bursary for 
the best record in the First Science Examination. 
lie graduated in 1910 as B.Sc. in �faval Arcl1itec
ture with Special Distinctiun in :\lathematics, 
Natural Philosophy and Physical Laboratory, 
and Engineering. After graduating he was 
awarded the James \\Tatt Research Scholarship, 
but resigned it to take up an appointment as 
Second Class Engineer in the Post Office En
gineering Department. He had casually applied 
for nomination to compete for this post, merely 
because the examination appeared to be one 
which he could take in his stride, but almost 

before he realised the e.'dent of tlw change in his 
career lie had left shipbuilding behind and was 
attacking the problems of communication en
gineering and mastering the somewhat com
plicated organisation of a department which 
carries out work in every town and village and 
on or under nearly every road in the Kingdom. 

After a short i)eriocl of trainino· Hansford l:-" 

took up duty in Edinburg·h, serving in that City 
about a year, part ly in Edinburgh Section and 
partly in the District Office. He was then trans
ferred to Inverness. The writer met him for the 
first time on his arrival there in August, HJIZ. 
After mutual introductions, Hansford proceeded 
to exp lain, with his inimitable laugh and without 
any trace of feeling, that his presence was due to 
his '' own silly mistake.'' He had applied for 
t ransfor to London and had been sent to Inver
ness. \\Tith his eighteen months' ex1wrience of 
the ways of a C oYernment Department he oug·lit 
to k1n'. krnmn that lw should ban� applied for 

I nverness if he wantf'd to go 10 London. The 
incident is slight, but it is !\· pica ! of Hansford's 
outlook of life. He invaric�bl}· treated his pt�r
sonal disappointnwnts lig·hth·, humoruuslv and 
with the latwh aLJ:ainst himself. Som�thino· ,.., ,-, i'"'i 

gone wrong was something to be put right and 
not something to be complained about. 

The war years found Hansford bearing his 
share of the national burden in strenuous work 
to provide naval and military communications in 
1 he north of Scollan cl. Thf' telephoning of 
Scapa Flmv and Crornarty Firth, with their llllge 
temporary populations, the erection of an ex
tensive coastal system of look-out lines on the 
mainland, and in the Orkneys, Shetlands and 
Hebrides, continual changes and extensions as 
the ·war developed, and latterly the pruvision of 
communications for the American mining bases 
and fleet, with some hundreds of lesser works, 
more than fully occupied the sectional staff, re
duced by the demands of \Var in other directions, 
and the frequent temporary additions made to it 
from other districts. In these early efforts 
Hansford showed the same thoroughness and 
accuracy which characterised his work to the 
end. .\ date named for the completion of a job 
was a date to be adhered to, \\-liatever the fore-
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seen or unforeseen di fti cu 1 ties. l n coun trv 
devoid of transport facilities and uf living 
accommodation for the men, unforeseen difficul
ties \\·ere by no means unusual or slig·ht, and any 
sigh of relief at being " over the peak " was 
usually stifled by the sight of a stiffer peak 
ahead. 

In August, H)Il), Hansford ldt Inverness and 
joined the Radio Section at the Head Office. It 
was here that he found the work for \Yhich he 
will be remembered. A wiser selection for ser
vice in a new and rapidly developing branch of 
engineering could not have been made, for 
Hansford was by nature and temperament a 
pioneer, with little interest in trodden paths, but 
ready and able to cut a way for himself, and 
others, in the untracked and the unknown. The 
art of valve radio transmission was an entirelv 
new field for exploration at this time and Hans
ford entered it with all his immense enthusiasm. 
Experiments at Caister and Stonehaven were 
follo\\ed up by the erection at these stations of 
I ransmitters using air-cooled valves. Stonc
haven remained in successful operation for Con
tinental traffic until a few months ago, when it 
was closed for reasons of policy. In Il)2J, the 
high-power transmitter for Rug·by was in ,·icw, 
and advantage was taken of the building of the 
:'\urtl10lt valve transmitter to !ry, on a com
para!ively small scale, the methods to be applied 
lo the larger scheme. Northolt is a 30-kilowatt 
transrni!ter, using three 1 0-ki lowa!t water-cooled 
valves in the output stage. Rugby with its 54 
Yaln·s of the same type followed; nothing on so 
large a scale had previously been attempted, and 
the task was one requiring professional courage 
as well as professional skill. Hansford, with H. 
Faulkner collabora!ing, was mainly responsible 
for the design in de!ail, construc!ion and testing 
of tlw transmitter itsPlf, the huge mast system 
and power plant falling tu other members of the 
little band uf engineers who laboured unitedly at 
what, having regard to its pioneer character, was 
perhaps the most oneruus single effort ever 
undertaken by the Post Office Engineering 
I kpartmen!. H. ugby has been visited by radio 
l'ng·i1wt·rs from all parts of the world, and 
alt

·
h;>ugh the policy which led to the building of 

the station may have heen cri!icised, not always 
fairly, there has been nothing but praise and 
admiration fur its engineering design and lay-out. 

Hansford was alsu inti111atelv cuncerned in the 
inauguration and developrne;, ! of the Anglo
American telephone service, and its extension to 
the cuntinent of Europe. The main problem to 
be solved in designing such a service was nut so 
much the transmission of speech across the 
,\tlantic, as !he devising of equipment for speak
ing in both directions on the same wave-leng!h, 
and for transla!ion to the land line telephone 
systems at each end of the radio link. The long
wave channel wi!h which the service opened was 
followed quickly by the addition uf a short-wave 
channel, and a second short-wave channel was 
opened recently. In all !lwse undertakings 
Hansford took his part, in personal work and in 
using bis experience and knowledge to co
ordinate the efforts of others, difficulties dis
appearing as if by magic under his touch. He 
visited �\111erica and many European countries 
to forge and s trrn g·then links in the rapidly 
lengthening chain of world com•11unication, the 
corn p let ion of which had been made possible by 
the progress in long dis!ance radio telephony. 
The recent experimental transmissions between 
London and Sydney, ,\ustralia, <llld !he exten
sion of this channel to :\few York, \\ere tltc 
culm inating successes of !he group of eng·ineers 
working under Hansford. 

Glasgow University confrrr<�d tlw dt'gree of 
Doctor of Science upon Hansford in I<)26 fur a 
thesis upon some aspl'cts in !lte desig·n of a ltigh
power radio-telegraph transmit tl'r, in ''It ich the 
scientific and practical considentions underlying . 

his original \nirk in connection 1Yi t h Rugby were 
set forth and described. The initial tests uf 
Rugby were occupying him throughout the day 
and far into the night when this thesis was in 
preparation, and the time limit for its submission 
was wi!hin a fortnight of expiration when, wi1lt
out warning, demand \\as made upon him !u 
examine the case fur revision of Scales to be 
submitted to the Industrial Court by !he Sucil't\' 
of Post Office Engineers, and to appear as a 
wilness before the Court. \Yith his usual self
lessness he put aside his own interests, and it is 
no secret that his trenchant criticism caused !lie 
case to be entire\\' remodelled at !he eleventh 
hour, and that he !uned up his fellow witnesses 
in the inimitable Hansford way. The decision 
reached bv the Court \\·ill be remembered as one 
of the rare cases adjudicated upon in which im-
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proved scales were granted. l-fansford returned 
to his thesis with three or four davs in hand and 
sufficient work outstand ing upo� 
most men three tinws that p<:'rincl. 
task was accomplislwd. 

it to occupy 
Happily the 

The Institution of Electrical Fngineers in I<J2/ 
awarded its \VirPl<:'ss Premium of £20 to �lf'ssrs. 
Hansford and Faulk1wr for a joint paper on 
" Notes on tlw d<:'sign details of a Radio Trans
mitter using Thermionic Valves." 

Hansford was appointed SPcretary to the 
Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers 
in H)23, and he retained the office until his death. 
Probably only members who have served on the 
Council of that body will nppreciate fully the 
value of the services he rendered. The work of 
the Council was invariabh· carried on with 
orderliness and celerity, due largely to the series 
of Council Papers, which he issued in addition 
to the Agenda and which placed every member 
in possession of tlw essential facts and past 
history of matters to be discussed. On principle, 
as Secretary, he rarely intervened in debate except 
to clear up a doubtful point or to lead a straying 
discussion into the right path, but he was ever 
watchful of the interests of the Institution, and 
it is beyond question that he maintained and 
improved its position as a real force in the science 
and practice of communication engineering. 

During the past two years Hansford served on 
the Comite Consultatif International des Com
munications Telephoniques and he was rappor
teur of the Fifth Commission of the Committee. 
He attended conferences at Como, and Berlin 
and also the recent conference of the C.C.I. 
Radioelectrique at the Hague. His value in the 
deliberations of these international bodies was 
fully recognised, and the news of his decease 
brought expressions of sorrow and regTct from 
dd egat es of many of tlw countri es repr<:'sentecL 

He was examiner in the subject of �Tag·netisrn 
and Electrici l ,. for the cxami nations conduct<:'cl 
by the City and G uilds of London Institute. and 
he served on an advisorv committee to consider 
the curricula and syllabuses for the subjects of 
telegraphy, telephony and radio communication. 
He was also a rnemhf'r of the " Thermionics " 
suh-commlttee of the Radio Research Board and 
of the committee of the \Vireless Section of the 
Institution of Electrical EnginPf'fs. 

Jn Hansford ' s personality were cornbinPd high 

personal qualities, an amazing capacity for work, 
natural ability of exceptional order and the 
strength of character to utilise thPse attributes to 
the fullest extent. He had onh' one standard of 
quality, the highest, and he wmild not accept 
mediocrity of performance Pither from himself or 
from those who workf'd under him. On the 
other hand he was a most patient teacher and 
leader, and his criticisms were alwavs concluded 
with a laugh and a jocular rerna�k which re
moved sting without impairing· effect. He knew 
how to direct and employ staff without imposing 
unnecessarv restrictions on their efforts. He 
asked for no more than he was willing to give 
himself, and his subordinates adored him accord
ingly. He was incapable of idleness; with every 
minute utilised to the fullest extent his working 
day was double the length of that of most men. 
He was impatient only of personal illness, and his 
impatience arose not from the suffering involved 
but from its interference with his normal routine. 
Not even illness could, however, impair the 
cheerfulness which seemed ingrained in his dis
position, and at the first sign of convalescence he 
would send out an urgent appeal for \Vork. And 
yet with all his numerous activities Hansford 
never gave the impression that he was a slave to 
work : he was indeed always its master. If there 
were times when his friends feared for his health, 
and such fears were expressed, he would laugh 
them aside, and a day or two later he would 
appear brighter and more energetic than ever. 

In everything that makes
' 

for pleasant social 
intercourse Hansford was richly endowed. His 

. keen sense of humour, natural wit, powers of 
·
repartee and love of fun made him a central 
figure in any gathering in which he participated, 
whether a fireside talk, a children's party, a staff 
dinner or an informal function of a learned in
stitution. His letters written in perfect idiomatic 
English and combining sound common-sense 
with orig·inal humour \Wre a delight to their 
recipients. His laugh and the whimsicalities of 

expression which he was fond of adopt ing were 
infectious to a degree, and those who knew him 
intimately were oft<:'n amused to find Hansfordian 

expressions on their lips or appearing in un
expected quarters. His humour, never used to 
hurt, was sparkling or subtle as the occasion 
demanded. His lovaltv was unquestioned and 
unquestionable , and- in ;eturn he obtained lo;-alty 
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without stint from everybody \Yith whom lw came 
in contact. His friendship was indePd a thing 
to be coveted. 

Hansford has ]pft only pleasant memories be
hind him. Regn:t at his loss cannot be ex
pressed in words. The gathering at his inter
ment, representative of two contint·nts and many 
countries, was indicative of his place in the !warts 
of those with whom he came in contact. He 
went when at the zt·nith of his powers, and when 
a brilliant past seemed to have assured a still 

more brilliant future, but we, who knew him, 
lm·ed him and worked with him, will treasure his 
memory for the innate manliness of his character, 
for his sincere friendship and his inabilitv to sa\· 
or do anything inconsistent with our rn�ceptio;1 
of the best type of gentleman. Our heartfelt 
sympathy will be extended to his sorro w ing wifr 
and mother, his two little sons and the other 
memlwrs of his fami!Y. Their burden is indeed 
heavv. 

C. j .:\I. 

FRANK WILLIAM DAVEY. 

F1n10; \\'. I l.\ vn. 

THE many friends and colleagues of l\lr. F. 
\V. Davey will lw grieved tu learn that, as a 
result of continued ill-health, he has been obliged 
to retire from the Service at the age of 52. The 
Engineering Dt·partment is the poorer because 
of the enforced withdrawal of a brilliant product 
of the telegraphist school uf Post Office En
gineer; one of that dwindling band of pioneers 
in a rapidly dt>veloping profession. 

l\lr. Davey commenced his career as a telt·-

graphist in 18<)2, serving for 3 years in the Inland 
and 8 years in the Foreign Sections of the 
CPntral Telegraph Office. In H)OJ he was pro
moted to the class of Relay Clt>rk <lt Lowestoft 
and after 6 years ' experience in this capacity he 
was advanced to the rank of Second Class En
g·irn•er on the Headquarters staff. In H)l l he 
was made an Assistant Engineer and promoted 
in llJ2-l to the rank of Executive Engineer. 

l\lost of :\fr. Davey's service at Headquarters 
has been devoted to specialised duties in tele
graphy and wireless. In the den·lopment of 
radio, he has been responsible for much original 
work and this is exemplified by the following 
brief references to his professional career. 
\Vhen the wirelpss coast stations were trans
ferred from the :\larconi Company to the Post 
Office in I<)CK), :\I r. Davey was responsible for 
the reconditioning and maintenance of the system 
and, under his direction, the first spark disc dis
charge set was installed at Fishg·uarcl. Later he 
was responsiblt• for radio installations at the 
\'alencia and Stonehaven stations, the latter 
being tlw first fast speed wireless telegraphy 
slat ion Prected for the Post ( )ffice. During· the 
war :\I r. Davev was n·sponsible for the organi
sation and adn�inistration of the ,\rmy \\Tireless 
School at Farnborough. where large numbers of 
Roval .\ir Force personnel we re trained under 
his . direction. He was also retained during tlw 
war period as an t·x1wrt wit1wss in wireless prose
cutions undt•r tlw l)pfrnn� of tlw Realm ,\et. 
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As an Executive Engineer in the Radio Sec
tion at Headquarters Mr. Dave\· had chare-e of 
construction and maintenance \vork conn�cted 
with coast stations. 

He represented the Engineer-in-Chief on 
several important committees dealing with radio 
work. He was a member of the Inter-Depart
mental Committee on Dirt>ction Finding, which 
led to the equipment of Post Office coast stations 
with direction finding equipment. Davey also 
actt>d as technical adviser to Trinity House in 
connection with the equipment of ligi1t ships and 
shore stations with wireless telephony. 

He was a member of the Radio Research 
Board's sub-committee dealing· with direction 
finding; a member of the committee appointed 
by the Board of Trade to c!Pal with the provision 
of rotating beacon stations for safety of life at 
sea; also on the vVireless Section c�mmittee of 
the Institution of Electrical Engineers. 

Mr. Davey has contributed papers and articles 
to the technical press, dealing with the theory of 
radio telegraphy and telephony and, in this con
nection, it is interesting to note that in H)22 lw 
read a paper on tlw d(�VPlopment of thermionic 
valves for wirel<'ss purposes in which he fore
shadowed the opening up of telephonic com
munication with America. 

It is true to say of Frank Davev that his un
assuming modest nature shrinks from anv sort 
of publicity. His wide reading makes him an 
excellent companion and his cheerful outlook on 
life will always remain a cherished possession to 
those who are privileged to be numbered among 
his friends. Nmv that there is less need for the 
study of matters scientific and technical, he will 
be enabled in his quiet country home in Essex 
to enjoy more fully than heretofore his abiding 
interest in literature. 

A large number of his friends have combined 

to present Mr. Davey with a silver tea service, 
and an accompanying album containing the 
names of those who hold him in affectionate 
regard. This brief notice may fittingly close on 
a note of complete t>ndorsC'ment of the inscription 
in the album. 

'' To 

FRANK \VILLIA�l D:\ VEY. 

\Ve, your collpagues in l he General Post 
Office, df'sire your acceptance of the accom
panying silver tea service as a token of our 
esteem and regard and we wish to express 
our deep sense of the loss we have sustained 
in your retirt>ment. 

\Ve desire to place on record our high 
appreciation of your ready helpfulness and 
unfailing courtesy. \Ve wish you many 
years of enjoyment of health and leisure 
and trust that many happy recollections of 
your 37 years' sPrYicc may remain with you, 
as they do with us." 

J\.O.C. 

* * * ·X· * * 

In 1<)13, when I returned to HParquarters to 
take up wireless work, I found the expert know
ledge and the loyal support of my old friend 
F. W. Davey of immense value during what 
might otherwise have been a difficult time. He 
was always a progressive, bold and enthusiastic 
worker and I should like to take this opportunitv 
of expressing my indebtedness to, and affectio� 
for him. It is a great regret to know that he has 
to retire, but I trust that, relieved of his arduous 
labours, he will be spared many years to enjoy a 
peaceful and happy lifeJ 

E. H. SHAUGHNESSY. 
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LONDON ENGINEERING DISTRICT NOTES. 

TELEPHONE EXCJ-L\:\'CE PROCRESS. 

New Anlomalic Exchangcs.-Thc following 
t'xcLrnges have beC'n 01wned during the past 
three months:-

Exchange. 

Hendon 
Hillside 
II ford 

' 

No. of 
equipped li11es. 

4,200 
2,350 
3,000 

:1fo11ufarturer. 
A.T.M. 
A.T.M. 
Sitemens 

Automatic equipment is !wing· installed in the 
following new buildings:-

.'\ d d iscom be. 
Fairfield. 
Amherst. 

1\lacaulay. 
Primrose. 
Shepherds Bush. 

Nc"w 111anual Exchangcs. -The following in
stallations arc well in hand :-Redhill; Tlwnlon 
Bois. 

J\1anual Exchange Extcnsions.-The follow
ing extensions of <'quipmPnt hnvc> bPen rnm
pl(0tc>d :-

Sytlenham 
Wembley 
Hounslow 
Crangewood 
AlbPrt Dock 
Grosvenor 
Langham 
Abercorn 
Speedwell } 

21000 linf'S 
(180 

I,220 ,, 
780 " 
900 '' 

ExtPnsion of C.C. T. 
<'quipment. 

CONCE'.'/TRATION OF NIGHT TRAFFIC AT LONDO::-./ 

ExcHAN<;Es. 

A measurp of concc>ntration of traffic 7.1ia Tan
dem Exchange during late evening· and night 
hours has recently bc>en introduced which marks 
an important change in the nwthod of handling 
traffic during these periods. 

At 8.o p.m. all outgoing junction traffic from 
Exchanges in the London Telephone area be
yond the five mile circle to other Exchanges in 
the automatic area will be rnutf'd 7.•ia Tandem, 
\vith a few exceptions, whilst at g.o p.m. all out
g·oing traffic from Exchanges within the five mile 
circle to Exchanges situated between the five and 
ten mile circles will also be routed via Tandem. 
As a result the " B " positions, at local ex
changes other than the C.C.I., Trunks and Toll 
positions, will be closed at the above hours. 

At Exchanges within the five mile circle, 
arrangements have been made to modify the 
order wire brPakjack equipment so as to provide 
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for a tone to be connected on the order wire keys 
of all the closed routes during the night time. 
If a telephonist depresses the order wire key 
associated with a route which is not open for 
traffic, a tone will be heard which will indicate 
that the traffic for that Exchange is to be routed 
via Tandem. The circuit has been so designed 
that the tone is only applied to the order wire 
circuits during the time an order wire button is 
depressed. This is achieved by the provision 
of a relay which is energised only when the order 
wire key is depressed and which, when actuated, 
joins up the tone. The tone will not, of course, 
be associated with the order wire breakjack 
equipment during the day time and its connec
tion for night traffic discrimination will be under 
the control of the Traffic Staff. The procedure 
necessary to bring the tone into use is to transfer 
dummy breakjack plugs (which normallv are in 
position in the top order wire breakjacks asso
ciated with the routes to be closed down) from 
their normal position to the corresponding lower 
jacks. 

The new method will not only allow some 
economy in staff to be effected, but will also im
prove the grade of service during the night as the 
incoming calls will be dealt with at one point 
instead of being spread over a large switchboard. 

PRIVATE BRANCH ExcH.\NGEs. 

In many of the great business houses of 
London there are telephone installations which 
are comparable with those of a small town. One 
has recently been provided for the .Midland Bank 
m Poultry of which the details are 'as follows:-

7 100-line units. 
35 first selectors. 

7 second selectors. 
63 final selectors. 

8 manual boards. 
Two 400 A.H. 50 volt batteries are fitted and 

also one 10 cell counter E.M.F. battery. 
The capacity of the installation 1s goo lines. 

At present there are working-
71 Exchange lines. 

306 External extensions. 
250 Internal extensions. 

6 Auto tie lines. 

x 
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FIVE POWER CONFERE1'CE. 

Preparations for the Five Pn\\'er Conference 
to be held in London early in 1930 are now in 
hand and although precise details of the T('le
graphic and Telephonic requirements h:we not 
been fully develop('d it is probable that the En
gineering Departnl<'nt will he concerned with a 
large amount of work at St. James' Palace. 
Requests have already heen reci>ived for a suite 
of 50 call office cabinets and a large P.B.X. 
Provision for betw('('n 60 and 70 Exchange lines 
is being made. The numher of extensions lik('ly 
to be requir('d is not yet known, but is sure to lw 
large. 

TEr.Er.RAPHS. 

On the 29th SPptemher the two Impninl 
Cables to Halifax, Nova Scotia, and the four 
Beam telegraph services to Australia, Canada, 
India and South Africa, which had been so 
successfully .dev('loped by the P .0., together with 
the associated apparatus, were regretfully handed 
over to Imperial and International Communica
tions Ltd. The transfer was carried through 
without the slig·htest hitch, and without intPrrup
ion of service. 

The equipment of tel('graph circuits in the 
C.T.O. with teleprinter apparatus is still pro

ceeding and 26 sets have been brought into 
service during the past six months. 

TELEPHONE CARINETS. 

A suite of handsome oak telephon<> cabinets 
has heen built in the District \Vorkshops and in
stalled in the headquarters of the London Fruit 
Exchange Brokers' Association at Spitalfields . 

Suites of suitable Cabinets have also heen pro
vided at Padd ington and Piccadilly railway 
stations. 

RETIRDIE'.':T or l\IR. J. Cmvrn. 

Mr. Cowie ent<.'r<.'d the Post Office Engin<.'er
ing Department as a junior clerk in 1890. At 
that time he was taking a keen interest in tech
nical matters and it was not, therefore, surpris
ing that in 1902, when the Department was seek
ing suitable officers for employment upon the 
initial work in connection with the telephoning 
of London, Mr. Cowie was one of those selected. 
He was engaged upon this work as a Sub-

J .l�tES Cn\\'IE. 

Engineer for five :·ears and was then transferred 
to Brighton \\'hen· IH· acted as .\ssistant En
g·ineer until 1<)24. During; this period he be
canw so thoroughly identili < "d \\'ith the Section 
that it seemed difficult to th ink of Brighton with
out Cowie. \Varm tributes W('rc� paid in the 
local press when in H)2..J. lw left Brighton to take 
up the position of Executive Engine<>r al :Vlan
chester, and there is no doubt that the Depart
ment gained by the respect in which lw ,,·as held 
by the officials of local authorities. 
. D uring· the Crc•at \Var :\lr. Cowie was on loan 

for some time lo the \\'ar Dc�partnwnt for the 
training of Ann�· Signallers . \Vhen lw re
turned to the Post Office lw rc·n,ived letters from 
the :\fojor-General and Brigadier-G eneral thank
ing him for his " most excellent work." In one 
of the letters reference was nnde to his " win
ning pNsonalit:· "-a phrase which all his 
ci,·ilian colleagut's would appl:· to him. 

:\'lr. Cowit' was transferred to London in H)2/ 
as Executive EnginePr in chargt, of one of the 
most i mportant sections al a time when auto
matic \\'orking on a large scalt• was h<'ing intro
duced . 

He was tirst in charge of tlw internal portion 
of the work with all its n1·w problems, and then 
was transferred to 1 lw external work. To each 
class of work lie applied himself \\'ith hi<; 
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customary thoroughnPss and has left a mark on 
the Section which will endure. 

He was interested in e\·erything that affected 
the welfare of the Department and the Staff. He 
g·a,·p many courses of t<'clrnical lt>ctun's and took 
a kPen interest in the T.P.O.E.E., which lw 
scrn�d as a member of the Council for a number 
of vPars and as Chairman of S11b-Committees. 

The official farew<>ll was paid on 28th Novem
lwr when, on behalf of his nunwrous wt>ll
wishers, Mr. Conwrsall made a presentat inn and 
refrrred to the manner in which :\fr. Co\\·ie had 

won the este<>m and affection of all those who 
had the privilege of being· associated with him. 
Tributes were also paid by officers representing 
tlw various grades of engineering· and clerical 
staff, and there was not the slightest doubt about 
the un iversality of the regret with which the fare
well was said. :\Tr. Cowie has retired in excellent 
health and has returned to live at Brighton, 
where, it is hoped, he will spend a happy period 
of retirt>nwnt with plenty of occupation to keep 
his active mind and body employed. 

J.G.H. 

PROVINCIAL DISTRICT NOTES. 

DAMAGE TO A DUCT ROUTE BY 
LIGHTNING. 

It is by no means an unusual event for under
ground cables to he damag·ed by lightning. 
and the very full protect ion now given by 
the usual protective equipnwnt is a tacit acknow
lt,dgment of the existence of this dang;er. It is, 
li7nvever, most unusual, if not unique, for under
ground ducts-as disti net from cables-to be 
damaged by lightning; hence, considerable in
terest attaches to a case of this nature which 
happent>d near Ripon during a storm early last 
] uly. 

The locality of the damage was Leeming Lane, 
near Ripon, Yorks, the exact spot !wing in
dicated by the standing figure in photograph No. 
I. The duct line comprises :i 3-way multiple 
duct, one way carrying the Leeds-Edinburgh 
Cable, the other two lwi ng spare. 

fn the early hours of Sunday morning, July 
ith, I<)2<), a thunderstorm was in prngn•ss in this 
locality, and a near-by house, knmrn as Theak
stonc Crange, was s truck by lig·htning, which 
dislodged a few of the slates <md damaged a 
chimney. This aroused the tt'nant and wht!st 
looking out on the storm, he saw a Jig·htning· 
flash strike the ash tree (photo :\o. 1) trav,el clmr� 
the trunk and to about half-way ;1cross the g-rass 
margin where it disappeared in10 the ground. 

Being interested to know wlwt had happt>ned, 
he took an early opportunity of visiting· the spot, 
and found a hole in the ground, so m ewhat n·-

Fu;. l.-S11ow1NG TIUCE OF D1sc1L\RGE DOWN TRUNK. 

semhling a rabbit hole. Evid�ntly being aware 
of the existence of our cable, he reported this to 
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the lineman, who, on arrival, carPfully un
covered the ducts. It was found that three 
successive ducts had been damagPd, the uppPr
way in two of them having been shattt:>red, and 
in the third, sevc>rel_v crncked :1round the sock<'t. 

Fr<•. 2.-D.1MA1:E TC• l>PcTs. 

The lower ways in al l cast's W<'rt' YPry badl y 
cracked. The photog·raphs dt•arl y shmY the 
damage. 

Critical exam ination of tl�e c:1blt� foilC'd to 

FIG. 3.-CENTl{E POl{TION OF DUCT SHOWN IN FIG. 2. 

bring to light the slightest sign of damage. A 
'' close up " of the cable shows a slight marking 
found on the surface of the lead, but no sign of 
penetrnton was seen anywhere. No trouble was 

noticed on the circuits, and th·� usual monthly 
test showed the cable was up to standard , so far 
as insulation was concc>rned. 

It is interesting to note that '' hilc no damag<' 
was done to the t rPP, tlw track of the flash can 
be seen down the trunk, and appears in the 
photograph as a whit<' line dmvn tlw PxtrPm<' 

left-hand side. 
It sePms somp\\·hat rPmarkahiP that the lig:ht

ning should haYe turnf'cl asidP from tlw treP :H 

pr;wticall:· ;1 right ;1nglt> and tra\·ellt>d a fpw 
yards lo reach our cahll'. P1·naps th<' treP was 
not efficient Iv earthed? 

Tlw hchm·iour of the tenant of Tl wakston<' 
(; r:rng«� desen·<·s a frw words. Tlw man who 
can takt• prt·cis<' :1nd ;wc11r:11,• nwt<>orolog·ical 

Flf;. 4.-( :.1111.E l�T.\CT. 

observations, leading· lo the location of a" fault" 
on our plant, at a timp wh en l1is roof slates and 
chimneys art> flying about his ears, must surt'l :· 
command our r<'spectful :1dmira1ion. 

Tnns. F. B\Rl.t>\\'. 

A LAND:Vli\RK GONE. 

Until recently the Department had two 
lattice masts, 120 ft. high, carrying main 
Trunks and Telegraphs alongside the toll 
bridge over the River Ouse at Selby, and for 
more than 30 years they were a conspicuous land
mark. Owing to the withdrawal of wayleave 
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Fu;. 1.-ST.\UIXG Axv Oxl'.ICETE1.1·i-:xE .\l'i'AHATus. 

FIG. 2.-BURNING IN PROCESS. 

F1G. 3.-SECTIONS ct:T ,\ \V,\\' AXU ALLOWEU TO Ul!OP. 

an<l the impossibility of tin<ling· alternati,·e sites, 
the masts have been demolished, the drcuits 
being diverted to a un<ler-water cable. 

The demolition of the masts was carried out 
by a steeplejack firm. At the commencement of 
the work the contractor used hack-sa\\'s, but later 
oxyacdylr·1w g·as \\'as n·sortt>d to. \Vant of 
space p rn·en t ed the masts being frlh·d intact. 
The accompanying photographs taken hy :\fr. F. 
Vear, one of the York Inspectors , will be of 
interest. 

W.P. 
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:\ E\\' C.\ BLE .\CROSS R l \"EIZ oL:sE 
Yr SELBY. 

Tl1l' dl'111oli1ion and n.•111m·;1l of t lw 120 ft. 
111asls on the north side of the toll bridge at 

S!·l1>_1-, n·f1·1T!'d lo in tlw foreg·oing· ;1rtidl', 
lll'Cessitalt·d tlH· laying· of ;1 cable across the riYl'r 
Ous1· al that point. 

Thl' Le!>ds-Hull �o. 1 C<thk :•nd a loc;tl c;1hle 
being in silu on the l><tsl side of the Bridge, the 

111·s1 sid1· 11·as chos(•n for tlw new cahk. In 
ad di I ion lo t IH� I run ks a nu t ell·'.�ra phs, prm·ision 
ll"as nrndl· for local circuits and a double
arnwun·d C<tbk containing 7 pr/70 + -l<i pr/20 

+ w2 pr/ w conductors was supplied. The lay-

F1<;. 3.-C.\1rnn:-;c; l".\Bl.E To HO.\T. 

F11;. 4.-L.1s111:-;c; C.11<1.E To B<.>AT. 

FIG. 5.-Co:-;vEYI:>;G C.\IJLE .\c110ss 1<1vE1i. 
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F1<;, 6.-D1 \"El< l'l<El'.\l<l:\(j TU llESl'E:\D. 

ing· of the cahll' \\·as hot l<l :1 c1mlra1·t<lr and the 

speciticalion prm·itl1·tl fm :1 lre111:h .+' tl1·1·p in the 

hard bed of till' ri\"l·r. .\ g·r;tli \\;1s used for 

exl'a \·ating the lrL"nl"h anti 1111· \":1hl1· \\as hauktl 
across frolll north lo south, 1111· li:11rli11g· !:wide 

Fie. 7.-[)l\"EI< CO�ll:\C TU SLl<F.ICE. 

being on a hargl' on the south side. Sighting 
posts \\ere erecll'd on each side of the nn·r as a 
g·uide for trenching· and cahle-l:1ying. c\ diver 
veritied that till' cabll' was in lhl' trench, which 
was then tillt·d up "·ith cliff stont'. 
depict ing the \·arious swg·es of 
shown. 

Photographs 
the work are 

W.P. 

SCHNEIDER TROPHY R,\CE. 

The Special Telegraph and Telephone c\r
rangements for the Schneider Trophy Race, 
which look place over Spithead and the Solent 
in September last, were somewhat unusual. 
Ryde l'ierhead, on the I sle of \Vight, was the 
starling point and also the tinishing point of the 

race. The competing· planes were housed at 
Calsl101, an isolated spit on the mainland divid
ing the Solent from Southam pton \Vater. 

It was decided on the ith July by the Secretary 
to open two temporary Post Offices with tele

graph and telephone facilities-one at Calshot 
and one at Ryde Pierhead. /\t Calshot the 
circuits require<l were 2 TSX-Calshot (with 
R epeaters at Southampton) and 6 Calsl10t
Southampton circuits, (> additional TSX-SO 
circuits and .+ TS-Calshot teleprinter circuits. 
,\s it was impracticable lo add furtlll'r arms to 
the Trunk route lo Southampton, iL was decided 
to ert"cl 1 j(i miles of .+o-lh. cad111it1111 copper wire 
on 1·ig·h1 arm-extension hrackt'ls per pole, to 
1·n·ct one 111ile of aerial cable and to draw under
ground cable into existing duel and connl'lc 
runways at the Aerodrome, where a room was 
allotted for the Post Office. 

This work, together with the erection of eight 
Silence Cabinets an<l the Control Switchboard, 
was completed in three weeks. Two of the tele
printer circuits were superposed on two of the 
Southampton - Calshot Trunk circuits with 
smoothing devices, and two by cutting into a 
Southampton-Isle of \Vight Trunk. 

At Ryde Pierhead a room was allotted in the 
Royal Thames Yacht Club for the Post Office 
and Telegraphs (which consisted of four \Vheat
stone circuits and one D.C. ciri:uit). The tele
phones, however, had to be plact>d in Silence 
Cabinets erected on a Aat roof on·r the Pier 
Tramway Depot adjacent to the Post Office. 
Seventeen Cabinets in all were erected, protected 
against weather by tarpaulins and awnings. and 
tltted ,,·ith electric light, as the circuits \n·re in 

use up to midnight. The follo\\·ing circuits were 

provided : -

lJ l'ierhead-R ,·de Ex. Telephone circuits. 

" " ,, C.0. ,\ttendants cir-
CU it. 

i Pierhead-TS pri,·ate wire>s for newspapers 
and Cable Companies. 
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3 Pierhead-TSX B.H.C. circuits. 
2 Private wires for the Roy.tl Aero Club and 

the Southern Railway Co. 
6 Additional TSX-Ryde Ex. circuits (re

peatered at Portsmoutl1). 
Two cables were run along the pier, which is 

half a mile long, and aerial cable over the 
Esplanade Railway Station, thence by under
ground to Ryde Exchange. As the Department 
had only 28 pair submarine C•utlets to Rvde 
from Southsea, permission was given by .the 
Admiralty to use a 10 pr. G.P. cable and the ends 

were linkc<l up with the P.O. Underground by 
<lrawing in t mile of 15 pr. cable at Southsea. 

The B.B.C. Hut was erecte<l on a flat roof near 
the Timing Hut at the foot of the <lome of the 
Pier Pavilion. 

The arrangements were successfully carril:'d 
out. Italian calls to Rome and �Iilan were of 
<laily occurrence and the Broadcast was particu
larly good. 

Complimentary letters were receive<l from the 
B.B.C., Royal Aero Club, Cable Companies and 
others. 

THE INSTITUTION OF POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. 

BOCYl'H-B,\ UDOT A \VARD. 

The Council wishes to call attention to the 
" Bouth-Baudot Award " of £5 which is now 
offered annually for the best improvement in 
Telegraph, Telephone or \Vireless Apparatus ur 

Systems. The award fur the year HJ2<J is 
governed by the following conditions : -

r. The ;\ward will be restricted to emplovees 
of the British Post Office. 

-

2. Applications for the Award should be 
made between lSt .January and 31st March, 
ll)JO, and such applications should refer 
tu improvements made, or suggested, 
during the tweh·e months en<ling 31st 
December, 1929. 

Attention is drawn to the fact that 
recipients of Awards i•ia the Post Office 
Awards Scheme in respect to any improve-

3. 

ment in telegraph, telephone or \\'ireless 
apparatus or systems are eligible tu apply 
for the Booth-Baudut ,\ward in respect 
thereto. 
The Award mav be withheld at the dis
cretion of the C�Juncil uf tile Institution of 
Post Office Electrical Engin('ers if, after 
full consideration of the applications re
ceived, the a<ljudicators appointed by the 
Council are of the opinion that no award 
is warranted. 
Applications fur the Award, accornpani·�cl 

bv full details of the improvement, should 

b� addressed to the Secretary, The Institu
tion of Post Office Electrical Eng·ineers, 
G.P.O. (,\lder House), London, E.C.r. 

H. L. Dl1NSTER, 
for Secretarv. 

November, I 929. 

LOCAL CENTRE NOTES. 

LONDON CENTRE. 
The Session was opened un Tuesday, 8th 

October, by ::'dr. E. S. Ritter, D.F.II., 
A.�LLE.E., who read a paper entitled" Picture 
Telegraphy." The paper was illustrated by 
lantern slides and a number of very fine photo
graphs. :'.\Ir. Ritter dealt fully with the develop-
11ent of the different systems and the hearty vote 

of thanks at the close \\as a tributr to ::\Ir. Ritter's 
knowledge and lucid exposition uf a subject nut 
yet widely known. 

Before calling· upon l\1 r. Ritter, the Chairman, 
l\Ir. A. B. Hart, M.I.E.E., mc•de sympathetic 
reference to the death of Dr. Hansford, the 
members standing as a mark of respect. 

The second meeting was held on Tuesday, r 2th 
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Nuvember, when l\lr. A. Speight, A.M.l.E.E., 
rea<l a paper entitle<l " The Develupment uf 
"\utumatic Ruutiners in the British Pust Office," 
the paper bein� illustrated by lantern slides. 
,\Ir. Speight dealt comprehensively with the 
<lifferent types of Routiner and ably replie<l to 
the ensuing discussion. 

INFOR�L\L l\limTIN<iS. 

The first Informal l\leeting was held on Tues
day, 22nd October, when Mr. F. H. \Vise, the 
Vice-Chairman of the London Centre, g·ave an 
opening ad<lress entitled " Costs of \Vorks; 
chiefly External." An interesting and spirite<l 
discussion was opened by Major Brown and only 
the operation of the time limit enabled the meet
ing to close at the usual time. 

The second Informal Meeting was held on 
Tuesday, 26th November, when l\Iajor H. Y. 
Starkey read a paper entitle<l " Maintenance 
Efficiency, Exchange and Subscribers' Appar
atus Plant." Some Notes on .Maintenance 
Units, Standards and relative economic con
siderations. The paper was illustrated by a 
series of lantern sli<les that enablc<l the members 
tu realise the amount of time and thought which 
had been spent in cullecting and co-ordinating 
the in formation on which Economic Considera
tions are based. Capt. J. C. Lucas opened an 
interesting discussion and thG view was ex
presse<l by subsequent speakers that some means 
should be found to circulate the statistics for the 
benelit of the staff. 

VISIT. 
,\ successful visit was made lo The National 

Physical Laboratory on Nm·embcr 9th. The 
members were \velcomed by the Director, Sir 
Thomas Petavel, and afterwards conducted over 
the Electrical Standards, \Vireless, Electru
teclmics, Aerodynamics an<l Tank Departments. 
The tour was interesting and instructive and tea 
in the Canteen brought a thoroughly enjoyable 
visit to a close. T.H. 

�ORTH \Y�\LES CENTRE. 
The Session was opened on 9th October, H)2(), 

when the Chairman delivered his opening 
address. Mr. Weaver commenced with a refer
ence to the diversity of interests in the occupation 
of a Post Office Engineer and illustrated this by 

extracts from the Engineer-in-Chief's Annual 
Report. Following this he pointed out the pru
fuse supply of information afforded to the Staff 
of the Department on almost every aspect of their 
work and the various training cou�ses and 
technical classes organised to help the Staff to 
become acquainted with their work. He sug
gested, however, an extension of these activities 
in the form of a course of instruction for potential 
engineers 111 Estimating, P .0. Commercial 
Accounts, etc. Subsequently, the Chairman 
referred to the tremendous figures representing 
capital plant expenditure and rnmpared the tele
phone statistics of England with those of other 
countries. He referred also to the brighter in
dustrial outlook and the improved standard of 
lh·ing with the consequent expansion of tele
phone facilities and the resultant increases of 
staff and positions. In conclusi1m he emphasised 
the undesirability of having· no interests other 
than official duties and of being able to leave 
business worries behin<l al t11e conclusion of 
oflice hours. 

The second meeting was lwld at Hirming·iiam 
on the qth November, H)2(), when }Jr. E. S. 
Ritter, D.F.H., l\l.I.E.E., of the Engineer-in
Chief's Office, read his paper on " Picture Tele
graphy." At the outset }lr. Ritter explaine<l 
the construction and working of the photo cell 
and selenium cell an<l demonstrated the effects 
of light projected on a photo electric cell. He 
then proceeded to the methods of transmitting 
an<l receiving, synchronisation, phasing, signal
ling and speaking, and, in tlw latter part of his 
paper, the principal types of apparatus now in 
use. After the reading of the paper an interval 
was allowed during which the ;tudience examined 
the exhibition of photographs transmitted over 
various circuits, which :l\Ir. Ritter had collected. 
The ensuing discussion brought forth a con
siderable number of queslions and compliments 
on i\Ir. Ritter's interesting treatment of the 
subject. 

NORTH ;\JIDL\ND DISTRICT. 

A presentation, which took the form of a port
able wireless set, was made on 3oth September, 
1929, to Mr. William Allan on his retirement 
from the Service as ,\cting Superintending En
gineer of the North l\Iidland District. 
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Mr. A. B. Gilbert, Superintending Engineer, 
presided over a gathering of over jo members of 
the staff. Mr. Gilbert referred to his happy 
association with .\lr. Allan in the early <lays of 
their service. The presentation was made by 
.\lr. Arundel and reference \vas made by l\Iessrs. 
Blower, Vyle (Clerical), Partridge, Kemp (Sec
tional Engineers) and Read (Inspector), to the 
frien<lshi p and esteem in which l\I r. Allan was 
held throughout the District and to his unfailing 
courtesy in dealing with all ranks. Valedictory 
messages were received from ,\Iessrs. Bullock, 
Nichols, Lomas, \Valker, Tissington and the 
Vice-Chairman of the District \Vhitley Com
mittee. 

SOUTH LANC\SHlRE CE:"JTRE. 
The Session opened on l\lon<lay, qth October, 

when the Chairman, l\Ir. \V. J. Medlyn, gave his 
annual address undl�r the title of" Progress and 
Development 111 the Post Office Engineering 
Department.'' 

The address, \\hich \\as greatly appreciated 
lw the members and visitors present, gave an 
i1�teresting outline of tlH: various activities of 

the Engineering Department and the share 
which the South Lancashire District has taken 
in the work. 

Several speakers subsequently expressed re
gret that this would be the last of a series of 
addresses given by Mr. l\Iedlyn over ten con
secutive years, and paid tribute lo the excellent 
manner in which the task had been undertaken. 

The second meeting of the Session was held 
on l\Ion<lay, November 1 rth, when .\lr. H. l\l. 
Turner read a paper on " Small Power Recti
fiers." 

This paper dealt very fully and clearly with a 
large number of different types of rectifying 
devices and aroused considerable interest and 
discussion. 

NORTH \\'ESTERN CENTRE. 
SES SIOK H)2<J-30. Loc.\L 0RG.\:\ IS.\TIUC\T. 

Chairman-.\Ir. J . .\I. Shackleton, l\I.l.E.E. 
Vice-Chairman-Mr. S. Upton, .\I.I.E.E. 
Representing:-

Executive Engineers-�fr. \V. H. Lane. 
Assistant Engincers-.\[r. A. S. Carr, 

B.A. (Cantab.), ;\..�l. l.E.E. 
Clerical Staff-.\Ir. \\T. G. �Iorris. 

Chief Inspectors-�Ir. R. A. G. Cham
bers. 

Inspectors-,\£ r. \\r. Bocock, ;\ . .\I. I. E. E. 
Draughtsmen-Mr. H. F. Perry. 

Librarian-.\lr. H. Howarth . 
Secretary-�Ir. D. Barratt. 

The opening meeting of the Session was held 
in St. George's Hall, Preston, on the qth 
October, HJ2<), when a paper entitled " Tele
phone Transmission," being a description of l he 
standard arrangements for giving effective trans
mission to telephone subscrbers, was read by 
Mr. W. H. Lane. 

Mr. Lane opened his paper with a reference 
to the traffic arrangements for the putting 
through of telephone calls, the functions of Zone, 
Group and Exchange Areas, and the standards 
required for each. He then proceeded to deal 
with the Engineering problem of how best to 

obtain ideal conditions and explained the sub
scribers' circuit requirements at length, touching 
upon the application of the Standard Cable 
Equivalents and the composition of the Yariou-.: 
circuits. The paper was illustrated by specially 
prepared diagrams and \\'as follo\\cd by a dis
cuss10n. 

On the 12th November, 192<J, ,\lr. ;\ . nlurris. 
A.R.C.Sc., M.l.E.E., of the Research Section, 
Engineer-in-Chief's Office, visited Preston and 
read a paper entitled " Telephone Cable Circuit 
Interference." 

l\Ir. Morris opened with a review of the main 
causes of disturbance in telephone cable circuits. 
The subject was then dealt with under the follo \\'
ing headings:-

Telephone Cable Circuit Development, Cable 
Balancing for interference immunity purposes, 
Un balances in telephone cab le circuits, Cros-; 
Talk, Noises, Interference Characteristics, Pre
diction of cross-talk results, Control of overall 
cross-talk and noise in telephone circuits, and 
concluded with a description of modern improve
ments in the design and construction of telephon•c: 
cable circuits from the interference immunity 
point of view. 

The paper was illustrated by lantern slides, 
and it \Vas eviden� from the subsequent discus
sion that the lecture had aroused considerable 
interest. A number of queries were raised by 
the various speakers and .\I r. Morris replied to 

them. 
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The thir<l meeting of the Session \\'LIS hel<l at 

Preston on the <Jth Deccmlwr, I<J2<J: when a 

paper entitle<l " Some Considerations relating 

to the Clerical Organisation of the Engineering 

Department" was rea<l by l\lr. c\. S. Renshaw, 

of the Engineer-in-Chief's Office. The follow

ing is a synopsis of the paper:--

Org·an isat ion, Stan<lar<lisat ion, ( 'u-ordi na

tion, Inspections, Devolution versus lkcen

tralisation, R<·cruitnwnt of Staff, Review uf 

special aspects of work involve<l, Current and 

future developments, Conclusion. 

The lecture was exceedingly interesting aml 

informative an<l provokc<l an animated discus

stun. 
D.I3. 

SCOTL:\ND \VEST ('ENTRE. 

The first meeting of the Session took place on 

7tli October, the proceedings being of an in

formal character. A ft er t lie rrJu tine business 

had been disposed of, a vote of welcome tu the 

new Vice-Chairman of the Centre, l\fajor 

Cameron, centred around the construction of 

111ediu111 open lines in country districts, and the 

consideration of standardised methods with a 

vi<>w tu re<luct ion of costs. .\ 11 aspects of t lie 

day's work of a gang e111ployed on such \vork 

were reviewed and a large number of speakers 

contributed their ideas on the various points 

raised. 
Other subjects for Jiscussion were' on tilt� 

agenda, but time did nut permit of these being 
brought forward. This \\·as the first " In
formal " 111ceting held in the centre, but in view 
of its unqualified success arrangements will lie 
made for others from titi1C tu time. 

II.C.l\I. 

THE INSTITUTION OF P.O. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. 
Officers of Colonial and Foreign Telegraph Administratio01s 

who are engaged in Electrical Engineering Works may be 
admitted as Colonial and Foreign Corresponding Members 
respectively, after application. 

Subscription payable annually in advance on 1st April in 
each year: 

· 

Colonial Members £1 o o 

Foreign ,, £1 10 o 
ThPse sums include Annual Subscription to the Journal of 

P.O. Electrical Engineers and the supply of all Professional 
Papers issued during the period covered by subscription. 

Forms of application for Colonial and Foreign Membership 
can be obtained on application to 

The Secretary, 
Institution of P.O.E. Engineers, 

G.P.O. (Alder House), E.C,1. 

or the undermentioned gentlemen who have kjndly agreed 

to act as reprei;entatives of the Institution in their respective 
countries:-

R. Ba<lenach , Esq., B.Sc. (Melb.), 
Chief Engineer's Office, 

Postmaster-General's Department, 
Treasury Gardens, 

Melbourne, C2, 
Australia. 

If. C. Brent , Esq., 
District Telegraph Engineer's Office, 

Wellington, N.Z. 

N. N. Banerjee, Esq., A.M.I.E.E. (Ind.), 
Divisional Engineer, Telegraphs, 

Calcutta West Division, 
8, \Vellesley Place, 

Calcutta, 
India. 

A. T. Kingston, Esq., M.B.E., A.M.I.E.E., 
Officp of the Chief Engineer, 

Telegraphs & Telephones, 
C.T.O., 

Colombo, 
Ceylon. 

A. J. Kellaway, Esq., 
DqJart mcnt of Posts and Telegraphs, 

P.O. Box 366, 
Pietcrmaritzburg, 

South Afric� 

CENTRAL LIBRARY. 
TI'." lollo\\·ing books h:tvl' bl'<'ll addt"d lo the CPntral Library. 

.\ppl1«at """' lor Ill<' loan ol same should be addressed to the 
I .ilJ1·ari:in, l1htitut ion of P.O. Electriwl Engineers, Alder 
l lou"" E.C. 1. 

So. Tille. 
],JST \·J. 

88() \'a1;d l·:lt·ctJ"ical J\L111uai (1<J28J 
8S7 \';,'JiitLtk«rs L1cctrical Pocl�t ·t J�ouk 
�.;KS TPll'vi�ion .. 
SSrJ .\lkaline .\ccumulators 

Sqo Conduction of El"ctricit y through 
Gases ... . . .  ... • .. 

Sq1.1 Essays Prize Competition, 1928-
29 :-

(r) Mod,,rn Theories of EIC'ctricity 
:,nd Mafnetism . .. .. . 

(2) T<'IPphon� Trans111ission Mc;1-
surement on Repeater Circuits 

(J) �Iaintenance of Subscribers' 
.\pparatus in Automatic Areas 

(4) Radio Methods in Telegraphy 
and Telephony . . . . .. 

(5) Ccneral Analysis of Faults in 
a Director Automatic Ex
chCJnge .. ... . .. 

Sq11> (b) l'hoto-Cop)ing and the P.O. 
Engineering Department 

(7) The Preparation of Develop-
ment Schemes . . . .. . . .. 

(S) Landing the Shore End of a 
Submarine Cable ... 

(9) The Study of the Oak ... 
892 Imperial Telegraphic Communica-

tion .. ... ... . .. 
893 Electricity ond the Electric Tele-

;Srnph ... 
8<J.I Telegraphy nnd Telephony, includ-

ing Wireless . . . . . . ... 
895 ABC of Television ... 
Sq6 Speech and Hearing 
't:l;/ I·�stiJnating . .. . .. 
898 Engineering Economics 
899 Practical Geometry and Engineer

ing Graphics 
900 Differential Equations, Elemen

tary Treatise 
901 ,\,T.M. Telegraph Engineers' 

Handbook 
902 Private Auto Branch Exchanges ... 

Authur. 

R. E. Nr·al". 

.\ Din-;dak. 
J. T. Cn·111wll a11d 

F. !If. L<·a. 
Sir J. J. Tl10111so11 & 

J. I'. Tho111pso11. 

(�. Franklin. 

F. E'. Wright. 

C. H. Ilartw<·ll. 

N. V. Knight. 

w. II. 011't'llS. 

R. E. t�ray. 

S. B. Iles. 

W. E. E1·crson. 
H. Chapman. 

C. Bright. 

J. B. Prescott. 

E. Mallett. 
R. F. Yates. 
H. Fletcher. 
T. H. Hargran-. 
T. H. Burnhcim. 

W. Abhott. 

H. T. H. Piaggio. 

R. T. Dennison. 
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BOOK 

"Telegraphy and Telephony," including 
\Vireless communication. /\n introductory 
text-book to the science and art of the electrical 
communication of intelligence. E. .Mallett, 
D.Sc. (Eng.), London. Chaptwm & Hall, Ltd. 
2 I/-. 

The author of this book is an old friend uf 
many Post Office Engineers. He has had llH· 
advantage of practical experience, both in tele
phone engineering· and in teaching engineering 
subjects. Although he has been eng·aged now 
for a g·ood many years on educational practice 
the contents of the book show that he has kept in 
close touch with practical engineering· work. 

The hook is intended to fill the g·ap between 
text-books dealing· with elerrn�ntary electricity 
and magnetism and their application to tele
graphy and telephony and those more advanced 
treatisl's on the various specralised branches 
such as telephonic transmission or automatic 
telephony. It deals with the application of the 
general principles of electricity and magnetism 
tu all branches of curn111unication l'ngirwering·. 

The g ·eneral methud follo\\'ed in dealing with 
any given section of telegraphy or telephony is 
to give a short description of the apparatus or 
system under consideration, followed by the 
theoretical considerations involved in its design 
and action. 

The book is divided into three main parts
Line Telegraphy, Line Telephony and \Vireless 
Telegraphy and Telephony. The part dealing 
with Line Telegraphy includes apparatus, 
systems and transmission theory over short and 
long lines. Transient effects are dealt with at 
some length in this section. 

The subject of Line Telephony is introduceo 
by a consideration of the nature and theory of 
sound, followed by telephone instruments, line 
transmission, thermionic valve5 and exchange 
systems. 

The part dealing with \\Tireless Telegraphy 
and Telephony includes the transmission of 
electromagnetic waves, the theory of high
frequency circuits and the gen,�ration anu recep
tion of high-frequency signals. 

At the end of the book are appendices givtng 
mathematical tables and proofs, etc., which 
could not be included in the te;;t. 

REVIEWS. 

The range covered by the bouk is so wide that 
it has not been possible to du more than intro
duce many of the subjects considered. For this 
reason an extensive series of references is given 
at the end of each chapter, which enables the 
reader tu pursue the subject further. 

There is very little in the book which is open 
lo cntrc1sm. It is considered, however, that the 
following points should receive attention in 
future editions. A considerable amount of space 
is devoted to the consideration of transients 111 
teleg·raphy, but the question of transients in 
telephony is dealt with in a single paragraph in 
the chapter on valves, lo \\'hich it does not appear 
to belong. In view of the fact that transient 
effects form the chief limiting factor to the dis
tance over which telephone com111unicatiun can 
be established they certainly dr•serve more con
sideration. In this connection :he statement (on 
page I/i') t hat "what happ ens during the 
transient period . . .  is onlv of minor if of any 
impurtance " may be sai<l . to belong to pre
repeater days. 

In connection with repeaters, the i 1 11ponann· 
of the repeater being of the same impedance as 
that of the line is not mentioned, and nu mention 
is made of means for regulating thr� amplifica
tion. The method mentioned on page 240 of 
facilitating the balancing of duplex repeaters by 
shunting the line with a small condenser has 
been abandoned as it is liable to produce reflec
tion effects. 

No mention is made of " sub-audio " tele
graphs, and very little of picture telegraphy, 
both of which offer excellent µe�·s on to which ttJ 

hang mathematics. Perhap<; also mention 
should be made of the telephonic speech 
standards set up in the United States and in 
Paris. 

It will be seen that most of the above points 
concern omissions and it is perhaps scarcely fair 
to criticise a book covering· such a wide field on 
such grounds. Tt is hoped that the next editior1 
will expand itself into three volumes, which 
could be easily filled with the material available. 

The book fulfils a long-felt want and can be 
thoroughly recommended to all interested in the 
technics of communication engineering. 
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" On the Lichtenberg Figures. Part III., 
The Positive Figures." By P. 0. Pedersen. 
Copenhagen, .t\ndr. Holst & Son. pp. 138, 
with 28 plates. Price Kr. 10.00. 

The history of electricity provides numerous 
records of discoveries made, in some cases. 
when the science was in its infancy, which were 
regarded for generations merely as interesting 
phenomena and incapable of utilisation, but 
\vhich have been applied to practical uses during 
the last few years. 

No better Pxample can be citf'd than the dis
covery by Licl1ten bPrg in 177i of the formation 
of the electrical dust figures which have been 
named after him. 

Lichtenberg· discm·f'n�d that when a charged 
conductor was brnug·ht close to or made to touch 
the surface of a cake of resin a charge was left 
on the resin the distribution of which could be 
rendered visible by sprinkling· the resin with fine 
dust sifted through muslin. The dust mixture 
usually consists of red lead and sulphur or 
vf'rmillion and lycopodium powder. The par
ticles rub one against another and against the 
muslin and become elf'ctrifif'd, the sulphur 
negatively and the rPd lead positively. The 
dust particles are attracted by charg·ps of opposite 
polarity on the cake of resin and as a result tlw 
positively electrified places appear yellow and 
the negatively electrified places red. 

It was subsequently discovered that an 
ordinary photographic plate could be substituted 
for the cake of resin and that if developed after 
Plectrification similar figures appeared. 

There is a marked difference between the shape 
and general appearance of figures produced bv a 
positive charge and of those produced by a 

negative charge. 
- . 

Of recent years photographic records of 
Lichtenberg figures have been used to study the 
surges on high tension lines, especially the

. 
kind 

of surges due to lightning. One piece of appar
atus used for this purpose is callpd the Klvdono
graph. The figures have also been used for the 
measurement ot very short intervals of time 
down to 10-10 seconds and even less. 

The Lichtenberg figures have been the subject 
of exhaustive study by Dr. P. 0. Pedersen, 
Pnnc1pal and Professor of the Royal Technical 
College, Copenhagen. 

The present volume published in the English 

language under the auspices of the Royal 
Danish Society of Science deals-with the positive 
figures and is complementary to two earlier 
works published in 1919 and 1922 on the nega
tive figures. 

One of the most interesting features of the 
work is the excellent series of photographic re
productions of actual figures taken under various 
conditions. 

As a result of his investigations thP author has 
developed the theory that the spreaders which are 
such a characteristic feature of the positive figures 
owe their formation to protons which the strong 
field at the tip of the spreaders drives out with 
great velocity. The investigations described 
further indicate that protons play an important 
role not only in the formation of positive Lich
tenberg figures, but that their importance in 
connection with spark formation is much greater 
than hitherto assumed. 

The book is a most interesting and authorita
tive source of information on a subject which is 
becoming of increasing importance to rhosc 
engineers and physicists whose work dPals ·with 
the study of transient Plectrical phenon1f'na. 

" Radio TelPgraphy and Telephony." By 
R. L. Duncan and C. E. Drew. New York, 
John vViley & Sons Inc. (London, Chapman & 
Hall). pp. 950, price 37 /6. 

This book in a sub-title is claimed to be a 
complete text-book for students of radio com
munication. It covers a large range, but deals 
with the subject in a descriptive manner with a 
marked absence of mathematical treatment. As 
a result, the book is not a satisfactory text-book 
for students who desire to obtain an.ything more 
than a superficial knowledge of the subject. 

A large portion of the work is taken up with 
descriptions of actual transmitting spts-more 
especially those manufactured by the Radio 
Corporation of America-together with operat
ing instructions for such sets, and is the type of 
information usually supplied bv manufacturers' 
descriptive pamphlets. This is probably the 
most interesting feature of the work, as it gives 
the radio engineer a fairly complete idea of 
current American practice in transmitter con
struction. 

There are numerous errors in the book, even 
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in c>lementary descriptions; for <·xample, on page 
511 various types of rondensers are described 
and undf'f the heading " Oil T,·pe Conden-:er " 
we read " In this condenser shec>ts of 2·lass or 
other insulating material are C< ated "ith tinfoil 
to a reasonable distance from the edges of the 
glass to prevent brush di:;rhargP. rlie p1nte nncl 
dielectric sections are then placed in a suitable 
tank containing insulating oil (oil frpe from all 
minNals). The purP oil is 11s<·ci for the dielectric 
material." Now this typP of condenser is the 
well-known glass plate c:mden�wr used on man}' 
spark installations and the glass platf's, not the 
oil, constitute the dielectric. The function of 
the oil is merely to prevent hrush discharges 
and to facilitate rooling. 

,\ nnther example of muddled <'xprPssion occurs 
on pagp 523 unck·r tlw heading Tuning: " Thi' 
frt>quency of an a-c circuit composed of induct
ance and capacity should be so rPgulatPd that 
at the instant the voltage rPaches its peak value 
the current flowing will have produced consider
able energy in the form of magnetic field round 
the inductance." The foregoing is typical of 
the kind of explanation offen"d in this work: 
there is also much needless repetition. 

" Radio Traffic l\Ianual and Operating· Rc>
gulations." By R. L. Duncan and C. E. Drew. 
New York, John Wiley & Sons Inc. (London, 
Chapman & Hall). pp. 18/, price 10/-. 

This book is intended as a guide book for 
operators. It consists of six chapters, the first 
of which deals with the :\Torse Code and the 
usual abbreviations. Tlw greater portion of the 
book is contained in the second and third 
chapters, which consist respectively of the 
operating rules and regulations of the Radio
marine Corporation of America and the text of 
the \Vashington Convention. The fourth and 
fifth chapters give the text of two American 
Acts, the Radio Act of HJ27 and the Ship i\ct of 
1912. The final chapter consists of the Regula
tions covering the issue of operators' licenses in 
the United States. 

There is nothing of an original character in 
the book and nothing which is not accessible to 
the public in other ways, except perhaps the 
operating rules, which of course only apply to 
the personnel of the particular operating com-

panv concerned. As a result the book is not 
likely to find a large public on this side of the 
.\tlantic. 

" Elements of Radio Comn;unication." Th 

John H. :\lorecroft. Ne\v York, John \\'iley & 

Sons Inc. (London, Chapman & Hall). pp. 
269, price 15/-. 

The present work is intended as an introduc
tory volume to the author's more aciYanced work 
" Principles of Radio Communication." The 
latter work, since its first publication, has been 
recognised as a thoroughly comprehensive and 
standard work on the subject, but it is rather too 
advanced for many students who require a sound 
elementary knowledg·e of 1 he subject, but who 
have not the time to study the larger work. 

The present work is not a rollection of ex
cerpts from the larger volume, but has been 
written entirely anew. 

Practically no mathematical preparation more 
advanced than elementary algebra is required for 
complete mastery of the text. 

The book is divided into seven chapters, com
mencing with the simple laws <'f the electric cir
cuit and special laws of radio circuits. Chapter,.; 
three and four deal respecti\'ely with general 
ideas or radio communication and the vacuum 
tube and its uses. Chapters tive and six deal 
respectively with radio telegr;1phy and radio 
telephony, \vhile the final chapter is on receiv
ing sets. 

The subject is dealt with in a w�ry thorough 
manner, within the limits that the author has set. 
\Vhere necessary to clarify any point numerical 
examples are given, worked out in full. In 
addition, at the end of the book are a number ot 
problems grouped under chapter headings. 
The usefulness of the book to private students 
would have been increased if tlw solutions to 
these problems had been given. 

The book contains 170 figLm�s a nd is also fur
nished \vith an index. One of the good features 
of the book is that the cun·es used to demon
strate various laws, such as valve characteristics, 
reactances, etc., have in most cases been plotted 
from actual measured values. 

Altogether this work appears to be a verv 
satisfactory elementary text-book which cnn he 
recommended for class us<·. 
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'' Private Automatic Branch Exchanges.'' 
R. T. A. Dennison. Sir Isaac Pitmans. 12/6. 

This book is a ust>ful addition to the series of 
works on ,\utornatic Telephony. 

The author's aim is to prest>nt a volunw giving 
the essential details of the circuits incorporated 
in several systt>ms of Automatic P.B.X.'s, pro
vided for subscribers' use in connt>ction with 
their internal and public exchange services in 
this country. 

To that end the book meets a definite nt>ed for 
a comprehensive treatise devoted to P.A.B.X.'s, 
which, although secondary in importance to 
Public exchanges, are not a negligible part of 
the field covered by the telephone engint>er. 
Approximately 27,000 telephones are working 
on tlw P.A.B.X.'s in this country at the present 
date. 

The volume under r0viC'w dC'scrib0s, in the 
fullest detail, the circuit operations im·olv0d in 
the following typical systf'ms :-

The Relay Automatic Co.':-. 24 and 32 volt 
system. 

Tlw Line Finder system of the Standard 
Telephones & Cablt>s, Ltd. 

The systems of :\fpssrs. Si0nwns Bros., and 
The Automatic Teleph01w l\Ianufacturing 

Co., utilising Strowger type equipnwnt. 
An outstanding feature is the large number of 

diagrams and photographs excellently repro
duced and clearly dt>scrilwd in tlw lt>tterpress. 
The large foldt>d diagrams ar0 arrang·pd for ready 
reference outsidt> the lt>tterprPss as r0quired when 
reading the circuit descriptions, this being par
ticularh· useful to the student of such a book. 

The �ubjt>ct matter has been well and carefully 
compiled, and although the majority of the 
diagrams arc copies of official diagrams these 
have been dissectPd and portions inserted in the 
body of the letterpress in explanation of some 
difficult principle or circuit operation. 

The book can be recommC'nded to anvone 
desirous of obtaining a close detailed knowledge 
of P .. \.B.X. circuits and to othf'rs who wish to 
improve their general acquaintance with the 
subject. 

Jn future editions a dimensionPd sketch of one 
or two typical P.A.B.X. Aoor plan lay-outs 
would be useful, as well as a little morP data on 
actual current consumption, extension to exten-

sion calls, extension to manual board, extension 
to public exchange. 

The author can be congratulated, as the book 
is particularly free from matC'rial errors, consider
ing the large numhPr of cross-rpfrrences used in 
the diag·rams and lettPrprcss. 

F.B. 

" High Voltage Cables." Bv P. Dunsheath, 
O.B.E., :\L\. (Cantab), B.Sc.Eng·., F.Jnst.P., 
M.T.E.E. 158 pp. Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, 
Ltd. Price, 10/6. 

:\fodern developments in the generation and 
transmission of Plectrical power at high pres
sures have rendered the design of cables a 
matter of great importance, necessitating a large 
amount of research into the characteristics of 
dielectrics, especially having regard to changes 
which may occur aftpr cables are put into 
service. 

This book, which is based on a course of 
lectures delivered bv the author at UniYersitv 
CollegP, London, �an be thoroughly recon-;
mended to any enginPer or student interested in 
the subject. It is both informative and read
able, while thP illustrations dealing with experi
mental work are excellent. 

The author, after first dealing with the manner 
in which the growth of unde�ground transmis
sion has affected the problem, discuss0s very 
fully the electrical properties of dielectrics, alone 
and in combination, showing how the prt>sence 
of other dielectrics, water, gas, etc., affects the 
distribution of stress. Dielectric power factor 
and losses, and the various methods ernploved 
in measuring these are also d0alt with, while 
the theories underlying· tlw behaviour of the 
materials are cliscusspd and weil illustrated by 
experiments. 

In the final chapters the author concentrates 
on the properties of impreg·nated papt>r cables 
and their different designs, leading to the use of 
single core cables for very high voltages. The 
adoption of these has led to further problems 
owing to the high sheath losses which may be 
introduced by the methods of laying adopted for 
the cables, and these and the use of oil filled 

·cables to overcome the shifting of the dielectric 
in laying the cables or under thP action of 
grayity nre �)so considered. 
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References are given, at the end of each 
chapter, to important papers dealing with the 
subject, for those who wish to pursue the matter 
further. 

J. McG. 

" Loaded Submarine Telephone and Tele
graph Cables." Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., 
Ltd., \Voolwich. 

The volume gives an account of the loaded 
submarine telephone and teleg-raph cables manu
factured, and in most cases also laid, by the 
firm, one of the pioneers in this branch of the 
electrical industry. The <)pening chapter deals 
with loading in a general way, while successive 
chapters contain illustratt>d des•,'.riptions, supple
mented by copious tabular mattf'r, of coil-load�d 
rmd continuously-loadt>d telept1one cables in
sulated with gutta-percha and paper respectively, 
and continuously-loaded gutta-percha insulate<i 
telegraph cables. 

A brief matlwmatical treatise on telephonic 
and telegraphic transmission is given in an 
Appendix. 

The book is sumptuously hound and forms a 

very worthy rt>cord of the valuabh� \york carried 
out hy this firm. 

'' Das Reichspost Zentralamt.'' A Com
memoration Book. The Post Office Adminis
tration has issm�d a profusely illustrated and 
finely printed volume as a souv�nir of the open
ing of the new P .0. central bmldings in Berlin. 
The coloured frontispiece gives a tine view of the 
front administrative blocks, surrounded on two 
sides by outbuildings and stores, with railway 
sidings -behind. The Administration is to he 
complimt>nted not only on the accommodation 
provided, hut on the enterprise \vhich evolved 
such a fine memento of the occasion. 

" Overhead Pmwr Lines. Elementary De
signs and Calculations." Ca pt \V. Morecomhe 
Chapman & Hall. 15/- net. 

The aim of this book seems to be to assist the 
Engineer engaged in the construction of over
head power lines to prepare his designs so as to 
fulfil as far a possible within the limitations of 
the uncertaintv which surrounds some of the 
Regulations of the Elf�ctricity Commissioners. 

There is a short chapter on the electrical pro
perties of transmission lines, but the greater part 
of the book is devoted to the problems of 
mechanical design. Detailed ll'ethods of pro
portioning the various components of overhead 
structures to satisfy the load conditions are given, 
and consideration is given to the most recently 
developed forms of compound wnod poles. Con
siderable attention is devoted to the strength of 
pole foundations, a subject which is too often 
neglected. 

Ferro-concrete poles are dismissed rather sum
marily, but this is perhaps natural in view of tlw 
small use which has been made of this type of 

pole in this country. It would, however, have 
been interesting to have seen the " spun " 
ferro-concrete pole treated, since apart from the 
fact that this type of pole cannot be made hy tlw 
roadside, it appears to he the most promising· 
design both from the point of view of cost and 
weight compared with wood poles. 

The safety requirements of the Electricity 
Commissioners and of the Post Office art> treated 
fully and reprints of the latPst safety n�gulations 
are given as appendices. 

H.C. 

" Worked Examples in Electrical Tech
nology." By F. Peasgood, A.M.I.E.E., and 
H. G. Boyland, A.M.I.E.E. Oxford Univer
sity Press. 15/- net. 

There has long been a need for a collection of 
worked examples in Electrical Technology and 
the authors, who are lecturers in Electrical En
gineering at the Northampton Polytechnic In
stitute, London, are to be congratulated for the 
business-like manner in which they have treatPd 
their subject. 

The book is divided into three parts which deal 
respectively with the Direct Current circuit, the> 
Magnetic circuit and the Alternating Current 
circuit. The examples, of which there are 110 
in all, are graded and have heen carefully 
chosen. They are worked out in that minute
ness of detail which delights the eye of an 
examiner and each part concludes with a number 
of questions, to which answers are given, on 
which the reader may try his skill. 

This very useful addition to the ever-growing 
literature o� Electrical Engineering should prove 
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useful alike to engineers desirous of a " re
fresher " and lo students eniering for the B.Sc. 
(Eng. ), .\ . .\1.1.E.E., or other (Xarninations of a 

similar standard. The book is excellenth 
printed on stout paper which should withstanci' 
the handling to which a book of reft>rence is 
subject. 

" Questions and Solutions in ;\Jagnetism and 
Elect ricity. " Solutions by �Wil liam J. \Vhite . 

!\.�1.I.E.E. Third Edition. :..:ir Isaac Pitman 
& Sons, Ltd. 5/- net. 

The third edition of this useful book makes a 
\n•konw appearance. The solutions to the 

CURRENT 

The Journal of the lnstitidion of Electrical 
Engineers, Vol. 67, No. 393, September, 1929. 

Direct Generation of Alternating Current at 
High Voltages. Hon. Sir Charles i\. Parsons, 
O.l\L, K.C.B. , F.R.S., Honor:ll"v ;\!Jr>mber. and 
J. Rosen, :\lember. 

-

Recent Developnwn ts in Tu rho-Generators. 
J. !\. Kuyser, Membt>r. 

A :VIeasurement of the Sound Pressures on an 
Obstacle. \V. \Vest, B.A., Associate i\fember. 
;\n investigation of the pcrfornrnnce of a small 
condens<·r transmitter under diffr�rent conditions 
of test. The accuracies of tht methods of 
measurement are discussed. 

,\ Prt>cise Eleclrometer Method for Voltage-
Transformer Testing. R. S. J. Spilsbury, 
B. Sc., Associate Member. 

The Rotor Bearings of Electricity .i\Ietcrs. 
\V. Lawson, Member. 

Discussions on " The Construct ion of (he 
'Crid' Transmission System in Great Britain,'' 
" Practice and Progress in Combustion of Coal 
as applied to Steam (;eneratinn " ;md on the 
Ii rst two papers quoted above. 

Vol. 67, No. 394, October, 1929. 

The Testing of Porcelain Insulators. B. L. 
Goodlet, Associate Member. ·1 he paper dis
c1;sses the technique of porcelain insulator tesl-

YOL. xxn. 

riuestions set at the examinations in i\fagnetisrn 
and Electricity held during the years 1922-29 by 
the City and Guilds of London Institute have 
been added. !\s a result the book contains 
nearly twice the number of pages as the previous 
edition, hence the increase in price. 

The second edition was reviewed on p. 282, 
Vol. 14 of the Journal and the criticisms there 
made still obtain. In addition, there is a slip on 
p. IiS where the word " charges " should read 
" changes. " 

The book should continue supreme in its 
sphere of usefulness both to students and 
lecturers in this subject. 

\V.S.P. 

LITERATURE. 

mg, and includes the usual electrical and 
mechanical tests called for in the various national 
specifications and also special tests of more recent 
origin. 

The Modern Use of Pulverised Fuel in Power 
Stations. R. A. Chattock, Past-President. 

Some Technical Considerations concerning 
Power Factor in relation to Tariffs. E. W. Hill, 
:\fember. 

Directions for the Study of l\'Iicanite. Report 
nf the British Electrical and Allied Industries 
Research Association. Classification of material 
;111d Notes on Manufacture, Use and Character
istics. Methods of Test. 

;\ Portable Electric Harmonic Analyser. R. 
Thornton Coe, M. A., ?ILSc.Tech., Associate 
.i\lember. Paper describes a perfection of the 
dynamometer method of harmonic analysis in 
which accuracy and speed of operation have been 
combined with portability. The method gives 
lhf' harmonics correct to l/2oth of r per cent. of 
t lw fundamental and can also be used for the 
analysis of current waves and for finding the 
phase angle between harmonics of the same fre
quency in two different waves. 

J'ol. 67, No. 395, November, 1929. 

The Twentieth Kelvin Lecture. Lightning. 
Dr. G. C. Simpson, C.B., F.R.S. 

v 
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Electricity in Agriculture with Special Refer-
ence to Electro-Culture. \Villiam Phcenix, 
Associate Member. 

Precision Permeability �'1easurf'ments of 
Straight Bars and Strips in the Region of High 
Permeability. C. E. \Vebb, B.Sc. (Eng.), 
Associate .Member, and L. H. Ford, B.Sc. 
(Eng.). From the N .P. Lab. Construction of 
a yoke to give values of H = 3000 on straight 
samples 20 to 25 cm. long and up to 5000 on 
samples 8 to 10 cm. long is described and also 
the methods of measuring. The effect of stress 
in the specimen is considered. 

Journal of the American Institution of Electrical 
Engineers. 

September, 1929. 

Application of Induction Regulators to Dis
tribution Networks. E. R. \Volfert and T. J. 
Brosnan. 

Annual Report of Committee on Protective 
Devices, including report of Sub-Committee on 
Relays. 

Annual Report of Committee on Education. 
Radio Interference from Line Insulators. 

Ellis Van Atta and E. L. \Vhite. A discussion 
of the causes of radio interference from insulators 
on high voltage equipment; the present methods 
of eliminating disturbance and future designs. 

High - Voltage Low - Current Fuses and 
Switches. Roy Wilkins. 

The Interconnected lntegraph. Robert E. 
Glover and Henry H. Plumb. A machine for 
solving differential equations in two variables. 

Annual Report of Committee on Instruments 
and Measurements. 

October, 1929. 

Travelling \Vaves clue to Lightning. L. V. 

Bewley. The purpose is to describe and analyse 
the origin and formation of waves on a trans
mission line induced by lightning discharges. 

Annual Report of Committe'.: on Communica
tion. Report covers Telephone> Transmission, 
Telephone Service Improvements, Dial Tele
phony, Carrier Systems, Telephone Plant, Telt> 
phone Equipment, Devf'lnpmrnts in '.\Iatf'rials, 
Airways Communications, \Vire Line Systems 
for Broadcasting, Frequency Control in Radio, 
Railroad Train, Radio Equipment, Trans
Atlantic Telephony, Trans-Atbntic Telegraphy, 
Printing Telegraphy, Facsimile Transmission, 
Television, Sound Pictures, and lVfunicipal and 
Protective Signalling. 

Annual Report of Committee on Research. 
The Electrical Engineering· of Sound Picture 

Systems. K. F. Morgan and T. E. Shea. 
Paper describes the technique and apparatus of 
sound picture recording and reproduction. 

Magnetic Shielding. S. L. Gokhale. The 
shielding of magnetic instruments from steaclv 
stray fields. 

November, 1929. 

The Theory of Electrical Conductivity. Re
cent developments. William V. Houston. 

Dial Telephone System serving small com
munities. F. 0. Wheelock. 

Annual Report of Committee on Transmission 
and Distribution, Power. 

Impulse Insulation Characteristics of \Voocl 
Pole Lines. H. L. Melvin. Results of a com
prehensive series of tests on power lines. 

Annual Report of Committee on Electrical 
Machinery. 

Effect of Surges on Transformer Windings. 
J. K. Hodnette. Power. 

Annal Report of Electrophysics Committee. 
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POST OFFICE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. 

f'ROMOTIONS. 

____ _ / __ 

Grade. 

Acting Assistant Staff Engineer, 

E.-in-C.O. 

Executive Engineer, Exeter Section, 

S.W. District. 

Executive Engineer, Leeds Ext!. 

Section, N.E'. District. 

Executive Engineer, Glasgow South 

Section, Scot. West District. 

Acting Exec. Engineer, London 

District. 

Assistant Engineer, Norwich Section, 

E. District. 

:\Cling Executive Engineer, 

E. Distriot 

.\"isLtnt Engineer, Glasgow Ext!. 

Sect ion, Scot. \Vest District. 

.\ssistant E'nginecr, Lines Section. 

E.-in-C.O. 

Assis<lant Engineer, Technical 

Section, London District. 

... ! Assist. Engineer, Telegraph Section. 

E.-in-C.O. 

Assist. Engineer Equipment Section, 

E.-in-C.o. 

Assist. Engineer, Lines Section, 

E.-in-C.O. 

Asst. Engineer, S. East District. 

:hst. Engineer, Scot. East Dist. 

Chief Inspector, London Distriot. 

Chief Inspector, N. \Vales District. 

Chief Inspector, London District. 

Chief Inspector, Northern District. 

Chief l nsp('ctor, E.-in-C.O. 

Chief Inspector, N. Wales District. 

Chief Inspector, Scot. East District. 

Chief Inspector, Northern District. 

Chief Inspector, Eastern District. 

Promoted to 

:\ssistant Staff Engineer, 

E.-in-C.O. 

Assistant Superintending Engineer, 

Scot. E. District. 

Assistant Superintending Engineer, 

N.W. District. 

.\5'istant Superintending Engineer, 

Scot. \Vest Distriot. 

Executive E'ngineer, London District. 

Acting Executive Engineer, 

Norwich Section, E. District. 

Executi\·e Engineer, E. Di;,trict. 

Executi,·c Engineer, Glasgow South 

Section, Scot. \Vest District. 

Executive Engineer, Leeds Ext!. 

Section, N. Eastern Dis<trict. 

Executiv" Engineer, West Ext!. 

Section, London District. 

Executive Engineer, Telegraph 

Section, E.-in-C.O. 

Lxecuti,·c Engineer, (loca<tion to be 

fixed later). 

Executive Engineer, Exeter Section, 

S.W. District. 

Executive Engineer, N. Wales Dist. 

Executive Engineer, Scot. West Dist. 

Assist. Engineer, Telephone Section, 

E.-in-C.O. 

,\ssistant Engineer, N ot<tingham 

Section, N. Mid. District. 

Assistant Engineer, London District. 

Assistant Engineer, London District. 

.\>Sis<lant E'ngineer, E.-in-C.O. 

.\ssist. Engineer, S. Lanes. District. 

Date. 

5-11-29 

1 2-10-29 

1-1-30 

16-9-29 

16-9-29 

1-1-30 

1-12-29 

18-9-29 

1-10-29 

12-12-29 

1-1-30 

12-12-29 

To be fixed 

later. 
Assistant rngineer, Scot. E. District. 1-1-30 

Assist. Engineer, S. Lanes. District. To be fixed 

later. 

.\ssis,lant Engineer, Eastern District. To be fixed 

later. 
Chief Inspeotor, London District. :\ssistant Engineer, E.-in-C.O. 12-12-29 

12-12-29 Chief Inspector, S. Lanes. District. Assist. Engineer, S. Lane;.;. District. 

__ ___J_ ____ _ ----------------
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Name. 

Judd, F. J. 

LlakPr, T. \V. 

�:tvlor, <�. 
St<;kes, c;. \\". 
llro\\"ning, \\". I I. 
I.a\\', C. V. 
\Icintosh, J. 
\·cr110111 R. J. 
Mayman, A. C. 
Arnold, J\. 
Lynn, B. 
Howrigan, II. F. 
Davies, H. S. 

Moores, H. J. 

Devereux, S. F. \\'. 
Header, S. Q. 
Sto\\'dl, A. C. St. J. 
Byrne, \V. G. 
Sangn, C. 
Ciooch, J. V. L. 
Nightingale, \V. I I. 
Lock i e, R. c\. 
Brown, \V. J. 
Hicks, C. J. 
Burro\\·:-1, C. 'T. 

Name. 

Comport, �laj or [;. H., i\l.C . . . . ! 
\Vallael', C. S. 
Co11·ic. J. 
Hetherington, T. 
f�wyer, J. H. 
\\'alln W F 
Ives,· G. T. . 
Harris. W. R. 
Price, H. G. 
Con1porl, T. 

Name. 

Hansford, Dr. R. V. 
Evers, J. lI . . . .  
Grnves, K. G. R. 

PROMOTIONS (continued). 

Grade. 

I ns1i<:ctor, S. \V. District. 
Inspector, S.E. Dbtrict. 

I 11.'I"'ctor, London Dis't rict. 
Inspector, !\. \\";1ks Distrin . 
Inspector, Scot. East District. 
Inspector, S. Lanes. Distric t. 
I ns1wclor, N. Ea,,t District. 

Inspector, Scot. \Vcsl District. 
Inspector, E.-in-C.0. 

1 nspector, Tl'sting Branch. 
Skilkd \Vorknw11, Cl. I., N. \Vaks 

I fr.,trict. 
Skilled \Vorkmc11, Cl. !., S. Lanes. 

District. 

Skilkd \Vorkm<"n, Cl. I., London 
District. 

Skilled \Vorkm,,n, Cl. !., S. E. 
District. 

RETIREMENTS. 

Rank. 

" 
Exccuti\"e Engineer. 

,\ssistant Engineer. 
" 

I nspector. 

DEATHS. 

Rank. 

Assistant Staff Enginl'er. 
Inspector. 

Promoted to 

.\ssistant EngitH'l't-, E.-in-( : . ( L 

.\ssista11l E11gi11t"er, E.-in-C.O. 

Chid Inspector, S.\V. District. 
Chief Inspector, S.E. District. 

Chief Inspector, London Di.-,t rict. 
" , , 

Chid Inspector, Scot. East Dist1·iet. 
Chief Inspector, E'.-in-C. O. 
Chief Inspector, E'.-in-C. O. 
Chief Inspector, E'.-in-C.O. 
Chief Inspector, E'.-in-C.O. 

Chief Inspector, Testing Brnnch. 
Inspector, N. \Vales Diqrict. 

l nspeot or, S. Lanes. District. 

Inspector, S.E. District. 

Districts. 

N. Ireland. 
N.E. 

London. 
.'irnt. \ \' c' t. 

Lorn.Ion. 

S. Wales. 
London. 

District. 

E.-in-C.O. 
S. \Vales. 

London. 

Date. 

Tu 1)1: 1lx1·d 
J;1t�r. 

To llc fo-.ed 
latc1·. 
::8-.;-2•) 

18-12-27 
HJ- I 2-2 � 

24-.\-2<) 
20-1-2() 
I 0-4-2<) 
21-4-2') 
I I·.f-2<) 

2 r-11-28 
_! 1-2-20 

To be fixcll 
later. 

Date. 

:JO-lj-2<) 
3 1-12-2<) 
JO-ll-2q 
:1 I- i2-2q 
31-12-2() 
JO-I l-2lJ 

31-8-;!9 
31-1-29 

i3-10-2t) 

20-11-2<] 

Date. 

5-10-Z�) 
3 1-8-2q 

4-9- 2 �' 



Name. 

llorn<'r, F. 11. 
ll« \\i;mlt, R. l;. 
Faulk1wr, II. 
S!rnthers, G. ;\. 
Lcwk, F. 
llanford, S. 
King, .\. (;. 
\Vain, S. \\'. 
Rohin�on, R. P. 
Kt>1111anl, T. (�. 
I I in ton, I l. 

llutchi•Oll, ll. c. 
Rirhanlsu11, . \. F . 

Bale...,011, 1:. L. II. 

\J;tl'ljtll'Cll, J. .J. 

\\'adc, w. 

\Voodhead, 11. c. 

St('\Y<trt, T. 

Tho1n"<tt, I I. 

Lynes, F. .\. 

Shephard, ,\. c. 

Cooper, w. D. 
Law, c. v. 

Name. 

. \ 1 ill"'" \\' 

'.\ Ul'lll'111, R. D. s. 

ST:\ FF ('I I.\ \TC ES. 

Rank. 

" 
.\:-:.�i�t�111L E11gi1H'IT 

( '/1i1·I I 11-.;p(Tj()i' 

Inspector. 
Chid Tnc.pec,lor. 

TRA!\SFERS 

From 

N. \\';iJ,., Jlic.11·i11. 
( irimsll\' R:ttlio. 

Rugh:
w 

Radio. 
Boclini11 Rndio. 

E'.-in-C.O. 
E'.-in-C.O. 

l�ridgw:itcr. 
Bod111i11 R;tdin. 

( ;ri111:--IJV R;tclio. 
E'.-i,;-c.o. 

11 ;.1rlrnur (_� rac1'. 
N ewfoundlarnl. 

( iri111sliv R;idic. 
( irin1sb), Sk·<'gn(·:-;s 

R:1dio. 
( iri1nsl_1y Ski:g1H·ss 

R"dio. 
C ri !llsby Sk1·g1H_'ss 

Radio. 
Bod111i11 1-hidgw:ru·r 

Radio. 
Bodmi11 Bridg\\';11er 

Radio. 
liod1ni11 Hriclg\\';1tcr 

Radio. 
Roclmin Rridg\\':t1«r 

Radio. 
(_� ri111�by-Skcg11c·�� 

Radio. 
LPcifiPlcl Radio. 

Rugln· Il.;idir 
Lonclo1; District. 

CLERICAL ESTABLISID!ENT. 

RETIRI:�!EKTS. 

Crade. 

lliglwr ("J,.rirnl Onic1r . 

THANSFERS. 

Rank. From 

Highe1· C],.,-i(';tl Oflice1-. 

To 

E.-in-(:.<>. 
J·:.-in-(:.() 
E'.-in-C.O. 

1-!uglly Radio. 
S . . \lid. District. 

S. E. Dis! rict. 
S. \lid. ])i,1ricl. 

Rugby }{;tclio. 
J•:.-in-('.(l. 

l,u11do11 J)j...;tric1. 
(�{1m1nunic:t'j, ions ( �oy. 

( :01111nu11 icail ion� l :o,·. 
( 'ulrn�y I l(•;ttli RadiZL 

Baldock R:1dio. 

Rugby Radio. 

Rugby Radio. 

B;ddock Radio. 

Rughy Raclio. 

Rugby Radin. 

E.-in-C.O. 
N. \\'ciles District. 

District. 

To 

Scot. Ea-;t. 

Date. 

I 7-1 1-21) 
21)-(J-2() 
8-!0-2q 
2q-9-2() 
l-10-29 
3-1 l-2) 
, 1}·<)-�9 
-�9-9-2q 
29-9-2<) 

2-J--10-2 ·1 
2 9-9-2 �) 

:?�J-9-2q 
2<)-<)-2<) 

2 9-9-2 9 

4<)-<)-2 ) 

JO-I I-2CJ 
6- !0-2() 

Date. 

Date. 

10- I 1-l(j 
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